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들어가며

01.� 교수님들�추모의�글

� �
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전태웅�교수께

� 고려대�세종캠퍼스�컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�정인정교수

전�교수!

올해� 일� 학기� 시작하고� 회식� 때만� 하더라도� 건강한� 모습으로� 보았는데�

갑자기� 입원했다는� 문자� 메시지와� 중환자실로� 옮긴다는� 소식을� 들을�

때만� 해도,� 요즘같이� 현대의학이� 발달했는데� 설마� 유명을� 달리할� 줄은�

전혀� 상상을� 못했는데� 중환자실로� 옮기고� 하루� 만에� 부고� 소식을� 들었

을�때� 얼마나�놀랐었는지요.� 마치�무슨�꿈을�꾸는�것� 같고�믿기지가�않

았습니다.

이제� 내� 자신이� 고려대학교에서� 교수로서� 재직할� 남은� 기간이� 얼마� 남

지� 않았는데�이렇게� 갑자기� 전� 교수와� 헤어질� 줄은�생각도� 못했습니다.�

전� 교수의� 끔직한� 비보를� 듣기� 불과� 며칠� 전만해도� 올해� 일하기� 개학

하고� 나서� 처음� 갖는� 학과교수들과의� 전체� 회식� 때만� 해도� 바로� 옆자

리에서� 같이� 환담을� 나누고� 덕담을� 하면서� 즐거운� 시간을� 보냈는데� 어

찌�그런�슬픈�소식을�들을�수� 있다고�상상이나�할� 수� 있었습니까.�

그� 후� 장례를� 치르고� 산소에� 갔다� 온� 후� 마음이� 어느� 정도� 진정이� 되

고�전� 교수의�세상�떠남을�마음으로�받아들인�다음,� 전� 교수를�처음�보

았을� 때를� 생각하며� 전� 교수께서� 고려대학교에서� 20여년� 넘게� 재직했

던�적지�않은�기간을�가만히�회상해�봅니다.

전� 교수를� 처음� 보았을� 때� ‘아하� 이� 분은� 세속에� 찌들지� 않은� 전형적인�

선비이자� 학자이구나’� 라는� 인상을� 받았고� 그� 것은� 나중에� 전� 교수와�

한� 과에서� 오랜� 시간을� 같이� 지내면서� 변하지� 않았습니다.� 세속적이지�

않으면서� 선비의� 곧은� 품성을� 지니면서도� 다른� 사람들의� 분위기에� 같
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이� 맞추어주고� 어떤� 원칙을� 세우면� 그� 원칙에서� 벗어나지� 않으면서� 자

기� 절제에� 강한� 모습이� 참� 좋았습니다.� 그리하여� 전� 교수와� 같은� 학과

에서�근무하고�지내는�것이�기쁘고�행복이란�생각이�들었습니다.� � �

전� 교수!� 무엇이� 그리� 바쁘다고� 당신이� 그토록� 사랑하시고� 또� 사랑받

으시는�학생들과�대학의�가족들을�두고�하늘나라로�떠나셨습니까.�

고려대학교와� 우리� 학과에� 더� 많은� 도움을� 주실� 수� 있는데� 무엇이� 그

리�급하다고�우리를�버리고�급하지도�않은�길을�벌써�떠나셨습니까.

전� 교수께서� 우리� 곁을� 떠나신지� 벌써� 3개월이� 다� 되어오고� 조금만� 더�

있으면� 벌써�이번� 학기가� 마무리되고�올해도� 반이� 지나갑니다.� 세삼�시

간이� 빨리� 지나감을� 느낍니다.� 이제� 전� 교수께서� 떠났을� 때의� 슬픔을�

차분히� 이겨나가고� 전� 교수께서� 못� 다한� 꿈과� 희망을� 남은� 사람들이들

이�힘을�합해�노력하여�이루도록�하겠습니다.�

더욱이� 유족들께서�큰� 금액을� 학교�및� 학과에� 쾌척하시어,� 그� 고마움과�

감사를�무어라�말� 할� 수� 없습니다.� 전� 교수의�꿈과�유족들의�희망이�이

루어지도록�노력할�것을�다시�한번�마음�속으로�다져봅니다.�

부디�하늘나라에서�편히�영면하시기�바랍니다.� �

2017년� 5월� 화창한�날� 오후에�전교수를�그리워하면서�정인정�올림.� �
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전태웅교수님

고려대�세종캠퍼스�컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�조충호교수

� � � 오늘은� 스승의� 날� 아침입니다.� 늘� 우리와� 함께� 일� 것� 같은� 전태

웅� 교수님이� 하늘나라로� 가신지� 어느덧� 두� 달이� 지났습니다.� � 돌이

켜보니� 우리가� 함께한� 22년� 동안� 선생님은� 참� 교육자셨고,� 좋은� 동

료였습니다.� 그런�선생님을�이렇게�허망하게�보내다니….

� � � 2017년� 3월14일� 오후� 5시경� 청천벽력과도� 같은� 전태웅� 교수님

의� 서거� 소식을� 듣는� 순간에� 저는� 물론� 우리학과� 교수님들� 모두의�

표정과�언어와�행동이�멈춰버린�것을�느꼈습니다.

� � � 아직도� 해야� 할� 일이� 너무도� 많으신데,� 헤어질� 준비가� 안� 된� 우리

를� 남겨두고� 이렇게� 갑작스럽게� 떠나가시다니� 너무나� 허망하기� 짝이�

없습니다.

� � � 지금으로부터� 22년� 전인� 1995년� 3월� 전교수님께서� 처음� 부임하

신� 이래로� 같은� 복도에서� 연구실� 문을� 서로� 옆에� 두고� 한� 학기도�

빠짐없이� 얼굴을� 보며� 지냈던� 기억들이� 더욱� 가슴을� 아프게� 합니

다.� 두� 달이� 지난� 지금도� 전태웅� 교수님이� 없다는� 사실이� 실감나지�

않습니다.� 항상� 교수님� 연구실� 옆을� 지날� 때는� 문을� 열고� 웃으면서�

나와�마주칠�것만�같습니다.�

� � � 교수님,� 기억하시지요.� 처음� 학교에� 부임해서� 살아계실� 때까지�

우리가� 함께했던� 많은� 시간들을요.� 학교� 기숙사에서� 주무시는� 날에

는� 학과� 교수님들과� 학교앞� 노래방과� 호프집에서� 맥주� 한� 잔과� 야

식을� 하면서� 학생들의� 진로와� 학교의� 미래와� 대한민국을� 걱정하면
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서� 나누었던� 많은� 이야기들,� 이제는� 그� 기억들이� 더욱� 그립고� 가슴

을�멍하게�합니다.

� � � 명문� 사학� 고려대학교의� 지방� 캠퍼스의� 교수로� 임명� 받아� 열악

한� 교육과� 연구� 환경에서도� 다른이보다� 학교를� 더� 사랑할� 줄� 아셨

고,� 평생을� 학과와� 학교를� 위해� 헌신하셨던� 교수님은� 고려대학교의�

정말�자랑스러운�스승이십니다.

�

� � � 교수님은� 홀어머님의� 소중한� 아들이며� 5형제의� 너무나� 자랑스럽

고� 사랑하는� 형님이자� 가장이셨으며� 또한� 너무나� 좋아하고� 존경하

는� 고려대학교� 컴퓨터� 소프트웨어� 융합학과� � 학생들의� 스승이며� 동

료이기도� 하셨습니다.� 우리� 모두는� 선생님을� 영원히� 기억하며� � 잊

지�않으려�합니다.

� � � 전태웅� 교수님,� � 선생님의� 영정� 앞에서� 여전히� 가슴� 메어지는�

아픔과� 주체할� 수� 없는� 눈물밖에는� 아무것도� 남은� 것이� 없음을� 느

낍니다.�

�

� � � 저의� 슬픔이� 어찌� 남겨진� 가족� 분들의� 고통과� 비참함에� 비할수�

있겠습니까만� 진정으로� 선생님의� 명복을� 기원� 드리오니� 편안히� 눈

감으소서.� 다음� 생에는� 반드시� 더� 좋은� 세상에서� 태어나� � 천수를�

다� 누리기를�진정으로�기원합니다.

� � � 전태웅� 교수님!� 편히� 가십시오.� 선생님과� 한� 시대를� 같이� 보낼�

수� 있었던�것이�너무도�행복합니다.
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존경하는�전태웅교수님

� � � 고려대�세종캠퍼스�컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�박대희교수

� � � 전태웅교수님이� 고려대� 세종캠퍼스에� 1995년� 3월에� 부임하셨고,�

내가� 1993년도� 3월부터� 근무했으니,� 전태웅교수님과의� 인연은� 무려�

만22년이고� 금년까지� 23년차에� 이른다.� 때로는� 동료교수이상의�친구로

써� 인연을� 이어갔으니,� 전태웅교수님과� 함께한� 얼마나� 많은� 추억들이�

캠퍼스�곳곳에�베어있으랴...

� � � 전태웅교수님과의� 인연은� 우연이� 아니라고� 생각한다.� 전태웅교수님

과의� 추억담을� 하나� 소개하자면,� 꽤� 오래전� 신임교수시절로� 돌아간다.�

그� 당시�저녁식사�후,� 기숙사에�들어가기�전� 우리는� 종종�조치원읍내에�

위치한� ‘스페인하우스’라는� 술도� 팔고� 노래도� 부를� 수� 있는� 카페에서�

즐거운� 시간을� 보냈다.� 지금은� 사라진� 생활패턴이지만...� 그러던� 중,� 누

군가가�스페인이라는�나라는� 어떤�나라인가?� 라는�화두를�던졌고,� 전태

웅교수님과� 나는� 그해� 겨울방학� 때� 스페인일주� 여행을� 약속이라도� 한�

듯,� 각자� 몇일� 차이로� 출발했다.� 전태웅교수님은� 모로코,� 포루투칼로부

터� 스페인의�바르셀로나까지� 스페인을� 일주하는�일정이었고,� 나는� 바르

셀로나에서� 모로코까지� 거꾸로� 진행하는� 일정이었다.� 그런데,� 그라나다

에서� 스페인의� 고도인� 톨레도로� 가는� 길에� 들른� 선물의� 집에서� 우연히�

전태웅교수님을� 마주치게� 되었다.� 참으로� 신기한� 전태웅교수님과의� 우

연이� 아닌� 인연이� 아닌가?.� 가수� 노사연씨의� ‘만남’이라는� 노래의� 가사

는� 다음과� 같이� 시작한다:� “우리� 만남은~� 우연이� 아니야~� 그것은� 우리

의�바램이었어....“

� � � 전태웅교수님이� 학자로써� 최근의� 관심사는� 반려견� 연구이다.� 나� 또

한� 소,� 돼지,� 닭� 등과� 같은� 가축연구를� ICT입장에서� 수행하기에,� 식사�
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후� 우리는� 커피� 한잔을� 나누면서� 많은� 담소를� 나누었다.� 현재,� 전태웅

교수님의�박사과정�지도� 학생들� 중,� 왕화상과�오스만이�현재� 나의�지도

하에� 반려견� 연구를� 계속� 진행하고� 있다.� 전태웅교수님의� 뜻을� 받들어�

나는� 최선을� 다해서� 두� 박사과정� 학생들을� 연구지도하리라� 스스로� 다

짐한다.

� � � 전태웅교수님은� 용인의� ‘로뎀파크’라는� 수목장에� 모셔져� 있다.� ‘로뎀’

이라는�키워드를�검색창에서�찾아보면�다음과�같다:�

“로뎀나무(Broom� tree)는� 콩과의� 관목으로� 높이� 2~3m� 정도� 되는� 나

무입니다.� 로뎀� 나무의� 잎은� 바늘� 모양으로� 되었으며� 이른� 봄이� 되면�

흰� 색� 꽃이� 피며,� 그� 열매는� 긴� 타원형� 모양입니다.� 이� 나무는� 팔레스

타인� 사막의� 구릉이나� 암석� 지대,� 특히� 사해� 부근에서� 많이� 있습니다.�

이� 나무는� 크게� 자라서� 그늘이� 지기� 때문에� 더위에� 지친� 사람들이� 종

종� 그� 그늘에서� 쉽니다.� (왕상:19장� 4~5)을� 보면� 로뎀� 나무가� 나옵니

다.� 엘리야는� 왕후� 이세벨을� 두려워하여� 급히� 호렙산을� 향해� 도피했습

니다.� 그는� 호렙산으로�가는� 도중에� 로뎀�나무� 그늘� 아래에서�쉬었습니

다.� 그는� 너무나�지치고� 피곤해서�이곳에서�하나님께�자신의� 생명을�거

두어� 달라고� 기도했습니다.� 그러나,� 엘리야는� 로뎀� 나무� 아래에서� 천사

의� 도움을� 받아� 지친� 몸과� 영혼을� 회복했으며,� 무사히� 광야의� 길을� 지

나� 호렙산으로�갈� 수� 있었습니다.� 그리고�그는� 호렙산에서�하나님을�만

나�뵙고�다시�영적으로�재충전�한� 후에,� 앞으로�할� 일을�지시받고�고국

으로�다시�돌아왔습니다.“

� � � 존경하는�전태웅교수님~

교수님도� 로뎀나무에� 관한� 성경의� 이야기처럼� 로뎀나무� 아래에서� 안식

을�얻기를�바랍니다.�

� � � 전태웅교수님과�쌓아온� 만22년간의�인연은� 결코�우연이�아닌� 것� 같

습니다.
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노사연씨의�만남을�혼자�읍쪼려�봅니다...

<� 노사연의�만남� >

“우리�만남은�우연이�아니야

그것은�우리의�바램이었어

잊기엔�너무한

나의�운명이었기에

바랄�수는�없지만

영원을�태우리

돌아보지�말아

후회하지�말아

아�바보같은�눈물

보이지�말아

사랑해�사랑해�너를

너를�사랑해~“
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태웅이�형

고려대�세종캠퍼스�컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�정용화교수

태웅이�형!

조금� 전� 용인을� 다녀왔습니다.� 봄비가� 내리는데� 정인정교수님께서�

먼저� 인사를� 하시면서� “...왜� 그렇게� 일찍� 우리� 곁을� 떠나셨나요?...”

라는� 말을� 듣고� 또� 눈물이� 나왔네요.� 작별인사도� 없는� 갑작스러운�

이별이�이렇게�슬플지�몰랐습니다.

태웅이�형!

벌써� 형이� 세상을� 떠난� 지� 보름이� 지났네요.� 목련과� 개나리가� 피었

고,� 오늘� 학교� 오다가� 보니� 배꽃도� 조금� 피었습니다.� 오늘� 비가� 왔

으니� 다음� 주면� 더� 많은� 배꽃과� 복숭아꽃이� 필� 테고,� 항상� 봄에� 배

꽃/복숭아꽃이� 피면� 고복저수지에서� 형과� 같이� 식사하던� 생각이� 납

니다.

태웅이�형!

10만큼의� 지식을� 전달하기� 위해� 20을� 알고� 가르치는� 것과� 100을�

알고� 가르치는� 것이� 다르기� 때문에,� 항상� 여러� 전공� 책을� 공부하시

고� 여러� 교수님들에게� 문의하시는� 형의� 모습을� 떠올립니다.� 매번�

연구년을� 사용하면서� 별로� 중요하지도� 않은� 논문을� 쓴다고� 교육을�

소흘히� 하였던� 저의� 모습과� 연구년도� 가지� 않고� 학기� 중이나� 방학

이나� 가리지� 않고� 계속� 공부하는� 형의� 모습을� 비교하면서� 교육자로

서의�다짐을�다시�한번�해봅니다.
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태웅이�형!

제가� 학교에� 부임하여� 13년이� 지났지만� 그동안� 한� 번도� 화내는� 모

습을� 보지� 못했고,� 저에게� 학교� 생활과� 관련된� 많은� 조언을� 해주셨

습니다.� 그래서� 형제가� 없는� 저는� 전태웅교수님을� 친� 형처럼� 생각

하고�따랐는지�모르겠습니다.

태웅이�형!

오늘� 용인에서� 내려오려는� 참에� 조충호교수님께서� 저에게� 담배를�

드리는� 게� 어떠냐고� 해서� 한� 대� 드렸는데� 피셨는지요?� 13년� 동안�

형과� 같이� 담배� 피울� 때� 이런저런� 이야기하면서� 많이� 배웠는데,� 이

제는� 그렇게� 할� 수� 없네요.� 저도� 이제는� 담배를� 끊어야� 할� 때가� 된�

것� 같습니다.

태웅이�형!� 보고�싶습니다.

하늘나라에서도�제가�잘하는지�지켜봐주시고,� 형의�명복을�빕니다...
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추모의�글

� �

� 고려대�세종캠퍼스�컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�김명섭교수

� � � 5월입니다.� 교수님께서� 유명을� 달리하신지도� 벌써� 50일이� 다� 되어

가네요.� 아직도� 교수님께서�이� 세상에� 계시지�않는다는�것이� 실감이�나

지는� 않습니다.� 연구실� 앞을� 지날� 때� 교수님� 이름이� 새겨진� 명패를� 볼�

때마다� 금방이라도� 연구실에서� 밝고� 환한� 미소로� 문을� 열고� 나올� 것�

만� 같아� 한번� 씩� 더� 눈길을� 돌려봅니다.� 제� 책상위에� 있는� 폴라로이드�

사진� 한� 장,� 몇� 해� 전� 축제기간,� 아마� 이맘때였던� 것� 같네요.� 점심시간

에�학교식당으로�함께�걸어�갈� 때,� 행사홍보를�위해�탈을�쓴� 곰돌이�푸

우의� 권유로� 교수님과� 함께� 찍은� 사진에� 오늘따라� 유난히도� 시선이� 잡

힙니다.� 따스한� 5월의� 햇살� 속에서� 미소짓고� 계시는� 교수님의� 모습이�

유난히도� 그리운� 오늘입니다.� 어제가� 근로자의� 날이었고� 내일부터는� 9

일까지� 긴� 연휴가� 시작됩니다.� 그동안� 수업,� 연구,� 과제,� 이런저런�일들

로� 바빴던� 일상을� 잠시� 내려놓고� 쉴� 수� 있겠구나� 하는� 기대가� 생기다�

보니� 그동안� 바쁘다는� 핑계로� 미뤄왔던� 교수님을� 추억하는� 시간을� 갖

습니다.

� �

� 2006년� 9월에�

학교에� 처음� 부

임하면서� 지금

까지� 10여는� 동

안� 교수님과� 함

께해� 왔습니다.�
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처음� 학교에� 와서� 다른� 교수님들과� 10년� 이상� 연배차이가� 나� 적응에�

어려움을� 겪을� 때� 교수님께서� 보여주신� 한결같은� 배려와� 이해가� 제가�

학교생활에� 적응하는데� 많은� 도움이� 되었습니다.� 이� 글을� 통해� 감사하

다는� 말씀을� 꼭� 전하고� 싶습니다.� 살아계실� 때� 해야만� 하는� 말들을� 떠

나고� 난� 다음에� 하게� 된� 이� 상황이� 많이� 아쉽고� 후회스럽습니다.� 학교�

교직원� 식당에서� 점심� 후에� 교수님� 방에서� 커피와� 함께� 이런저런� 담소

를�나누던�추억이�새삼�소중한�기억으로�떠오릅니다.�

� � � 작년부터� 교수님� 덕분에� 함께� 시작하게� 된� 반려견IoT� 과제를� 생각

하면� 만감이� 교차합니다.� 교수님의� 아이디어와� 핵심기술로�시작된� 과제

가� 한창� 희망의� 꽃을� 피우려고� 하는� 시점에서� 교수님께서� 떠나고� 계시

지� 않으니� 마치� 자동차의� 엔진이� 꺼져� 추진력을� 잃어버린� 것� 같아� 남

은기간� 동안� 과제를� 이끌어가야� 하는� 저는� 정말로� 안타깝고� 아쉽기� 짝

이� 없습니다.� 지난� 2월� 홍천� 반려견� 훈련장에� 다녀오면서� 과제의� 가치

와� 희망에� 대해� 많은� 얘기를� 나누면서� 교수님과� 함께� 과제를� 하게� 되

어�감사했고�몇� 년� 후� 이루게�될� 성과를�생각하면�희망에�차� 있었는데,�

지금은� 과제를� 어떻게� 하면� 잘� 이끌고� 갈� 수� 있을까� 생각하니� 가슴이�

답답하고� 먹먹해집니다.� 조금만� 더� 함께� 계셨더라면� 하는� 생각을� 문득

문득� 할� 때� 마다� 교수님이� 더� 그리워집니다.� 시간이� 지나면� 어떻게든�

진행이� 되겠지요.� 그렇지만� 교수님과� 함께� 만들었던� 그� 희망과� 목표까

지는� 못할� 것� 같아� 두렵고� 안타깝습니다.� 그래도� 교수님께서� 만들어두

신� 목표와� 희망에� 최대한� 가까울� 수� 있도록� 최선을� 다해� 부끄럽지� 않

은�결과를�만들도록�하겠습니다.

� � � 세상은� 멀리서� 보면� 천국이고� 가까이서보면� 지옥이라고� 누가� 그러

더군요.� 저는� 오늘� 하루도� 많은� 고민과� 번뇌� 속에서� 시간을� 보냅니다.�

교수님께서� 우리학과에� 몸담으면서� 만들어두신� 희망과� 노력이� 헛되지�

않도록� 앞으로의� 나날을� 최선을� 다해� 살아가도록� 하겠습니다.� 먼� 훗날�

우리가� 다시� 만날� 때� 교수님의� 희망을� 어떻게� 실행해� 왔는지� 자랑하며�
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얘기할� 수� 있도록� 말이죠.� 교수님� 계신� 곳은� 바쁜� 것도� 없고,� 스트레스�

받는� 것도�없고� 늘� 한결같은�안식과� 평온이� 가득하겠지요.� 가끔씩은�후

배들이� 잘� 지내고� 있는지� 지켜봐� 주시고,� 때로는� 어디로� 가야� 할지� 몰

라�헤매고�있을�때� 이정표가�되어�주시면�좋겠습니다.�

감사합니다.� �
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故전태웅�교수님을�회상하며

� � 목요일� (2017년� 3월� 9일)에� 병원에� 가시기� 전� 날� 수요일에� 전태웅�

교수님과� 점심을� 함께� 하러� 가면서� 둘이서� 농담을� 주고받으며� 웃었던�

것이�교수님의�목소리를�들었던�마지막�순간일줄�몰랐습니다.

제가� 처음� 이� 학과에� 부임� 하였을� 때� 제게� 교수님께서� 하시던� 첫� 말씀

은� “발표한� 내용이� 매우� 흥미롭게� 와� 닿던데요”였습니다.� 저는� 교수님

께서� 생전에� 항상� 상대방의� 이야기에� 귀� 기울여� 주시고� 진지하게� 고민

하시는� 모습이� 인상적으로� 와� 닿았습니다.� 그래서인지� 영화도� 작품성�

있으면서� 진지하게� 고민을� 하게� 하는� 반전이� 있는� 것을� 좋아하셨던� 것

이�저와�같아서�영화�이야기도�많이�하였던�추억이�아련합니다.

전� 교수님의� 디테일하고� 깊게� 파고� 드시는� 연구스타일이� 좋아서� 함께�

시작했던� IoT� 프로젝트를� 진행� 하면서� 즐거웠던� 추억을� 간직하고� 있습

니다.� 새로운� 것에�대해서� 두려움이�없으셨고�도전적인�것에� 항상�흥미

를� 느끼시는� 교수님의� 모습을� 통해서� 후배� 학자로서� 존경하지� 않을� 수

가� 없었습니다.� 새로운�토픽이� 주어졌을�때� 부정적인�이야기� 보단�혼자�

조용히� 가셔서� 생각하시고� 고민하신� 후� 항상� 긍정적인� 답변을� 주셨던�

모습들이� 저의� 눈과� 귀에� 어른거리면서� 지금도� 제� 얼굴에� 미소를� 짓게�

하시고�계십니다.

한� 가지� 가슴� 한� 구석에� 남는� 것은� 교수님과� 함께� 쓰고� 있었던� 논문을�

저널에� 투고하기� 몇� 주를� 남겨놓고� 모두� 완성을� 보고� 가지� 못하신� 것

이� 못� 내� 아쉬움이�남습니다.� 아직도�교수님께서�손수� 교정해주셨던�코

멘트들이�남겨진�논문�파일을�고이�간직하고�있습니다.

이승에서� 못� 다하신� 것들은� 훗날에� 그� 곳에서� 뵈었을� 때� 함께� 의기투
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추모의�글

고려대�세종캠퍼스�컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�조현중교수

교수님께서�떠나신지� 3주가�지났습니다.�

건물밖에� 걸린� 교수님을� 추모하는� 현수막� 옆에는� 지금� 목련이� 한참입

니다.�

철마다�점심�식사길에�함께�보았던�그� 목련이에요.�

올해는�유난히�향이�좋아�벌들도�많이�모이네요.�

학교� 계단을� 따라� 사무실로� 오가는� 길에� 늘� 교수님방� 앞을� 지났었습니

다.�

그때마다�교수님�방안에서�들리던�소리가�좋았었나�봅니다.�

넓은� 집에서� 나지막한� 집안� 어른� 소리를� 들은� 것처럼� 안정감을� 느꼈었

나�봐요.�

아무런�기척이�없는�적막감이�아직�낯섭니다.�

교수님의�대화�방법을�흠모하곤�했었습니다.�

상대방의� 이야기를� 모두� 들으신� 후에,� 설득하기보단� 질문을� 하셨던� 것

으로�기억해요.�

쉽게�감정으로�흐르는�저는�아직�흉내를�내지�못합니다.�

따라�하고픈�마음만�남아�버렸습니다.�

사실�아직도�실감이�잘� 나질�않습니다.�

처음�소식을�들었던�날,

학과� 교수님들의�놀라시던�모습,� 벽에� 얼굴을�묻으시던�모습만� 자꾸�떠

오르네요.�
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삶이�소풍�같다는�시인의�말이�생각납니다.�

지나버린�소풍처럼�이제�교수님을�사진으로만�추억해야�하네요.�

그리운�교수님,�

되돌아가신�하늘에서�편히�쉬시길�바랍니다.�
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02.� 학생들�추모의�글

�
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� � �전태웅� 교수님,� 그� 동안� 많은� 것을� 가르쳐� 주셔서� 감사합니다.� 부디�

좋은�곳으로�가시고�편히�쉬시길�바랍니다.�

- 23대� 학술국장�김진성�올림

� � � 항상�온화한�미소로�저희를�맞아주시던�전태웅�교수님,� 교수님을�언

제나�기억하겠습니다.� 하늘에서�편히�쉬시고,� 행복하시기를�기원합니다.�

정말�감사했습니다.�

- 병렬알고리즘�연구실�주미소�올림

� � � 전태웅교수님,� 학부와� 대학원과정에서의� 수업,� 석사학위� 심사에서�

교수님께서� 지도해주신� 기억이� 선명히� 남아있습니다.� 아직도� 교수님을�

학교� 복도에서� 마주칠� 것만� 같은데� 더� 이상� 뵐� 수� 없다는� 사실이� 믿기

지�않습니다.� 언제까지고�교수님을�기억하겠습니다.

-� 병렬알고리즘�연구실�김희곤�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님...� 학교를� 다니면서� 교수님께� 많은� 것을� 배웠습니

다...� 언제나�교수님을�기억하며,� 편히�쉬시길�바랍니다.

- DB� 및� 데이터연구실�최용주�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님,� 그� 동안� 감사했습니다.� 고생많으셨습니다.� 부디� 하

늘에서는� 편히� 쉬시길� 바랍니다.� 말은� 많이� 안하셨지만� 교수님의� 따뜻

한� 마음을� 느낄� 수� 있었습니다.� 행복하시기를� 기원하겠습니다.� 또� 한번�

감사드립니다.

- 병렬�알고리즘�연구실�최윤창�올림

� � � 그간� 교수님께서� 따뜻하게� 대해주셔서� 무탈하게� 대학생으로써� 지식

을� 배양� 할� 수� 있었습니다.� 교수님으로써,� 때로는� 인자하신� 보호자로써�

학생들을� 가르치셨고� 저� 또한� 앞으로의� 인생관� 및� 학업에� 임하는� 자세
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에도� 교수님의� 영향을� 많이� 받았습니다.� 항상� 전태웅� 교수님을� 기억하

고�가르침대로�살� 수� 있도록�노력하겠습니다.� 감사합니다.

- 지능정보시스템�연구실�전윤완�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님� 그� 동안� 학교다니면서� 많은� 가르침을� 주셔서� 감사했

습니다.� 고생� 많으셨고,� 이제� 편히� 쉬시길� 바라겠습니다.� 고인의� 명복

을�빕니다.

- 컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�학생

-

� � 전태웅� 교수님,� 2년전� 대학원에� 들어왔을� 대부터� 석사� 졸업할� 때가

지� 많은�조언을� 아끼지� 않으셨던�것이� 아직도� 기억이�납니다.� 학교에서�

뵐� 때� 인사를� 드리면� 반갑게� 맞이하여� 인사해� 주신� 것� 또한� 기억이� 납

니다.� 교수님께서� 저에게� 해주신� 모든� 것을� 간직하며� 살겠습니다.� 감사

드리며�편히�쉬십시오.

- 병렬알고리즘�연구실�사재원�올림

� � � 직접� 뵙지� 못하였지만� 주변� 선배들을� 통해� 들은� 바에� 의하면� 열정

적으로� 학생들을�가르치신� 분으로� 학생들이�기억하고� 있었습니다.� 교수

로써�학생들에게�최선을�다해주셔서�감사합니다.

- 지능정보시스템�연구실�서종우�올림

� � � 하늘은� 이승에서의� 삶의� 거울이라고합니다.� 전태웅� 교수님의� 곧은�

생은�거울이�되어�하늘에서�찬란히�빛나며�행복하시길�바랍니다.

- 병렬�알고리즘�연구실�김윤빈�올림

� � � 학부�때부터�수업을�듣고,� 대학원에�들어와서도�교수님읙�강의를�듣

고� 싶었는데�뜻밖의� 비보에� 슬픈�마음을� 금할� 길이�없습니다.� 존경하던�

교수님이자�학자셨던�전태웅교수님�좋은�곳으로�가시길�바랍니다.

- 지능정보시스템�연구실�조찬호�올림
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� � � 전태웅� 교수님,� 오랜시간� 우리� 컴퓨터과를� 위해� 노력해주시고,� 항상�

사랑과� 열정으로�저희를� 가르쳐주셔서� 감사합니다.� 비록� 저희의� 인연이�

여기서� 끝났더라도� 더� 좋은� 곳에서� 항상� 저희를� 지켜봐주실� 거라� 믿습

니다.� 사랑합니다.� 감사합니다.

- 네트워크연구실�이성호

� � � 지난�학기�처음으로�교수님의�수업을�들었는데�참� 좋았습니다.� 수업�

중에� 교수님의� 좋은� 말씀들과� 밝은� 미소가� 제� 머리� 속에� 떠나지� 않을�

것� 같습니다.� 평안한� 곳에서� 쉬시길� 기원하고,� 사랑하고� 잊지� 않겠습니

다.

- 네트워크관리�연구실�바라카�올림

� � � 전태웅�교수님,� 항상�웃으며�인사해�주시던�모습이�아직도�선명하게�

기억에� 남아� 있어서� 실감이� 나지� 않습니다.� 현생에서� 고생하셨던� 것들�

모두� 잊으시고�부디� 편안한� 곳에서�편히� 쉬시길� 간절이�기도합니다.� 교

수님의� 지도로� 많은� 훌륭한� 제자들이� 교수님의� 업적을� 널리� 알리겠습

니다.� 교수님�감사드렸습니다.

- 네트워크관리�연구실�심규석�올림

� � � 교수님,� 지난�학기까지�교수님의�강의와�조교활동을�하며�많은�가르

침을� 얻었습니다.� 저희� 연구실이� 교수님� 사무실과� 가까워� 항상� 마주칠�

때마다� 웃으며� 인사해주시는� 모습이� 생생합니다.� 너무� 갑작스럽고� 뭐라�

말을� 해야� 할지� 사실� 모르겠습니다...� 항상� 감사합니다.� 부디,� 하늘에서

도�편히�지내시길�빌겠습니다.

- 네트워크관리�연구실�구영훈�올림

� � � 교수님의� 제자로� 있었던� 7년이라는� 시간동안� 한결같이� 환하게� 반겨

주시던� 모습이� 아직� 지워지지� 않습니다.� 항상� 기억하고� 자랑스러워하겠

습니다.� 남은� 대학원� 생활도� 잘� 마무리짓고,� 다시� 한번� 교수님� 앞에� 자
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랑스러운� 제자로� 찾아뵙겠습니다.� 그� 동안� 수고� 많으셨어요.� 편히� 쉬세

요.

- 임베디드시스템�및�실시간�컴퓨팅�연구실�최대웅�올림

� � � 교수님� 늘� 한결같은� 모습으로� 지도해주셔서� 감사했습니다.� 늘� 학생

들을� 따뜻하게�반겨주시고� 배려해주셨던� 모습� 잊지� 않겠습니다.� 교수님

께서� 학생들이� 불편하지� 않도록� 신경써주신� 점� 늘� 감사하게� 생각하고�

있습니다.� 앞으로� 살면서�교수님의�그런� 모습을�닮아� 좋은� 사람이�되도

록�하겠습니다.� 진심으로�정말�감사드립니다.

- 임베디드시스템�및�실시간�컴퓨팅�연구실�서경은�올림

-

� � � 늘� 한결같은� 모습으로� 지도해주시는� 교수님을� 보며� 존경의� 마음을�

가지고� 있었습니다.� 언제나�웃으면서�제� 인사를�받아� 주셨고� 답을�해주

셨습니다.� 교수님의� 따뜻한� 웃음을� 잊지� 않겠습니다.� 교수님� 편하게� 쉬

세요,� 감사드렸습니다.

- 임베디드시스템�및�실시간�컴퓨팅�연구실�김철구�올림

� � � 인사드리면�항상�밝게�웃으시며�받아�주시던�모습이�눈에�선합니다.�

하늘에서도�건강한�웃음을�잊지�않고�평안하게�지내시길�바랍니다.

- 제자� 94� 이종욱�올림

� � � 객체� 수업을� 들을� 때� 항상� 질문드릴� 때마다� 웃는� 얼굴로� 맞이해주

시며� 알려주셔서� 감사했습니다.� 하늘에서도� 항상� 환하게� 웃으실� 수� 있

길�바랍니다.

- DB� 및� 데이터마이닝�연구실� 12� 조현석�올림

-

� � 전태웅� 교수님,� 저는� 2015년에� 신입생으로� 입학하여,� 아직도� 교수님�

수업을� 한� 번도� 듣지� 못했습니다.� 단� 한번도� 교수님� 수업을� 못듣고� 졸

업해야�한다는� 사실에� 또� 한� 번� 아쉽고,� 또� 한� 번� 슬퍼지는�것� 같아요.�
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여기에서� 못다한� 일들,� 이야기들은� 잊으시고,� 힘든� 일도� 다� 지워버리

고,� 행복했던� 기억,� 소중했던� 사람들,� 그� 추억들만� 가지고� 까만� 하늘의�

별이� 되어� 항상� 저희를� 지켜봐주세요.� 부족하지� 않은,� 부끄럼� 없는� 제

자가� 되어� 교수님의� 뒤를� 이어나가겠습니다.� 하느님� 곁에서� 늘� 평안하

시길�기도드릴게요.

- DB� 및� 데이터마이닝�연구실� 15� 최윤아�올림

� � � 교수님,� 교수님의�온화한�미소와�따뜻한�목소리가�아직�귓가를�맴도

는� 것� 같습니다.� 학생들을� 위해� 항상� 열정적으로� 강의하시면� 교수님의�

모습� 잊지�않겠습니다.� 근심� 걱정� 다� 잊으시고�좋은� 곳에서�평안하시길�

바랍니다.� 감사합니다.

- ICT� 융합�연구실� 04� 윤석호�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님,� 교수님의� 수업을� 들을� 때가� 아직� 얼마되지� 않은� 시

간처럼� 느껴졌는데�정말� 아쉽습니다.� 교수님과의� 추억� 소중이� 간직하겠

습니다.� 좋은�곳에서�평안하시길�빌겠습니다.

- ICT� 융합�연구실� 11� 박건희�올림

� � � 수업시간이외에� 많이� 찾아� 뵙지는� 못했지만� 언제나� 복도에서� 인사

드리면� 웃으며� 받아주시던� 모습이� 바로� 엊그제� 같은데요.� 갑작스런� 비

보에� 안타까움을� 금치� 못했습니다.� 가시는� 곳에서도� 항상� 밝게� 웃으시

며�계시기를�바라겠습니다.� 감사합니다.� 교수님

- ICT� 융합�연구실�김이강�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님,� 그� 동안� 수고하셨습니다.� 교수님의� 소프트웨어� 공학

론을� 더� 이상� 듣지� 못하게� 된� 점� 안타깝게� 되었습니다.� 하지만� 저희들

이�교수님의�뜻을�이어갈테니�염려마시고�지켜봐�주시길�바랍니다.

- 컴퓨터융합�소프트웨어학과� 11� 김경식
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� � � 교수님,� 정말� 감사했습니다.� 제대로� 보답� 하고� 싶었는데� 죄송해요.�

교수님�학부,� 대학원시절�감사했습니다.� 부디�하늘에서�편히�쉬세요...

- 컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�학생

� � � 교수님!� 수업� 작년에� 들었었는데� 너무너무� 감사하고� 죄송합니다.!!�

좋은� 곳에서� 편히� 쉬세요!� 교수님� 가르쳐주셔서� 정말� 감사하고� 또� 감

사합니다.

� -� 이혜림�올림

� � � 교수님,� 좋은�곳으로�가시길�기도합니다.� 그� 동안�감사했습니다.

- 박규빈�올림

� � � 교수님� 항상� 웃으면서� 인사� 받아주시고� 열심히� 수업� 가르쳐주셔서�

항상�감사했습니다.� 좋은�곳으로�가시길�바래요.

- 방민경�올림

� � � 교수님� 확통수업시간에� 항상� 웃으면서� 가르쳐주셔서� 감사했습니다.�

좋은�곳으로�가시길�바랄께요.

- 이분홍�올림

� � � 교수님� 지난� 3년간� 좋은� 수업해주셔서� 감사합니다.� 좋은� 곳에서� 편

히�쉬세요.� 그� 동안�정말�감사했습니다.

- 하지수�올림

� � � 교수님� 작년에� 들은� 프로그래밍언어론� 때� 처음� 뵈었는데� 너무� 빨리�

헤어지게� 된� 것� 같아� 많이� 아쉽습니다.� 작년� 수업� 감사했고� 좋은� 곳에

서�푹� 쉬시길�바랍니다.� 존경합니다.

- 전용후�올림
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� � � 전태웅� 교수님� 수업� 몇� 번� 들었었는데�그� 때� 더� 열심히� 들을� 걸� 하

는� 후회가� 듭니다...� 갑작스러운� 소식에� 정말� 놀라고� 안타까웠습니다.�

편히�지내셨으면�좋겠습니다.� 감사합니다.

- 문유민�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님,� 지난� 시간� 동안� 좋은� 수업� 감사했습니다.� 좋은� 곳에�

가셔서�편히�쉬세요.

- 진명지�올림

� � � 안녕하세요� 교수님,� 작년� 1학기,� 2학기� 수업� 들었었는데� 정말� 많은�

것을� 가르쳐주시고�즐거운� 시간들이었습니다.� 이제� 좋은� 곳으로� 가셔서�

편히�쉬셨으면�좋겠습니다.� 정말�감사합니다�교수님.

- 곽륜영�올림

� � � 1학년�세미나� 때� 처음�뵙고� 나서� 이번�학기� 수업� 때� 뵈려고� 했었는

데�아쉽습니다.� 좋은�곳으로�가시길�기도할게요.

- 김훈민�올림

� � � 그� 동안� 열심히� 가르쳐� 주셔서� 감사합니다.� 부디� 좋은� 곳으로� 가서�

편히�쉬세요.

- 양선민�올림

� � � 교수님�그� 동안�가르쳐주셔서�감사합니다.� 좋은�곳에서�편하게�지내

시길�기도하겠습니다.� 항상�감사했습니다.

- 장채연�올림

� � � 교수님� 누군가의�발자취를�따라가셔�매우� 안타깝습니다.� 거기서라도�

행복하시길...

- 김수민�올림
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� � � 지난� 학기에� 전태웅� 교수님께� 소프트웨어� 공학� 및� 실습� 과목을� 들

었었는데� 당시에는� 교수님의� 수업방식이� 마음에� 안들어� 툴툴거렸지만�

교수님께�배웠던�내용들이�도움이� 됨을�부쩍� 요즘� 느끼고�있습니다.� 가

르쳐주셔서�감사하고�부디�좋은�곳으로�가셨길�기도해봅니다.

- 이건표�올림

� � � 항상� 웃으시면서�학생들을�지도해주셔서�감사했습니다.� 좋은� 곳으로�

가셨길�기도합니다.� 편히�쉬십시오.

- 변기영�올림

� � � 교수님� 1학년세미나때� 한� 번� 뵀었던� 신지민입니다!� 그� 때� 좋은� 말

씀�해주셔서�감사합니다.� 그� 때� 말씀�잘� 새겨듣겠습니다.� 편히쉬세요.

- 신지민�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님� 기숙사나� 복도에서도� 마주치면� 항상� 웃는� 얼굴로� 인

사받아주시고� 수업시간에도� 웃으면서� 가르쳐주셨는데� 수업도� 더� 열심

히듣고� 교수님� 질문에� 더� 열심히� 대답할걸� 자꾸� 후회되네요...� 교수님�

수업을�들을�수� 있어�감사했습니다.� 교수님�편히쉬세요.� 감사했습니다.

- 오경화�올림

� � � 이번�학기�짧게�수업을�들었지만�감사했습니다.� 항상�웃으시며�인사

를� 받아주시던� 모습이� 기억에� 납니다.� 좋은� 곳으로� 가시기를� 기도해봅

니다.

- 박예슬�올림

� � � 수업은�듣지�못했지만�우리�과를�위해�고생해주셔서�감사합니다.

- 백민철�올림
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� � � 교수님께� 직접� 수업은� 듣지� 못했지만� 과를� 위해� 고생해주셔서� 너무�

감사드립니다.

- 이원재�올림

� � � 한� 번도�수업을�들은�적은�없었지만�수고하셨습니다!� 감사합니다.

- 김선희�올림

� � � 수업을�직접�듣지�않았지만�과를�위해�노력해주셔서�감사합니다.

- 조승근�올림

� � � 이번� 학기� 객체수업� 교수님께� 듣고있는� 도중� 갑자기� 일이� 일이나서�

상당히�마음이�무겁고�불편합니다.� 부디�좋은�곳� 가셔서�행복하세요.

- 정성환�올림

� � � 교수님,� 확률� 및� 통계� 수업� 정말� 잘� 듣게� 해주셔서� 감사합니다.� 좋

은�곳으로�가시길�간절히�기도드리겠습니다.

- 황보석�올림

� � 교수님� 항상� 웃는� 얼굴로� 인사� 잘� 받아주시고� 온화하신� 모습� 기억하

겠습니다.� 그� 동안� 수업� 잘� 가르쳐주셔서� 정말� 감사합니다.� 교수님의�

미소가�교수님을�떠올릴때면�항상�기억될�것� 같습니다.� 편히�쉬세요.

- 김다희�올림

� � 이제� 막� 복학해서� 교수님의� 전공지도를� 통해� 뵐려고� 했지만� 그러지�

못했습니다...� 비록� 교수님의� 수업을� 들은� 적은� 없지만� 기억하겠습니다.�

좋은�곳에서�편히�쉬시길...

- 최필규�올림

� � � 교수님�좋은�곳으로�가셔서�편히�쉬시길�기도드리겠습니다.� 그� 동안�
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항상� 밝은� 미소로� 대해주신� 점� 정말� 감사드리고� 절대� 잊지않겠습니다.�

그� 곳에서도�꼭� 행복하세요.

- 윤지영�올림

� � � 뒷일은�후학들에게�맡기고�좋은�곳에서�편히�쉬시길�바랍니다.

- 최호세�올림

� � � 교수님�평안하세요.

- 이민회�올림

� � � 교수님�편히�쉬시길�바랍니다.

- 박병선�올림

� � � 교수님�항상�좋은�가르침�감사했습니다.� 언제나�좋은�미소로�반겨주

시고,� 챙겨주셔서�너무너무�감사드립니다.� 절대� 잊지않겠습니다.� 평안하

세요�교수님.

- 박지희�올림

� � � 교수님의� 웃는� 얼굴이� 많이� 기억에� 납니다.� 학교에� 안� 계시니� 오기�

싫습니다.� 너무�일찍�가셨네요.

- 조경희�올림

� � � 편히�쉬십시오.

- 이현진�올림

� � � 교수님�편히�쉬시길�바랍니다.� 뒤는�저희들에게�맡겨주십시오.

- 김경식�올림

� � � 안녕하세요� 교수님.� 교수님� 전공지도� 듣던� 때가� 새록새록한데� 갑작
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스러운� 부고소식에� 놀랐습니다.� 빈소에� 찾아뵙지� 못해� 죄송합니다.� 좋

은�데서�편히�쉬세요.

- 배지영�올림

� � � 안녕하세요� 교수님!� 근로할� 때� 커피� 드시러� 오시면서� 인사해주셨을�

때마다� 정말� 좋았습니다!� 부디� 좋은� 곳에서� 평안히� 쉬시길� 바라겠습니

다.

- 윤여윤�올림

� � � 부디� 좋은곳� 가셔서� 편안하게� 쉬시길� 바랍니다.� 삼가고인의� 명복을�

빕니다.

- 정성환�올림

� � � 전태웅� 교수님...� 아직도� 교수님을� 부르면� 바로� 답해주실� 것� 같아�

저희�곁에�없다는�것이�믿어지지가�않습니다.� 저를�이� 학과로�올� 수� 있

도록� 추천해� 주시고� 항상� 이쁘게� 봐주셔서� 감사합니다.� 챙겨드리려고�

노력은� 했지만� 아쉬운� 부분도� 있을� 것이라� 생각됩니다.� 언제나� 교수님

을� 생각하면서� 힘내도록� 하겠습니다.� 하늘나라에서� 평안하시고� 행복하

시길�바랍니다.

-� 컴퓨터융합소프트웨어학과�이종예�올림
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제� 1장

故전태웅�교수님�이력�및�약력
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 : aTask  : TaskManager  : TCB  : ReadyQueue  : Scheduler

1: create task

2: init TCB

3: add task

4: schedule

 : aTask  : TaskManager  : ReadyQueue  : Scheduler

1: delay task

2: remove task

3: schedule

 : aTask  : Message
Queue

 : EventQueue  : TaskManager  : ReadyQueue  : Scheduler

1: send a message

if there is any task 
waiting that 
message 4: find next task

6: add task

7: schedule

5: make ready

3: find next task

2: is empty

if find a task, delete that task 
from EventQueue and return it
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 : aTask  : Message
Queue

 : EventQueue  : TaskManager  : ReadyQueue  : Scheduler

1: receive message

3: add task

4: make wait

5: remove task

6: schedule

if event queue 
is empty

2: is empty Semaphore

MessageQueue

Task

EventQueue

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

TCB

1 11 1

1
0..*

1
0..*

TaskManager
1

*

1

*

ReadyQueue

1

1..*

1

1..*

11..* 11..*

Timer

1

1

1

1

Scheduler
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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PriorityTaskManager

changePriority()

TimeSlicedTaskManager

setQuantum()

ReadyQueue

findNext()
addTask()
removeTask()

TaskManager
TCBTbl[]

addTask()
removeTask()
setState()

1..*

1

1..*

1

Scheduler

Schedule()
ContextSwitch()

1
1

1
1
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ReadyQueue

findNext()

Scheduler

Schedule()
ContextSwitch()

Conc reteReadyQueue

findNext()

ConcreteScheduler

Schedule()
ContextSwitch()

ReadyQueue->findNext();
ContextSwitch();

Different ContextSwitching 
routine for different hardware

EventQueue

findNext()
isEmpty()
addTask()
removeTask()

MessageQueue

sendMessage()
receiveMessage()

11 11
MessageContainer

putMessage()
getMessage()
isEmpty()

11 11

ConcreteEventQueue

findNext()
isEmpty()
addTask()
removeTask()

ConcreteMessageContainer

putMessage()
getMessage()
isEmpty()
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EventQueue

findNext ()
isEm pty ()
addTask()
rem oveTask()

Semaphore
count

post()
pend()

11 11

ConcreteEventQueue

findNext()
isEmpty()
addTask()
removeTask()

Scheduler

Schedule() : void
ContextSwitch(oldTask : Regs*, newTask : Regs*) : void

ReadyQueue

findNext() : int
addTask(taskID : int) : int
removeTask(taskID : int) : int

TaskManager

TCBTbl[] : TCB*

addTask(newTask : TCB*) : int
removeTask() : void
setState(taskID : int, state : int) : int

Semaphore

count : int

post() : void
pend() : void

TCB

stkPtr : Regs*
state : int

MessageContainer

putMessage(msg : void*) : int
getMessage() : void*
isEmpty() : int

EventQueue

findNext() : int
isEmpty() : int
addTask(taskID : int) : int
removeTask(taskID : int) : int

MessageQueue

sendMessage(msg : void*) : int
receiveMessage() : void*

1

1 1

1

1 1

1 0..* * 1

1

1..*

1

11

1..*
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Framework

Extension

Scheduler

Schedule()
ContextSwitch()

ConcreteMessageContainer

putMessage()
getMessage()
isEmpty()

PriorityTaskManager

changePriority()

TimeSlicedTaskManager

setQuantum()

PriorityTCB
priority

TimeSlicedTCB
quantum

ConcreteEventQueue

findNext()
isEmpty()
addTask()
removeTask()

ConcreteReadyQueue

findNext()

ConcreteScheduler

Schedule()
ContextSwitch()

ReadyQueue

findNext()
addTask()
removeTask()

TaskManager

TCBTbl[] : TCB*

addTask()
removeTask()
setState()

Semaphore
count : int

post()
pend()

TCB

stkPtr : Regs*
state : int

MessageContainer

putMessage()
getMessage()
isEmpty()

EventQueue

findNext()
isEmpty()
addTask()
removeTask()

MessageQueue

sendMessage()
receiveMessage()

1

1

1

1

1 1

1 0..* * 1

1

1..*
1

1

1

1..*

 : aTask

 : PriorityTask
Manager

 : Priority
TCB

 : Concrete
ReadyQueue

 : Concrete
Scheduler

1: addTask(TCB*)

2: init TCB

3: addTask(int)

4: Schedule( )
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 : aTask

 : Message
Queue

 : ConcreteMessage
Container

 : Concrete
EventQueue

 : PriorityTask
Manager

 : Concrete
ReadyQueue

 : Concrete
Scheduler

1: sendMessage(void*) 2: isEmpty( )

3: findNext( )
4: removeTask(int)

5: setState(int, int)

6: addTask(int)

7: Schedule( )
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Registrar

Session
Manager

Conference
B

Conference
A

Session
Manager

Conference
B

Conference
A

Local Gtable
Data Structure

Gtable
Node

Local Gtable
Data Structure
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Event Manager

Connect
Manager

Session
Manager

Client
Socket

Client
Socket

Event
Manager

Connect
 Manager

Session
List

Session
Event Manager

Whiteboard
Tool

Chat Tool

3DSM Tool

Access Control
Manager

Client
Socket

Client
Socket

Shared
Object

Storage

Session DB

IS
Manager

Event Manager Connect
Manager

User
Manager

Search
Manager

User

Search
Manager

Message
Manager

IS

SMS

SMS

UMS UMS

SMS

SMS SMS SMS

UMS
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Event Thread

Event MonitorEventEvent Event 

Event Monitor
Reference

1: While (true)
2:if EventQueue is Empty then
3:  Sleep Event Thread
4:else
5:  Dequeue Event
7:  Wake up Event Thread
6:  Event Processing

CEventEventMonitor

EventThread

#m_GetMonitor

#m_rSetMonitor

EventThread

EventMonitor

EventThread

EventMonitor

EventThread

EventMonitor

EventThread

EventMonitor

Event 

Event 

Event 

Event 

EventThread

EventMonitor

Event

Event

Event

Event

UserEventManager

EventMonitor EventMonitor Ref
EventMonitor Ref

EventMonitor Ref

Network

Communication Module

ConnectManager

MessageManager

SearchManager

EventMonitor

EventMonitor

EventMonitor

Authorization

Message Sender

User Info Search

User Manager

CUserInfoDB

ISManager

EventMonitor User Info Search

SessionManager

EventMonitor Session
Create, Destory
Join, Exit, List
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UserManagerSSocket
UserInfoDB
(from Storage)

ISManager MessageManager SearchManager

#m_rUserInfoDB

ConnectClientList

#m_rClientList #m_rClientList

#m_rClientList

ConnectManager

#m_rClientList

SessionManager

#m_rClientList

UserEventManager

#m_rUserEventManager m_SessionManager

Session

Communication Module

   

Connect Manager

Event Manager ConnectManager

WhiteboardChatTool 3D Studio Max

ClientTCP ClientRMI ClientTCP

EventMonitor

EventMonitor

EventMonitor EventMonitor EventMonitor

EventManager

EventMonitor

SessionServer

EventMonitor EventMonitor

C
om

m
unication M

odule

Shared Object Storage

ObjectStorage

Schedule & Session
DB
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Server Socket Client Accepter
(Event Thread)

Event MonitorEvent Generator

Socket Event Receiver

Socket List

Event Generator

Network

EventManager

ConnectManagerSearchManager

User Manager

ISConnectManager

ISSearchManager

ISEventManager

#m_rEventManager

m_ConnectManager

m_SearchManager

ISSocket

m_rISEManager

Packet Size Sender ID Command ID Option ID Group(r) Length(n) Data

Server Socket Client Accepter
(Event Thread)

Event MonitorEvent Generator

Socket Event Receiver

Socket List

Event Generator

RMI Event Receiver

Network
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ClientInfo

IClientRMI
<<Interface>>

IServerRMI
<<Interface>> ServerRMI

ClientTCP

SSocket

SocketEventReceiver

ClientAccept

-m_ClientAccept

#m_SEReceiver

NotifyMessageThread
(from Helper)

NotifySessionInfoExThread
(from Helper)

NotifySessionInfoThread
(from Helper)

ObjectStorage

MeetingDB MinWhiteBoardDB ProjectDB

LevelStorage
(from Security)

RuleTable
(f rom Security)

CertainInputJDBCTableModel

CreateTable

CreateTable()

UserInfoDB

m_Level

m_Rule

m_rUserInfoDB

JDBCTable

panel

m_rUserInfoDB

model

m_rUserInfoDB
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BasicWindowMonitor

CollaStatusBar

LnFListener

LoginDialog

MemoryMonitorMemoryMonitorFrame

RegForm

IServerEQueueMonitorIF SMServerEQueueMonitorIF UMServerEQueueMonitorIF

EventQueueMonitor

m_ConnectManager

m_SearchEvent

m_ConnectManager

m_SessionEventManager

m_WBEvent

m_3DSMEvent

m_ConnectManager

m_SearchManager

m_MessageManager

m_UserEventManager

m_SessionEventManager

SessionToolEQueueMonitor

m_ConnectManager
m_MinWBEvent
m_3DSMEvent

m_ChatEvent

ISManagerIFrameSessionInfoIFrame

SessionInfoIFrame()
GetTree()

m_EMonitor

SessionManagerIFrame

TreeListPanel

m_UserManagerServerTree

m_UserTree

m_SessionTree

UserManagerIFrame

m_UserTree

MonitorComponent
(from MemoryMonitor)

R-DBMS

Collaborative Application

VIrtual Space Viewer

Communication Manager

Session Manager User Manager

Session Viewer User Viewer

Chatting Whiteboard 3D Studio Max

Session

C
om

m
unication M

anager

Shared Object
Manager
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CEventHelper

CProtocol
<<Interface>>

CSessionProtocolCCollaSocket

CFileSSocket

CFileServerThread

CPacket

CReadPacket

m_ReadObject

CWritePacket

m_WriteObject

CFileCSocket

CBasicProtocolCFTProtocol

CFileServer
m_FileServer

m_FileSThread

CCollaEvent

m_Event

m_Event m_Even

m_Event

m_Event

m_Even

m_Event

CMessageProtocol
m_Event

CollaFrontEnd

FrontEndController

CollaFrontEndClassDesc

ClassDesc
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CSendSharedMem

CSendObjectData

CSGeomObject

CSSplineObject

CSLightObject

CSCameraObject

CSHelperObject

CSNURBSObject

CSCompound
Object

CSObjectPosition

CSendModData

CSOSModifier

CSWSModifier

CSendMatData

CSMaterial

CSendCommandData

CSObject
Command

CSGeneral
Command

CSTexture

CRecSharedMem

CRecObjectData

CRGeomObject

CRSplineObject

CRLightObject

CRCameraObject

CRHelperObject

CRNURBSObject

CRCompound
Object

CRObjectPosition

CRecModData

CROSModifier

CRWSModifier

CRecMaterialData

CRecMaterial

CRecCommandData

CRObject
Command

CRGeneral
Command

CRecTexture
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SetPoint M anipulated 
Variable

Ac tuat orPIDMa nipulV ar
Form ula

Average
Form ula

Sensor1c lient Controlled 
Variable

process

operator=

operator=

Notify
Update

Form ula

Notify
Update

Form ula

Notify
Update

Form ula

ac tuate

C om pute

Com pute

PIDM anipulVarFormula

M anipulPointWithTime r
Tim er *pTimers[]
bo ol tim e Passed

Update()
Tim eou t()
Res etTim er()

InputPoint

operator=(Value *pv)

Se tpoint

operator=(Value *pv)

Compute dPoint
lis t<point* > m yPoints
Form ula* m yForm ula

Update()
Form ula()
addPoint(Point* aPoint)
delPoint(Point* aPoint)
SetForm (Form * aForm )

Formula

Com pute(m yPoints )

myFormula

Poin t
Value  *m yPValue
lis t<Point*> dependents

Notify()
operator()()
Regis ter(Point* aPoint)
Unregiser(Point* aPoint)
Tim eout()

Time r
Tim erIm plem entation* im p
int count;
Clock* aClock;
Bool m yRepeat;

Tim er(interval, aClock, repeat)
Tim eout()
Tim eTick(tick)

Clock        1

Tim eout()
Notify(tick)
SetTick(tick_tim e)
operator()()
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TimeTriggeredSensor

op erato r=(Value  *p v)

EventTriggeredSensor

operator=(Value *pv)

RealSensor

operator=(Value *pv)

SimulationSensor

operator=(Value *pv)

ProxySensor
Sensor *m ySensor

operator=(Value *pv)

Sensor

operator=(Value *pv)

m ySensor

InputPoint

operator=(Value *pv)

SimulationFormula

Com pute(myPoints )

SimulationPoint
Timer *pTim ers[]

Update()
Timeout()

ComputedPoint
lis t<point* > m yPoints
Form ula* m yForm ula

Update()
Form ula()
addPoint(Point* aPoint)
delPoint(Point* aPoint)
SetForm (Form * aForm )

Formula

Com pute (myPoints )

m yForm ula

Po int
Value *  m yPValue
lis t<Point*> dependents

Notify()
operator()()
Regis ter(Point* aPoint)
Unregiser(Point* aPoint)
Tim eout()
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aPIDFormul
a

aClock aTimer1 aSensor aMonitored
Var

aAverage
Form

aManipulate
dVar

aActuator aTransform
Formula2

aSimulation aSim
Formula

aTimer2

Time

Timeout

Notify
Update

Formula
Compute

Notify
Update

Formula
Compute

Notify
Update

Formula
Compute

Notify
Update

Formula
Compute

TimeTick

Timeout

Delete

operator=
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GSS-API
Caller

GSS-API
Implementation

GSS-API
Caller

GSS-API
Implementation

(C)

(S)

Kerberos(TTP)

(AS)

SGT
(TGS)
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Security Context

TargetName
Credential Info
.....

QoP Info

NoProtection
Integrity
Confidentiality
IntegrityAndConfidentaility

.....
set_deafult_qop()
.....

Object

1 : void protected_message(
2 :   in Security::Opaque message
3 :   in Security::QoP qop,
4 :   out Security::Opaque text_buffer,
5 :   out Security::Opaque in_token,

 )

Client

ORB QoP
Security
Context

the ORB sends the
protected message to

the target's ORB

1 : void reclaimed_message(
2 :   in Security::Opaque text_buffer
3 :   in Security::Opaque in_token,
4 :   out Security::QoP qop,
5 :   out Security::Opaque message,

 )

Target

ORB QoP
Security
Context

The ORB may now
check authorization

and dispatch the
message to the target

object
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ORB

Client Target

QoP Info
Association Block

QoP Info
Association Block

Message
Interceptor

Message
Interceptor

Security Sevice Security Sevice

Enhanced QoP Management and Contorl System Model
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Security Context

TargetName
Credential Info
.....

QoP Info

CryptoAlgList
QoPCryptoAlgList

QoPManagement

QoPControl

override_default_crypto_alg()

CryptoAlgSet

set_crypto_alg_list()
get_crypto_alg_list()
add_crypto_alg()
remove_crypto_alg()

QoPCryptoAlgSet

set_qop_level();
get_qop_level();
set_default_crypto_alg()
get_default_crypto_alg()
set_override_crypto_alg_list()
get_override_crypto_alg_list()
add_qop_crypto_alg()
remove_qop_crypto_alg()

QoPCryptoAlgList

QoPCryptoAlgList

Key_Size

Key_size

Key_Size

Object Identifier

Object Identifier

Object Identifier

CryptoAlgName

CryptoAlgName

CryptoAlgName

CryptoAlgType

CryptoAlgType

CryptoAlgType

QoPLevel Default_Crypto_Alg Override_Crypto_Alg_List

QoPLevel Default_Crypto_Alg Override_Crypto_Alg_List

QoPLevel Default_Crypto_Alg Override_Crypto_Alg_List

QoP Infomation Structure

QoPManagement

CryptoAlgSet

set_crypto_alg_list()
get_crypto_alg_list()
add_crypto_alg()
remove_crypto_alg()

QoPCryptoAlgSet

set_qop_level();
get_qop_level();
set_default_crypto_alg()
get_default_crypto_alg()
set_override_crypto_alg_list()
get_override_crypto_alg_list()
add_qop_crypto_alg()
remove_qop_crypto_alg()

QoPControl

override_default_crypto_alg()
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O
R
B

Message
Interceptor

Security Service

Security Context
Initialization

Security Context
Management

QoP Info Negotiation Process

QoP Info
Negotiation

Own_QoP_Info

received_QoP_Info

CryptoAlgList
QoPCryptoAlgLIst

CryptoAlgList
QoPCryptoAlgLIst

Common QoP Info Generate Module

Common CryptoAlgList
Generate

Common QoPCryptoAlg
Generate

Common_QoP_Info

CryptoAlgList
QoPCryptoAlgLIst

Client

QoPCryptoAlgList

QoPLevel DefaultCryptoAlg OverrideCryptoAlgList

Q2 D

Q1 A B, C

CryptoAlgList

A, B, C, D, E

E

Target

QoPCryptoAlgList

QoPLevel DefaultCryptoAlg OverrideCryptoAlgList

Q2 E

Q1 B C, D

CryptoAlgList

B, C, D, E, F

F

        Common QoP Info

QoPCryptoAlgList

QoPLevel DefaultCryptoAlg OverrideCryptoAlgList

Q2 E

Q1 B C

CryptoAlgList

B, C, D, E

~
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Client

ORB QoP Info
Security
Context
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Target

ORB
Security
Context QoP Info

Client
Target

FT #1, #2
FT #1, #2

FT #3
FT #3
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/* Client QoP Info */

CryptoAlgList :
[1] : 40, 1, "DES40", "DES"
[2] : 64, 1, "DES64", "DES"
[3] : 64, 1, "RC4", "RC4"
[4] : 64, 1, "RC5", "RC5"
[5] : 128, 1, "IDEA", "IDEA"

QoPCryptoAlgList :
[1] : 1, CryptoAlgList[1],
[2] : 2, CryptoAlgList[2], CryptoAlgList[3];CryptoAlgList[4];
[3] : 3, CryptoAlgList[5];

/* Server QoP Info */

CryptoAlgList:
[1] : 64, 1, "DES64", "DES"
[2] : 64, 1, "RC4", "RC4"
[3] : 64, 1, "RC5", "RC5"
[4] : 128, 1, "IDEA", "IDEA"
[5] : 128, 1, "DESede", "3DES"

QoPCryptoAlgList :
[1] : 2, CryptoAlgList[1], CryptoAlgList[2];CryptoAlgList[3];
[2] : 3, CryptoAlgList[4], CryptoAlgList[5];

/* Common QoP Info */

CryptoAlgList:
[1] : 64, 1, "DES64", "DES"
[2] : 64, 1, "RC4", "RC4"
[3] : 64, 1, "RC5", "RC5"
[4] : 128, 1, "IDEA", "IDEA"

QoPCryptoAlgList :
[1] : 2, CryptoAlgList[1], CryptoAlgList[2];CryptoAlgList[3];
[2] : 3, CryptoAlgList[4], null;

/* Client Encrypt Execution */

Used QoPLevel : 2
Used QoPCryptoAlg :

[1] : 64, 1, "DES64", "DES"

Plain Text :
        
       .

Encrypt Text :
????}? c?? ?7I?7??QM?RR?j-@$??? ??m# ??'
\?W$aG?0?c\ ?{?!?????J5m*?L?xc[??a?b]?\??5
?n[????? ??[??F? ?m\3 ?Y?? G?D??^

/* Target Encrypt Execution */

Used QoPLevel : 2
Used QoPCryptoAlg :

[1] : 64, 1, "DES64", "DES"

Encrypt Text :
????}? c?? ?7I?7??QM?RR?j-@$??? ??m# ??'
\?W$aG?0?c\ ?{?!?????J5m*?L?xc[??a?b]?\??5
?n[????? ??[??F? ?m\3 ?Y?? G?D??^

Decrypt Text :
        
       .

/* Client Encrypt Execution */

Used QoPLevel : 2
Used QoPCryptoAlg :

[1] : 64, 1, "RC4", "RC4"

Plain Text :
        

  .      
   QoP  .

Encrypt Text :
[C@175b15a6??K6-
??3?P???????Jg??zP? J ??????I?KO??f???????>2? I?~?
?4???o$?? =?/?  UbE/?R ]??b'?z*V7??? o:J??ezcwp
9? ???Q]??? C??? Z?  !A$ e ?i?? ??<? Z

/* Target Encrypt Execution */

Used QoPLevel : 2
Used QoPCryptoAlg :

[1] : 64, 1, "RC4", "RC4"

Encrypt Text :
[C@175b15a6??K6-
??3?P???????Jg??zP? J ??????I?KO??f???????>2? I?~?
?4???o$?? =?/?  UbE/?R ]??b'?z*V7??? o:J??ezcwp
9? ???Q]??? C??? Z?  !A$ e ?i?? ??<? Z

Decrypt Text :
        

  .      
   QoP  .
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Abstract. Object-oriented frameworks require thorough testing as they
are reused repeatedly in developing numerous applications. Moreover,
frameworks must be retested each time they are adapted and extended
for reuse. Frameworks, however, have properties that make it difficult to
control and observe the testing of the parts that were modified or ex-
tended. This paper describes a scheme of encapsulating test support code
as built-in test (BIT) components and embedding them into the hook
classes of an object-oriented framework so that defects caused by the
modification and extension of the framework can be detected effectively
and efficiently through testing. The test components built into a frame-
work in this way increase the testability of the framework by making
it easy to control and observe the process of framework testing without
incurring changes or intervention to the framework code.

1 Introduction

One of the current trends in object-oriented technology is to develop software
as a framework[1,2,3]. A framework supports efficient software development by
providing a pre-implemented architecture common to a family of applications to-
gether with hot spots designed to be adapted to each particular application. An
object-oriented framework consists of various cooperating abstract and concrete
classes[4]. Some of the classes in the framework are designed as hook classes to
serve as the hot spots that can be adapted and extended within the limits the ar-
chitecture permits. That is, the framework is reused in application developments
by adapting and extending the hot spots provided as hook classes according to
the class inheritance and object composition mechanism.

Since frameworks are to be reused repeatedly in many application develop-
ments, they need thorough testing. Moreover, each time a framework is extended
for reuse, it requires additional testing to check for possible progressive faults
and regression faults. Systematic testing on a framework is therefore crucial
for the reliability of framework-based applications. Frameworks, however, have
properties that make it difficult to control and observe the process of framework
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testing needed whenever they are modified and extended for reuse in developing
applications.

Usually, the execution of the extended parts of the framework is controlled
by the framework itself, which makes it difficult to set up initial test conditions
of the framework and to drive test execution. Since it is not easy to predict the
starting point of the execution and to observe the result of the test, it is also
difficult to detect occurrences of malfunctions. Consequently, it is not easy to
force the classes adapted and composed for reuse to satisfy the constraints the
framework assumes, or to discover constraint violations in advance. If changes are
made to framework code arbitrarily to intermingle it with test support code to
enhance the controllability and observability of framework testing, the reliability
of testing can be compromised due to possible interferences of test code with the
framework code.

In order to overcome such problems, this paper proposes a scheme for embed-
ding test support code as BIT(Built-in Test) components into the hook classes of
the framework without incurring changes or intervention to the framework code.
The test components built into the framework in this way make the testing of
the adapted framework more controllable and observable, and thereby enable
us to effectively detect, through tests, the faults generated during framework
adaptation or extension.

This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 reviews related work. Sect. 3 and
Sect. 4 discuss the testability and hot spots of a framework, respectively. Sect.
5 presents our proposed design scheme for embedding built-in test components
in framework hot spots. Sect. 6 describes a case study in which we applied the
design scheme to the testing of a sample framework. Sect. 7 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

Many testing methods for object-oriented software have been proposed[5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12].
For example, ASTOOT[7] offers an algebra-based class test method and sup-
port tools, while ClassBench[8] provides a state-based class test method and its
support environment. An incremental test for the class hierarchy[9] and object-
oriented integration testing methods[10] have been also introduced. Binder[6,11]
comprehensively presented test design patterns and methods to construct a test
support environment for object-oriented software. The XUnit[12] provides test-
ing frameworks for many programming languages to support writing repeatable
unit tests of classes. For example, the JUnit[13] framework, which is a version
of XUnit framework for Java, can be extended to implement a suite of test
cases for a Java class, and any other test support code necessary to automate
running the test cases. Edwards[14] proposed a strategy for automated gener-
ation of test drivers, test cases, and test oracles as BITs for components (or
classes) given their specifications. As with our testing approach, both the XU-
nit’s and Edwards’ strategies separate the testing infrastructure code from the
units under testing. Difficulties in testing adapted frameworks are well-known,
and several solutions have been proposed in the literature[6,15,16,17]. Fayad, et
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al.[17] presented a method in which the test-case generating codes, packaged in
Built-in tests(BITs) classes, are embedded into the framework, and reused in
framework testing, being inherited and adapted during framework adaptation
and extension.

Although all of the testing approaches and methods mentioned above are
useful for framework testing, they do not address explicitly the testing problems
specific to the hot spots of a framework in which modifications are made when-
ever the framework is reused for developing applications. Our approach differs
from, and complements the previous work in that it focuses directly on increas-
ing the testability of the variable parts of a framework that need more frequent,
and so, more efficient testing than other parts of the framework.

3 Framework Testability

Software testability means ease of revealing software faults through tests[11,18,19].
For effective framework testing, high testability must be maintained when devel-
oping, adapting or extending a framework. Software testability can be affected
directly or indirectly by many factors[11]. In this paper, we focus on the following
four factors that have direct influence on framework testability:

1. controllability: the ability to set up and control test conditions
2. sensitivity: the ability to capture and expose traces of malfunctions in re-

sponse to tests
3. observability: the ability to observe test results externally
4. oracle availability: the ability to determine or obtain expected test results

Besides testability, there are other important quality factors such as reliabil-
ity, robustness, flexibility, modularity, and performance that a framework must
maintain at a high level. Though testability is generally complementary to other
quality factors, it could conflict with them in some cases. For example, increas-
ing a framework’s test sensitivity could cause malfunction by faults to occur
more frequently, and consequently to reduce reliability and robustness. To take
another example, if a framework’s controllability and observability get higher,
then reliability, flexibility, modularity or performance could be degraded since
concealed information could be revealed and components of the framework might
be possibly interfering with each other.

In order to increase framework testability without adverse effects on other
quality factors, we designed a scheme for encapsulating test support codes as
a set of tester components separated from the framework under testing and
embedding them into the framework with little change to the framework. Since
test support codes are embedded as BIT components with little interference to
the framework under test, enforcing testability does not sacrifice other quality
factors such as reliability and modularity. Furthermore, the tester components
are designed to be attached or detached as needed so that framework testability
can be higher during tests and lower in operation in order to avoid performance
degradation due to the overhead incurred by the execution of tester components.
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4 Framework Hot Spot

A framework is composed of frozen parts designed to be shared among appli-
cations without modification, and hot spots designed to be adapted to specific
needs of the application[20,21]. A framework also prescribes rules of composi-
tion and interaction among the system components which must be observed
when adapting hot spots. Those rules can be defined precisely using the design
by contract principle[22,23,24].

The frozen and hot spots of an object-oriented framework are encapsulated
in methods of classes. The method for a frozen spot is called a template method,
and the method for a hot spot is called a hook method[20,21]. The class that
contains template methods is called a template class, and the class that contains
hook methods is called a hook class. The template class and the hook class can
be of different classes or the same class. When they are different, the hook class is
adapted and extended by composing an object from a subclass of the hook class
into the template class through an instance variable which references the hook
class object. When they are same, the hook method is adapted and extended by
subclassing the unified template/hook class.

Fig. 1. Framework Hot Spot

Pree classified the composition among the template and hook classes of a
framework into 7 patterns[20]. An application built from an object-oriented
framework provides its functions through interactions allowable among the tem-
plate and hook class objects compounded according to the composition patterns.
The variable functions implemented through adapting and extending the hook
classes, and the interactions among the frozen spots and extended hot spots of
the framework must be (re)tested to check for possible progressive faults and
regression faults. Fig. 1 shows a framework hot spot in which a template class is
associated with its hook class that can be extended into subclasses as represented
by Componenti.
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Fig. 2. Class Structure of BIT-Embedded Framework Hot Spot

5 The Design Scheme
of BIT-Embedded Framework Hot Spot

This section describes the proposed design scheme for embedding tester compo-
nents into the hook classes of the framework in order to facilitate testing whether
the framework’s functional contracts are observed when the hook classes are ex-
tended to adapt to an application. The design scheme is illustrated using the
UML diagramming notations and the C++ language.

The types of test support components we devised to enforce framework testa-
bility are test controllers, test sensitizers, test monitors, test oracles, and test
loggers. The test controller increases controllability by setting up and initial-
izing test conditions for framework hot spots. The test sensitizer increases the
framework’s sensitivity to faults by capturing and leaving traces of malfunctions
during test execution. The test monitor increases observability by monitoring
actual results of test execution and judges pass/fail of the test by comparing
the actual with the expected results. The test oracle helps the monitor judge
pass/fail of the test by giving expected pre-conditions, post-conditions and in-
variants of the test cases. The test result, passed or failed, is sent to the test
logger by the monitor. The test logger records and stores the test result according
to the current test context.

The class diagram in Fig. 2 shows the composition pattern of a BIT-embedded
framework hot spot in which the tester components are embedded into a hook
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class of the framework. Subclasses that extend the hook class is the framework
CUTs (classes or components under test). The classes in the dotted area of the
diagram represent the tester components embedded or attached to the frame-
work hot spot. The TestController and TestLogger are the tester components
attached from the outside of the CUT, while the other components are BITs
embedded into the CUT. The CutTester is an abstract base class of the BIT
components which provides the same interface as the CUT for the template class
object through the hook class. The CutSensitizer and CutMonitor are designed
as subclasses of the CutTester class, which is a subclass of the hook class. The
BITs and the CUT form a chain structure connected through the tCut, which
is an instance variable of the CutTester class. The Template object is composed
with the CUT through the Hook class interface referenced by the hCut variable.
Via a chain of the BIT components in between, the template object is connected
to the CUT located at the end of the chain.

When its hMethod is called, each of the tester components embedded into
the CUT as elements of the chain structure performs its own testing function
before and after forwarding the hMethod call to the successor component con-
nected through the tCut variable until it reaches the CUT. During the process,
however, the functional behavior between the Template object and the CUT is
not interfered with by the tester components attached to the CUT. The design
pattern of the tester components is similar to the Decorator design pattern[4].
Testing functions on the CUT are distributed over, and encapsulated by the
tester components. The outermost CutMonitor plays the role of a proxy which
watches the template object have access to the CUT[4].

The CutSensitizer in Fig. 2 captures the clue data critical to the testing of
the CUT before and after it calls the hMethod through tCut. For example, the
CutSensitizer keeps the state before the CUT is called, so that it is possible to
inspect post-conditions and invariants after calling. The CutMonitor checks if
the contract is violated by inspecting the pre-, post-conditions, and invariants
before and after the CUT calls the hook method. The test results are collected
and recorded by the TestLogger.

The CutOracle referenced by the CutMonitor calculates the expected result
after the CUT executes the hook method. The CutMonitor judges pass or fail
of the test by comparing the expected result obtained from the CutOracle with
the actual result obtained from the CutSensitizer.

The TestController initializes the other tester components and drives the test
execution. Before starting the test execution, it generates an object structure
instance of the CUT and BIT components, and embeds the generated BITs in
the CUT instance. It then initializes the BIT-embedded CUT and the TestLogger
to the condition required by the current test case.

Fig. 3 shows an object structure which has a test monitor, sensitizer and
oracle between the template object and the CUT object instantiated according
to the BIT-embedded composition pattern in Fig. 2. Fig. 4 shows a sequence
of interactions among the template, CUT and tester objects of Fig. 3 when the
tMethod of the template object is called by the TestController.
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Fig. 3. Object Structure of BIT-Embedded Framework Hot Spot

Referencing the hCut variable, the tMethod of the template object calls the
hMethod of the hook class object. The invocation of the hMethod is forwarded
to hMethod of the CUT by way of the CutMonitor and the CutSensitizer. The
execution result returns to the tMethod of the template object by way of the
CutSensitizer and the CutMonitor. With the help of the CutOracle, the Cut-
Monitor checks the pre-, post-conditions and invariants of the CUT before and
after the hMethod of the CutSensitizer is called, and passes the inspection result
to the TestLogger. The CutSensitizer captures and stores the states of the CUT
before and after the hMethod of the CUT is called. During this process, however,
the interaction between the template object and the CUT is not interfered with
by the CutMonitor, CutSensitizer and CutOracle.

The object structure of the hot spot in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 shows a 1:1 com-
position of a hook class object and a template class object. The BIT embedding
method proposed in this paper supports the framework testing for 1:n compo-
sition where a template object is compounded with many hook class objects,
as well as for 1:1 composition. For example, in the object structure allowed by
Fig. 2, where a template object is 1:n compounded with many hook objects,
the BIT components are embedded into each of the hook objects. Although this
paper exemplifies a case with only one hook method, testing can be easily ex-
tended to the interactions between a template object and a hook object that has
several hook methods. In such a case, the BIT-embedding process is defined for
each hook method in the same way as the BIT components are embedded in the
hMethod in Fig. 2.

6 A Case Study

This section describes a case study we performed to justify our approach. The
framework exemplified here is an alarm monitoring framework that we imple-
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Fig. 4. Sequence Diagram of BIT-Embedded Framework Hot Spot

mented in C++ for use in applications such as process control monitoring sys-
tems. The framework can be extended to an alarm monitoring system which
raises an alarm upon change to an abnormal state according to the current
measurement and configuration.

The class diagram in Fig. 5 shows a part of the composite structure of the
alarm monitoring framework. The InPoint is the class which directly inputs mea-
sured values from the outside. The DerivedPoint class calculates new measured
values or state values, using the measured values acquired from other Point
class objects. AlarmMonitor, a subclass of the DerivedPoint class, senses state
changes, depending on the changes of measured values, and gives an alarm upon
change to an abnormal state. AlarmMonitor is a hook class compounded into
the Point class, and can be extended to various subclasses depending on the
applications.

The AlarmMonitor will be the CUT to which the tester components are at-
tached in the example framework, and have the state behavior which is specified
in the Statechart[25] shown in Fig. 6. If the measured values received as param-
eters when the update operation is called exceed either high or low limits, the
AlarmMonitor raises high or low alarm. It also has deadbands to avoid repeating
alarms that might occur when the measured values fluctuate between upper or
lower boundaries. Fig. 7 shows one possible sequence of interactions between
the objects of an alarm monitoring system when a sequence of measured values
comes from a single input source.
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Fig. 5. Partial Class Structure of the Alarm Monitoring Framework

Fig. 6. State Behavior of the AlarmMonitor Class

Fig. 8 shows a class structure in which tester components, as BITs, are em-
bedded into the CUT, AlarmMonitor. The classes in dotted area of the diagram
indicate the embedded BITs, which are CutMonitor, CutSensitizer and CutOra-
cle. The CutMonitor and the CutSensitizer are connected to each other through
tCut, an instance variable of their superclass, CutTester. The CutSensitizer in-
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Fig. 7. Sequence Diagram of the Alarm Monitoring System

Fig. 8. Class Structure of BIT-Embedded Alarm Monitor

spects and captures the internal states of the AlarmMonitor before and after it
calls the update function through tCut. The CutOracle is designed to simulate
the state behavior in Fig. 6. The Cut Monitor is designed to check if the CUT
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Fig. 9. Embedding BIT Components in an AlarmMonitor

violates the pre-, post-conditions and invariants, comparing the actual behavior
from the CutSensitizer with the expected behavior from the CutOracle. Other
tester components, such as a test controller which initializes test conditions and
drives the framework testing, or a test logger which collects and records the test
results, are also designed to be attached to the framework under testing. As
test cases, we used sequences of update function calls whose parameters are the
measured values. Each of such test cases represents one of the paths of a state
transition spanning tree whose paths are the state transition sequences allowable
within the operational mode in the statechart in Fig. 6.

At the initial stage of the testing, the test controller instantiates the tester
components and embeds them into the CUT. When the test controller attaches
an AlarmMonitor to the InPoint object, the BITs embedded in the AlarmMon-
itor are also attached together with the AlarmMonitor. The tester components
were implemented in such a way that they were integrated with the framework
under testing without incurring changes or intervention to the framework codes.
The tester components can be dynamically detached and attached as needed at
run-time.

Fig. 9 shows how the tester component objects, designed according to the
pattern in Fig. 8, are embedded into the AlarmMonitor object which is com-
pounded as a hook class object into the InPoint object. Upon testing, not only
establishing test conditions but also monitoring test results are done transpar-
ently without intervening in the alarm monitoring function of the system.

In order to check if the tester components work properly in testing the BIT-
embedded alarm monitoring system, we planted some errors in the system that
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Fig. 10. Possible Object Structure of BIT-Embedded Alarm Monitoring System

may not be easily detected but cause abnormal state changes, and performed
testing with test patterns as explained in the previous section. Two cases of
testing have been done: with and without embedding BITs. In the case of tests
with BITs, abnormal state changes caused by errors were recorded by the test
logger without any omissions, though not all the known errors were detected.
Meanwhile, in the case of tests without BITs, only a subset of the errors that
could be detected by the BITs, such as giving a false alarm by misjudging a
normal state to be abnormal, were detected by the alarm logger.

Though Fig. 9 illustrates only a simple case in which a single input and a
single alarm monitor are involved, we did successfully apply our testing scheme
to more complicated cases in which multiple input sources and multiple alarm
monitors were involved in a variety of configurations. Fig. 10 shows one of such
cases in which each alarm monitor has its own set of built-in test components
except for the test controller and the test logger that are shared by the system.

7 Conclusion

This paper has described a scheme for increasing the testability of an object-
oriented framework by encapsulating test support code as built-in test (BIT)
components and embedding them into the hook classes of the framework. Test
components built into a framework in this way make it easy to detect defects
caused by the modification and extension of the framework through testing. Us-
ing our scheme, the test components can be attached and detached to/from the
framework at run-time as necessary without incurring changes to the framework
code and without affecting its functional behavior. We showed how the pro-
posed testing scheme worked for testing of a particular framework. The example
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framework with which we performed the case study was, however, a small one
compared with the real-world frameworks in actual use. We plan to elaborate
our testing scheme with more case studies so that it can scale up well for testing
larger frameworks.
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Abstract. Control loop is an essential part of the process control system
that must control physical processes in which it is difficult or impossible
to compute correct output value with input values alone. In this paper,
we describe the design and implementation of a highly reusable object-
oriented control loop framework to support the efficient development of
real time process control applications. The basic building block in our
control loop framework is the Point class. The Point class encapsulates
process variables of a control loop together with control algorithms so
that it can be easily adapted and extended to process control applications
that have various structures and behaviors. The core of this paper is
the design pattern of event/time-triggered Point class that can be used
for flexible implementation of monitor and control functions required
of target processes through the interaction of point objects performing
continuous re-computation.

1 Introduction

The process control system produces the desired output from the input resources
of a process responding adequately to the constantly changing environment,
or continuously monitors and controls a process in order to maintain required
relations among the objects in the process. In such a system, it is difficult or
impossible to compute the correct output value with input values alone, and the
time constraint is usually accompanied. A control loop is an essential part of the
process control system [1].

An object-oriented framework provides an architecture that can be commonly
used for the development of application programs that belong to a specific area
or functional group. The architecture includes classes that can be easily adapted
and extended. Accordingly, a complete application system can be easily built by
modifying some of the classes in a framework and appending additional func-
tions to the framework, then connecting them to the building blocks of the
framework [2].

W. Chang (Ed.): AISA 2002, LNCS 2402, pp. 249–261, 2002.
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On the other hand, much research has been done recently for the develop-
ment of real-time systems based on the object-oriented methodology. S. Faulk
et al. in [3], tried to make requirement specifications in the real-time software
development mathematically more rigid and easier to share, by putting object-
orientation, graphic representation and standardized approaches together. B.
Selic et al., in [4], provided more accurate and simple system modeling strategies
by graphically representing the real-time system architecture through object-
oriented methodologies. The system model, practicable at all the levels of ab-
straction, helps find out requirement or design drawbacks at the early stage of
development.

While the development of general real-time systems is treated in [3] and
[4], this paper focuses on the development of a process control framework with
higher reusability. That is, the purpose of this paper is to make development
of a process control system more efficient and easier by studying the methods
to design common parts of process control application programs as an object-
oriented framework with higher reusability and flexibility. In such a framework,
the structure of a control loop can not only be modified dynamically during the
execution of an application, but it can also be easily extended to a single control
loop with many process variables or a complicated control loop application with
many single control loops. The core of this paper is the design pattern of the
Point class which flexibly supports the continuous re-computation of process
variables of a control loop. A control loop framework is composed of frozen parts
and hot spots. The frozen parts implement common functions of various control
loops and can be used without modification during an application development.
The hot spots represent the variability between control loops. A control loop
application can be completed by adapting and extending the hot spots of the
framework according to the system requirements, and then compounding them
to the frozen parts of the framework.

This paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 analyzes the domain of the control
loop framework to be developed, explains the control loop model, and reviews
requirements to be considered in order to develop a highly reusable and flexible
framework. In Sect. 3, we propose a control loop framework designed to be
easily adapted and extended to process control application systems with various
structures and behaviors to meet the requirements presented in Sect. 2. In Sect. 4,
an example of implementing a control loop application using the proposed control
loop framework is explained. Sect. 5 reviews previous researches on the process
control software designed as an object-oriented framework. Sect. 6 presents our
conclusion and future work.

2 Domain Analysis of the Control Loop System

2.1 Control Loop Model

A process control system consists of a process and a control which controls and
monitors the process. The current status of the process can be represented by
process variables. There are four types of process variables: controlled variable,
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Fig. 1. The Control Loop Model

input variable, manipulated variable and reference variable. A controlled variable
represents an actual measured value of an object to control. An input variable,
not an object to control, is a process variable which represents an input value
needed to control the process. Both variables are used as process variables mon-
itored by the control. That is, they are monitored variables of the process. A
manipulated variable can be directly modified by the control. A reference vari-
able represents a setpoint, that is, a target value of the controlled variable [1].

Since the external environment of a process control system is indeterminis-
tic, unstable and constantly fluctuating regardless of the process, it is difficult
or impossible to determine the correct output value with values of input and
internal state alone. Therefore, in order to meet or maintain the requirements of
the process outputs specified by the reference variables, the control computes the
values of manipulated variables based on the reference and monitored variables
and sends them to the process. The process, in turn, controls the monitored
variables according to the values of the manipulated variables entered from the
control. Such a process control system can be regarded as a control loop model
(Fig. 1). A control loop model is composed of two components, a control and a
process, and two connectors which provide paths of the asymmetric and cyclic
flow of data.

2.2 Requirements of the Control Loop Framework

Following are the requirements considered in this paper to enhance reusability
and flexibility of the control loop framework.

– By adapting and extending hot spots of the control loop framework, it should
be possible to easily build up a control loop application which implements
interactions of process variables and control algorithms required in a specific
system. It should be also possible to dynamically modify the configuration
of the control loop during execution of the application.

– It should be possible to extend to a complex process control application
which includes many control loops, not just one.

– The control loop application should be both time-triggered and event-
triggered.

– Simulations of the control loop application should be possible, and once they
are done, the application should be easily migrated to the real process control
environment.
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Fig. 2. Relation between the Point P and fromPoints/toPoints

– If the user of the framework wants alarming or watching function, it should
be added with ease.

3 Design of the Control Loop Framework

3.1 Point Class

The control loop controls the process through an actuator so that the state of
the process can be kept within the setpoint, and monitors the state of the control
through a sensor. The control loop system timely reacts to the value changes of
the monitored variables entered from the sensor and recomputes the values of
the manipulated variables. Then, it sends the result to the actuator to change
the values of the controlled variables of the process. The control loop framework
proposed in this paper is designed to have the Point class as its basic building
block which encapsulates process variables together with control algorithms in
order to flexibly constitute the interrelationship among the process variables.

A point can either be an input point or a computed point according to the way
its value is determined. While the value of an input point comes from an external
data source, a computed point gets its value from the other points inside the
system. That is, a computed point depends on input points or other computed
points to determine its value, and registers itself as a destination point(toPoints)
to those points. If the value of a point changes, it notifies all the registered
toPoints of the change. A toPoints, then, reads the values of all the source
points(fromPoints) to recompute its value using its own formula. Continuous
re-computation is performed as the change of point values is propagated to all
the toPoints connected through the dependency chain. Fig. 2 shows the relation
between a point P and fromPoints/toPoints. The point P becomes toPoints1 from
the viewpoint of fromPoints1, and fromPoints2 from the viewpoint of toPoints2.

Loose coupling among the objects must be maintained in order to easily adapt
and extend the process control framework to a process control application system
that has various structures and behaviors. The point objects can be loosely
coupled by representing control relationships among them using the Observer
Pattern and the Composite Pattern [5] in design.

Fig. 3 shows the design pattern of the Point class and depicts the relationship
among the Point class and its subclasses, InputPoint and ComputedPoint class.
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Fig. 3. The Point Class

The ComputedPoint class responds to the value changes of the process variables
in the Point class whose destination point(toPoints) is the Computed Point. It
plays the role of observers. The ComputedPoint also creates a Composite pattern
in which it has other point objects as its components through the fromPoints
reference. The InputPoint gets its value directly from the outside through the
setValue member function, while the ComputedPoint computes its value using
the values of the other points affecting it. Therefore, the fromPoints reference
in Fig. 2 can be either an InputPoint object or a ComputedPoint object, but
the toPoints reference can be a ComputedPoint object only. In Fig. 4, when a
value is set to anInputPoint, its notifyPoints member function is called, which,
in turn, calls the update functions of all the toPoints of the InputPoint. Af-
ter the update function of the invoked aComputedPoint1 re-computes its point
value through the formula class(aFormula1), it calls the update functions of
its toPoints(aComputedPoint2). Since values of the monitored variables entered
from the sensor end up with starting the actuator through the chain reaction of
the point re-computations and update calls, an expected control effect can be
achieved.
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Fig. 4. Interactions of Point Objects

3.2 Formula Class

The manipulated variables, the monitored variables and the actuator can be
regarded as computed points. Their structures are the same, but the behaviors
of their formula functions are different. So, we applied the Strategy pattern [5]
to encapsulate the formula in a separate class in designing a computed point.

The computation algorithm of a computed point is determined by a Formula
class object which is dynamically replaceable according to the Strategy pattern.
The computed point class has a formula which is a reference to the Formula
class object. The Formula class provides a compute member function which is a
common interface to the various algorithms a computed point may have. Using
the compute function, a computed point invokes an algorithm defined in a sub-
class of the Formula class. If a computed point object represents a manipulated
variable using the PID control algorithm, it references to the PID Formula. If a
computed point object represents a monitored variable that contains an average
value of many sensors, it references to the Average Formula class object. If a
computed point object represents an actuator, it references to the Transform
Formula. The compute member function of the PID Formula class contains PID
control algorithm, and the setParameter member function reads parameter val-
ues required for the PID control algorithm when the program starts. By making
the reconfiguration of parameters possible, the system can be easily modified
without rebuilding the program.

3.3 Lazy Point Class

If a value of a certain computed point is used infrequently, it is a waste of time to
re-compute its value every time the values of points it is dependent on change. It
is more efficient to re-compute when the value is requested. In order to meet such
a requirement, a LazyPoint class [8] is incorporated in this paper as a subclass
of the ComputedPoint class. A LazyPoint re-computes its value only when it
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Fig. 5. Interaction of the LazyPoint

is used by another point, while a ComputedPoint is re-computed whenever the
values of fromPoints change.

As shown in Fig. 5, a LazyPoint simply records an update and delays the
re-computation of its value until it is requested, while a ComputedPoint re-
computes its value every time its update function is called, and notifies the
registered points of the change. Only when a record of an update exists, its
value is re-computed, otherwise, the stored point value is sent. So, time waste
for the unnecessary point re-computation can be avoided.

3.4 Time Triggered Point Class

In the control loop system, not only the event triggered approach, in which
the system reacts to the state change of the process, but also the time triggered
approach must be utilized, so that the system can reach or maintain the setpoint
value of the process within a required time by monitoring the control state of the
process at specific points in time regardless of the state change of the process.
A Timer class is defined in the system to meet such requirement.

As explained above, the manipulated variable point of the control loop com-
putes its value based on the values of the setpoint and the monitored variable,
and sends the value to the actuator. If the value of the monitored variable does
not reach the setpoint value after a specific period of time, it might be neces-
sary to raise an alarm condition. To represent such a manipulated variable, the
ManipulatedVariablePoint class which needs a timer is provided as a subclass
of the ComputedPoint class. General manipulated variables which do not need
alarming function are created from the ComputedPoint class.

The TimeTriggeredSensor is periodically activated by the Timer, and the
EventTriggeredSensor is activated in case the value of the sensor changes. Both
sensors are created by inheriting from the InputPoint. The Point objects that
need a timer such as the time triggered sensors, manipulated variables with
alarming functions, or the Simulation Point objects register themselves and the
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duration of time to the Timer. The Timer, at specific intervals of time, invokes
the timeout member function in the registered Point object and notifies the
registered time has passed. The manipulated variable whose registered time has
passed checks if the monitored variable has reached the setpoint, and raises an
alarm condition if it has not.

3.5 Simulated Process

The SimulationPoint class represents a simulated process by simulating the in-
teraction between an actuator and a sensor. The effect caused by the actuator is
sent to the SimulationPoint object, which, in turn, transfers the simulated value
based on the effect to the sensor after a certain feedback delay time. Therefore,
when an application which is made out of a framework is to run under the actual
operational environment, the SimulationPoint is only to be replaced by the ac-
tual process. The starting point of the SimulationPoint is the actuator, and the
destination point is the sensor. Once the actuator object invokes update function
of the SimulationPoint object, the SimulationPoint object computes a simulated
value through the SimulationFormula object it references to. When the Timer
object of the SimulationPoint invokes timeout function after the feedback delay
time passes, the simulated value is sent to the sensor.

3.6 Architecture of Entire Classes of the Control Loop Framework

Fig. 6 shows the inheritance and composition relationship among the classes of
the control loop framework as a whole. Since the fundamental concept of the
framework design in this paper is the continuous re-computation of point values,
the various classes that consist of the control loop framework are inherited from
the Point class.

4 An Application Using the Control Loop Framework

Using the control loop framework proposed in this paper, it is possible to design
a flexible control loop software component based on the control loop model
in Fig. 1. To implement a control loop application, the control loop system
developer using the framework can build the classes his/her application requires
by inheriting and extending the Point class or its subclasses. This section explains
a control loop application implemented using the Java programming language.

Fig. 7 shows a heat control loop model which controls room temperature. The
control is a heat control to maintain the desired room temperature as a setpoint,
and the process is a heater monitored and controlled by the heat control. The
monitored variable represents the current room temperature taken by the sensor.
The temperature is a feedback value to the control and used to compute the value
of the manipulated variable, which, in turn, is sent to the actuator.

Fig. 8 shows a configuration of the heat control loop in Fig. 7 constructed
using the Point classes in the control loop framework. The arrows represents trig-
ger directions between the connected Point objects. The setpoint and the sensor
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Fig. 6. The Control Loop Framework

Fig. 7. The Control Loop Framework

are InputPoint objects of the framework. The manipulated variable, monitored
variable, actuator and the simulation point are all ComputedPoint objects, and
each references to its own Formula object.

The control mechanism of the heat control loop system is as follows: The
sensor is triggered by the sensor timer at specific periods of time, and sends
the measured temperature to the monitored variable. The manipulated variable
takes the monitored value from the monitored variable and computes the manip-
ulated value using the PID control algorithm of the PID formula. The computed
manipulated value is sent to the actuator. Then, the value is reflected on the
simulated process. The manipulated variable timer notifies the manipulated vari-
able that a certain period of time has elapsed. Then, the manipulated variable,
with the monitored value and the setpoint value, judges whether the control is
in the normal state or not.

The value of the actuator is sent to th simulation point. As soon as the
simulation timer notifies the simulation point that the feedback delay time has
elapsed, the simulation point sends the current temperature to the sensor. The
value of the sensor is, in turn, sent to the monitored variable to make a loop.
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Fig. 8. The Heat Control Application

Fig. 9. A Control Loop System with Two Single Control Loops

Fig. 7 is a single control loop system where there is only one point object for
each of the actuator, sensor, monitored variable and manipulated variable. There
exists a single control loop system with many process variables, or a control loop
system with many single control loops. Such complicated control loop systems
can also be easily implemented using the control loop framework.

Fig. 9 shows a control loop system which consists of two single control loops.
An application of such a system can be constructed using Point classes of the
control loop framework as shown in Fig. 10.

5 Related Works

Current researches on the design of the process control software in an object-
oriented framework are reviewed in this chapter.
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Fig. 10. An Application of the System in Fig. 9

Per Dagermo and Jonas Knutsson [8] regarded the process control as a con-
tinuous re-computation of a number of output values as the response to changes
to a number of input values. A value in [8], which is an abstraction of a pro-
cess variable, can either be an input value or a computed value. When a value
changes, it notifies all the computed values registered as its dependents. When
a dependent value is notified, it re-computes itself.

P. Molin and L. Ohlsson [9] designed a framework for fire alarm systems,
where the logical behavior of the input/output devices such as sensors and ac-
tuators at the interface are standardized and defined as Points [9]. The concept
of Point was applied in this paper as the Point class.

Jan Bosch [10] designed an object-oriented framework for the measurement
system which measures the quality of manufactured products and picks out low-
quality products. The Strategy pattern and the Composite Pattern were mainly
utilized in the design of the system. The control loop of the measurement system
differs from the one proposed in this paper in that the measured values are not
used directly to control the manufacturing process. In this paper, the measured
value, that is, the monitored variable is used as the controlled variable to control
the process.

The process variables as well as sensors and actuators in this paper are all
defined as Point classes or its subclasses performing continuous re-computation.
While data types, computation algorithm, and control of the computation are all
encapsulated in the Value class in [8], they are separated in different classes in
this paper. As the data type of a process variable is separated from its control and
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defined in a Number class, the operations of the process variable are performed
polymorphically. This allows the control loop to have multiple types for its point
values. We defined computation algorithms in separate classes according to the
Strategy pattern so that the algorithms used by computed points are easily
replaceable at runtime.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper has described the design of a highly reusable control loop framework
for process control systems. The core of the proposed control loop framework
is the design pattern of the Point class which encapsulates state values of the
process together with the control mechanism. As subclasses of Point are designed
using the Observer and Composite patterns, Point objects are loosely coupled
with one another and can be easily reconfigured as needed during the execution.
Application developers using the control loop framework can complete their
applications efficiently by adapting and extending the Point (sub)classes to their
requirements.

Most process control systems require parallel and real-time processing. While
the proposed control loop framework utilizes Java’s multi-thread functionality
for parallel processing, it does not directly support real-time scheduling. The
framework instead assumes the use of a real-time kernel when extended to an
application. The primary work we plan to do in future is to enhance the control
loop framework with real-time features to ease its extension into specific real-
time operating system environments.
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1: If the object is a live thread then

 2:     create a CannotKillLiveThreadException object and 

Throw it

 3: If the object is already freed then

 4: create a NullPointerException object and Throw it

 5: If the object has a finalize() method then

 6: add it to the finalize object list

 7: stop all the application threads

 8: start the finalizer thread

 9: resume all the application threads

10: acquire a lock for the Java heap

11: call the proper free() function that is already implemented 

in your JVM

12: release the lock for the Java heap
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Abstract

Existing ADLs (Architecture Description 
Languages) have an advantage of formally specifying 
the architecture of component-based systems. But 
ADLs have not come into extensive use in industries 
since ADL users should learn a distinct notation 
specific to architecture, and ADLs do not address all 
stakes of development process that is becoming 
diversified everyday. On the other hand, UML is a de 
facto standard general modeling language for 
software developments as UML provides a consistent 
notation and various supporting tools during the whole 
software development cycle. A number of researches 
on architecture modeling based on UML have been 
progressed. In particular, many research results have 
been introduced that specialize UML by its extension 
mechanism in order to explicitly represent core 
architecture concepts that UML does not fully support.  
UML2.0 embraces much more concepts that are 
important to architecture modeling than UML1.x. In 
this paper, we examine architecture modeling elements 
that can be represented in UML2.0 and discuss how to 
extend and specialize UML2.0 in order to make it more 
suitable for representing architectures. 

1. Introduction

ADL provides the conceptual framework for
representing software at the architecture level. Most 
ADLs were developed to focus on specific aspects of 
software architecture. Representative ADLs are 
Adage[1], Aesop[2], Darwin[3], Rapide[4], SADL[5], 
Wright[6]. Second generation ADL such as ACME[7] 
identifies and possesses core concepts common to 
these ADLs. ACME provides a framework to integrate 
different ADLs representing each aspect, but ACME 
has not come to stay as ADL since ACME users 
should learn the specific notation of each ADL. For 
this reason, methods for representing the concepts of 
ACME using UML have been studied. If an 

architecture is described with a standard language such 
as UML, the architecture is easy to understand, is 
consistent during development, and can be supported 
by existing tools. As UML has been used effectively in 
domain modeling and design modeling, we can more 
easily transform an architecture model represented 
with UML to a design model and an implementation 
model.  

Research to represent architecture in UML can be 
generally approached in two ways. The first way maps 
architecture concepts to existing UML notations just as 
they are. The second way extends the vocabulary and 
semantics of UML to match its modeling capabilities 
to the concepts of architectures. The second way can 
be divided again into heavyweight and lightweight 
way. The heavyweight way adds new modeling 
elements or replaces existing semantics by directly 
modifying the UML metamodel. The lightweight way 
defines new modeling elements by means of the 
extension mechanism of UML and does not modify the 
UML metamodel. 

[8] proposed UML extension in a heavyweight way, 
but the heavyweight way can not use existing tools. [9, 
10, 11, 12, 13] proposed UML extensions in a 
lightweight way. These papers extended and defined 
UML1.x metamodel. But many new modeling 
constructs to explicitly support important concepts of 
architecture are added in UML2.0. 

This paper is organized as follows. Related work is 
discussed in section 2. Section 3 explains the definition 
of an architecture modeling language based on 
UML2.0. Section 4 describes an example architecture 
modeling for a restaurant reservation system. Section 5 
summarizes the conclusion and discusses future works. 

2. Related work

2.1 Architecture modeling concepts in UML2.0 

We have difficulty with representing architecture in 
UML models since UML modeling concepts do not 
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support some architecture concepts[14,15,16]. In 
particular, [15] specified the modeling elements that 
architecture description should have, and explained the 
semantic difference between object-oriented notation 
and the architecture description.

The following explains the semantic gap between 
the important modeling concept of architecture and 
UML.  

- Composition and connection 
A component diagram of UML is an architecture 

model consisting of physical components at the 
implementation level and is not suitable for logical 
architecture description. A class diagram in UML 
depicts the logical structure of a system as composed 
of classes and/or packages. But the component in the 
sense of ADL should be defined as a classifier 
different from the class or the component of UML. The 
concept of component instantiation in ADL like 
ACME is distinct from that of class instantiation of 
object-oriented notation like UML, in that the 
component instance of ADL can have new structural 
properties or behavioral semantics at instantiation. The 
concept of connection between component instances of 
ADL is different from that of association between 
classifiers of UML. The connector of ADL can have an 
interaction protocol or an internal structure, but the 
association of UML cannot have. 

- Abstraction 
Abstraction concepts are needed not only in top-

down system development but also in product line 
software engineering. Elements comprising an 
architecture should be able to be refined into more 
concrete structural elements or subsystems. A new 
architecture should be able to be defined from existing 
architectures. New component instances of 
architectures should be able to be replaced and added, 
and their connection should be able to be changed at 
run time. These requirements mean that an architecture 
having an internal structure should be defined as a 
classifier. Object-oriented concepts that can be used 
for the abstraction are inheritance, composition, and 
polymorphism. But these concepts are insufficient for 
representing component abstraction like recursive 
compositions in architecture.  

-Interaction point and encapsulation 
Interaction points should be declared in order that 

component instances in an architecture can be used 
independently. The instances of architecture should be 
able to perform interaction only by means of 
information defined at the interface of interaction point, 
regardless of their internal processes or structures. The 

concepts of interaction point are important to support 
substitutability that is essential in a component-based 
system. In order to guarantee substitutability, an 
interaction point must include not only provided 
functions of the component instance but also required 
functions and behavioral information. [17] explicitly 
refers to these concepts as connectability and 
correctness. Interaction points should be defined as 
classifier and be instantiated because the same service 
of a component instance can participate in various 
interactions. Port is the interface concept that can be 
instantiated as many as needed by its owning entity. 
UML1.x did not support the port concept but this 
concept was added to UML2.0 

-Scalability 
Architecture should be able to be represented at 

different levels of abstraction. For example, a 
component can have an internal architecture that 
consists of smaller units and their relationships. This 
concept is different to the composite concept of object-
oriented notation. The component composition of ADL 
has semantics confined to the context of the enclosing 
component in which the component composition 
structure is defined. On the other hand, the classifier's 
relationship of UML is global invariant regardless of 
the context in which the relationship is defined. But the 
concept of internal structure is added to UML2.0 in 
order to support the concept of composition structure 
confined to the inside of a classifier.

In order to represent an architecture as a UML 
model, we should understand these differences of 
concepts between architecture description and UML 
modeling. First, we should sort out UML constructs 
corresponding to each architectural concept, and 
should minimize the semantic gap between them[16]. 
Second, UML stereotypes should have notation of high 
readability in order to easily understand an architecture 
described with UML. Third, every important concept 
of architecture should be expressed. Fourth, we define 
stereotypes by extending the sorted UML 
metaclass[10]. Lastly, we should be able to define the 
structural and behavioral constraints of architecture 
description.  

2.2 Extending UML to ADL 

[9] made use of the lightweight way. [9] selected 
and extended a subset of the UML meta model, and 
then defined it as a UML profile. [10] defined a UML 
profile for the solution architecture description from a 
domain model to define core concepts of a problem 
domain. [11] defined existing ADL concepts as 
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profiles in order to utilize the architecture analysis 
ability of existing ADLs. [12] defined the common 
concepts of various ADLs and extended a specific 
ADL according to a target modeling environment. [12] 
separated the concepts of abstract connector from 
concrete connector for the purpose of representing the 
various meanings of connectors. [13] is noteworthy for 
using the collaboration of UML for the representation 
of connector. 

The aforementioned papers provide various 
methods to satisfy properties necessary for architecture 
description and discuss advantages and disadvantages 
between them. But all of them are based on UML1.x. 
UML2.0[18] defines new constructs such as 
component, connector, and port for architecture 
description. [17] defined a UML profile for 
architecture description on the basis of UML2.0. [17] 
defined an architectural connector as the stereotype of 
component metaclass in order to treat the connector as 
a first-class entity, and so [17] has semantic mismatch. 
The connector of [17] has low visual clarity by reason 
of the same representation as component. [17] did not 
make clear the semantic consistency between UML2.0 
stereotype constructs and their metamodel. On the 
other hand, we separate the type and the instance of an 
architectural connector so as to increase its 
expressiveness, flexibility, and readability, and to 
preserve its semantic relation to the UML2.0 
metamodel. The type of our architectural connector is 
defined as the stereotype of the collaboration metaclass 
of UML2.0, but the instance of the connector is 
defined as the connector metaclass of UML2.0. 

The profile of [17] is defined to directly match the 
concepts of ACME. ACME treats a port as a kind of 
interface, but UML2.0 defines a port and an interface 
as two separate, albeit closely-related, concepts. 
Therefore, [17]’s interface expanded for architectural 
description was needlessly restricted and so less 
expressive than the port and interface in UML2.0. Our 
generic ADL profile are also built on ACME’s ADL 
elements, but we separately represent an architectural 
interface and port by extending the metaclass interface 
and port of UML2.0 

3. Definition of architecture modeling
language based on UML 

UML is a general modeling language and does not 
provide all concepts that are important to architecture 
description. UML should be extended in order to 
precisely model architecture. UML2.0 has much more 
useful concepts for architecture description than 
UML1.x. However UML has many other modeling 

constructs that are unnecessary for architecture 
description and therefore we should suppress the use 
of modeling elements that are irrelevant to architecture 
concepts. In this section, we explain a profile and a 
metamodel that extends UML2.0 for ADL. 

3.1. Layered structure of profile for 
architecture description 

The concept of architecture has both domain-
independent and domain-specific elements.  

First, we could define all these elements as part of 
the ADL vocabulary, that is, metamodel, but this 
would make the language structure excessively 
complex. Second, we could confine the metamodel to 
include only domain-independent elements and leave 
domain-specific elements to be represented as model-
level elements. However, domain-specific concepts 
may not be represented clearly in an architecture 
model in this way. 

For the reasons above, we mapped out a layered 
language architecture in defining the ADL as outlined 
in Figure 1. First, we define a generic ADL comprising 
domain-independent elements by extending UML 2.0. 
Then we build on the generic ADL to define 
DSADL(Domain-specific ADL). Domain engineers 
may further provide the reusable elements of the 
domain as a framework architecture using the DSADL. 

«profile»
Generic ADL

«profile»
DS-ADL

«metamodel»
UML

«framework»
aFramework
Architecture

«apply»

M2 (UML)

M2 (Generic ADL)

M2 (Domain-specific ADL)

M1 (Architecture Models)

metamodels

models
«model»
aSystem

Architecture

«apply»

«import»

Figure1. Metamodel architecture of UML-
based ADL 

3.2 Extending UML2.0 constructs to generic 
ADL model elements 

We selected the generic ADL model elements out of 
ACME’s ADL elements, and defined them in terms of 
UML2.0 stereotypes. In doing so, we aligned and 
enriched ACME’s core concepts with the UML2.0’s 
modeling capabilities powerful for architecture 
representation, 
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-Component
The component of UML1.x did not provide the 

concepts of logical execution unit, internal structure, 
and interaction point. The component of UML2.0 are 
extended to cover these concepts as shown in Figure 2.
The component of UML2.0 can be instantiated as 
classifier and can represent an internal structure as 
structured classifier. As encapsulated classifier, 
UML2.0 component can have ports and thereby 
supports the concept of encapsulation of internal 
structures. UML2.0 component can have its own 
behavior specification as behaviored classifier, can 
define receptions in its interface, and can send or 
receive asynchronous messages. Therefore, the 
UML2.0 component is expressive enough to define 
architectural components. But some features of the 
UML2.0 component should be restrained of use in 
order to correspond to architecture component. For 
example, UML2.0 component have no constraint on 
the type of instances that comprise its internal structure, 
but the architecture component structured according to 
the recursive composition pattern needs to restrict the 
type of its internal instances to subcomponent. The 
ArchComponent stereotype in Figure 2 extends the 
Component metaclass of UML2.0, and has these 
constraints. 

Classifier
(Kernel)

BehavioredClassifier
(BasicBehaviors)

StructuredClassifier
(InternalStructures)

Class
(Communications)

EncapsulatedClassifier
(Ports)

Class
(StructuredClasses)

Component
(BasicComponents)

Component
(PackagingComponents)

Behavior
(BasicBehavior)

ConnectableElement
(InternalStructures)

Connector
(InternalStructures)

Port
(Ports)

*

*

*

*

«stereotype»
ArchComponent

«stereotype»
ArchPort

/ownedPort

*

Figure 2. Component of the generic ADL 

-Composition pattern 
The collaboration of UML2.0 in Figure 3 can 

represent both structural aspects and behavioral aspects 
as structured classifier and behaviored classifier. The 
connectable element of the collaboration means the 
role of elements involved in collaboration, and can be 
represented as port, parameter, or other classifier's 
instance. The context in which a collaboration is 
applied is represented as a collaboration occurrence. 
We define a stereotype of UML2.0 collaboration as 
arch composition representing the composition pattern 
of components that can be modeled using the generic 

ADL. Arch roles are restricted to correspond to only 
arch ports.

BehavioredClassifer
(BasicBehaviors)

StructuredClassifier
(InternalStructures)

Collaboration
ConnectableElement
(InternalStructures)

Parameter

collaborationRole

* *

Collaboration
Occurrence

type1

*

«stereotype»
ArchRole

«stereotype»
ArchComposition

«stereotype»
ArchConnector

/connectorRole*

Dependency
(Dependencies)

roleBinding

* 1

/collaborationRole

*

Figure 3. Architectural composition of the
generic ADL 

-Connector
The connector of UML2.0 is not an independent 

entity and is a kind of Feature. The connector of 
UML2.0 is not a classifier and can have its type as 
typed element. Association between classifiers that the 
connector connects serves as type of the connector. 
The metamodel in Figure 4 shows that a connector 
have two or more connection ends and these 
connection ends reference connectable elements that 
the connector connects. Since UML2.0 connector is 
not a type-level element but at an instance level, we 
define arch connector as the subtype of arch 
composition to promote it to a type-level. UML2.0 
connector can be used to define an arch connector 
instance stereotype representing the instance of 
architecture connector. The defined arch connector 
instance can have an arch connector as its type and its 
connectable element is restricted to port. When an 
architecture connection is used as a simple connection, 
an arch connector instance whose type is not arch 
connector has the same meaning as UML2.0 connector. 
When, however, an architecture connector has a 
complex behavioral semantic and structure, an arch 
connector is used as the type of the connecter instance. 
For example, an architecture connector can represent 
the interaction based on a complex protocol, or can 
represent the interaction pattern appearing frequently. 
The behavior of arch connector can be represented 
with a sequence diagram or a protocol statemachine.  

We made the arch connector more readable and 
flexible by means of the separation of type and 
instance according to the complexity of connector's 
semantics. 
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MulipicityElement
(Kernel)

Connector
(InternalStructures)

ConnectorEnd
(InternalStructures)

Property
Association

(Kernel)

ConnectableElement
(InternalStructures)

Feature
(Kernel)

role end

/definingEnd type0..1

0..1

0..1

*

*

*

end

2..*

«stereotype»
ArchConnectorInstance

Collaboration
(Collaborations)

«stereotype»
ArchComposition

«stereotype»
ArchConnector

collaborationRole*

*

type 0..1

Figure 4. Connector of the generic ADL 

-Port
The interaction point of an architecture component 

has an important meaning in aspects of substitutability 
and connectability. To satisfy these two aspects, it is 
necessary to specify not only the interface that a 
component provides to its external environment, but 
also the interface that a component requires from the 
external. UML2.0 defines this interaction point as Port. 
UML2.0 port in Figure 5 is a connectable element that 
can be connected by a connector, and is defined as the 
structural feature of encapsulated classifier. UML2.0 
port has a provided interface and a required interface. 
We define arch port of the generic ADL as a stereotype 
of UML2.0 port. An arch component can have only 
arch ports as its owned ports. 

StructuredClassifier
(InternalStructures)

EncapsulatedClassifier
(Ports)

ConnectorEnd
(Ports)

Property
(InternalStructures)

ConnectableElement
(InternalStructures)

StructuralFeature
(Kernel)

Port
(Ports)

Interface
(Interfaces)

ownedPort /required

/provided

partWithPort0..1

0..1 *
*

*

*

*

«stereotype»
ArchPort

/role

«stereotype»
ArchComponent

/type

*

/ownedPort*
0..1

0..1*

Figure 5. Port of the generic ADL 

-Interface
The interface of UML2.0 can support interaction by 

a reception to process asynchronous signals in addition 
to method calls. UML2.0 interface may have a 
protocol statemachine to specify behavioral semantics. 
Protocol statemachine is a kind of statemachine and 
can specify a message processing order in addition to a 
pre, post condition. We define arch interface by 
extending UML2.0 interfaces as shown in Figure 6. An 
arch port can have only arch interfaces as its provided 
and required interfaces. The behavioral semantic of the 
arch port can be represented as the composition of the 
protocol statemachine of referenced arch interfaces. 

Classifier
(Kernel)

Interface
(Interfaces)

Interface
(Communications)

Interface
(Protocol

Statemachines)

Property

Operation

Reception
Protocol

StateMachine

Structural
Feature

Behavioral
Feature

owned
Attribute

owned
Reception

protocol

0..10..10..1

0..1

0..1

*

*

*
owned
Operation

«stereotype»
ArchInterface

«stereotype»
ArchPort

/required

/provided

*
*

protocol

Figure 6. Interface of the generic ADL 

The UML2.0 profile in Figure 7 shows UML2.0 
metaclasses and their stereotypes representing the 
modeling elements of the proposed generic ADL.  

«profile»
Generic ADL

base element

Component
(BasicComponents)

«stereotype»
ArchComponent

Collaboration
(Collaborations)

«stereotype»
ArchComposition

Connector
(InternalStructures)

«stereotype»
ArchConnectorInstance

«stereotype»
ArchPort

Port
(Ports)

Interface
(Communications)

Interface
(ProtocolStatemachines)

«stereotype»
ArchInterface

«stereotype»
ArchConnector

Connectable
Element

(InternalStructures)

«stereotype»
ArchRole

«metamodel»
UML 2.0

Figure 7. UML2.0 profile of the generic ADL 

3.3 Metamodel of proposed generic ADL 

Figure 8 shows the metamodel of the proposed 
generic ADL. In Figure 8, model elements in white are 
UML2.0 metaclasses and model elements in gray are 
stereotypes of UML2.0 metaclasses for the generic 
ADL. An arch component has arch ports as the 
external ports that the arch component owns. The part 
ports of an arch component represent the connection 
points of the parts that comprise the internal structure 
of the arch component. The internal structure of a 
component is defined as the connections of parts 
through ports. In the metamodel, arch port references 
two kinds of arch interfaces: one for a provided 
interface and the other for a required interface. Arch 
interface can represent both synchronous and 
asynchronous interactions since an arch interface can 
have properties, operations, and receptions as its 
features. Arch interface can specify behavior by means 
of protocol statemachine. Arch port can specify 
behavioral contract through the composition of the 
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protocol statemachine of a required and a provided 
arch interfaces that the arch port references. We define 
arch composition as a stereotype of UML2.0 
collaboration. Arch composition represents 
composition pattern between components. An arch 
port may be defined to participate in a collaboration by 
means of binding the collaboration's role to the arch 
port. Arch composition is defined as the collaboration 
between arch roles.

The connectors of a composition are limited to only 
arch connector instances. As a behaviored classifier, 
Arch component can have behavioral specification. 
Arch connector is defined by means of specializing 
arch composition. Arch connector can specify an 
interaction protocol through protocol statemachine. In 
the metamodel, Arch connector instance is a stereotype 
of UML2.0 connector and references an arch 
connector as its type. Arch connector instance 
references an arch port as its interface.

«stereotype»
ArchPort

«stereotype»
ArchComponent

«stereotype»
ArchConnectorInstance

«stereotype»
ArchConnector

«stereotype»
ArchInterface

ownedPort /required

/provided/partPort

ownedConnector

*

*

type

*

role 2..*

0..1

Protocol
StateMachine

protocol

protocol

protocol

0..1

0..1

0..1

*

*

Property Operation Reception

* * *

«stereotype»
ArchComposition

collaborationRole

*

Behavior
Statemachine

Activity

«stereotype»
ArchRole

*

ownedConnector

*

2..*
Realization

* roleBinding

Figure 8. Metamodel of the generic ADL 

4. Architecture modeling example using
the generic ADL 

This section presents an example that illustrates 
architecture modeling by means of the defined generic 
ADL. Figure 9 shows the simplified architecture model 
of a restaurant reservation system. The component 
Customer has port pC. The port pC requires the iAgent 
interface and provides the interface iCustomer. The 
component RsvAgent exposes two ports: pR and pA. 
The port pR requires the iRestaurant interface. The 
port pA requires the iCustomer interface and provides 
the iAgent interface. The Reservation connector 
connects a customer type as client role with a service 
provider type as server role. The instance of arch 
composition consists of the instances of component 
type and connector type. The instances of Customer, 
the components RsvAgent and Restaurant in the 
instance of arch composition were connected by the 

instances of the connector Reservation. The process of 
reservation is defined in the connector Reservation in 
terms of the interaction of server role and client role. 
The instance of the component Restaurant plays a 
server role and the instance of the component 
RsvAgent plays a client role. At the same time, the 
instance of the component RsvAgent plays a server 
role and the instance of the component Customer plays 
a client role. The type of instance that plays the server 
role should be substitutable for the type of the Service 
Provider. The type of instance that plays the client role 
should be substitutable for the type of Customer. 

«ArchComponent»
RsvAgent

iRestaurant iAgent

iCustomer

pA

«ArchComponent»
CustomeriCustomer

pCiAgent

:RsvAgent :Customer
pA pC

server client

pR

:Restaurant
pR

server

«ArchConnector»
Reservation

Customer

Service
Provider

client

server

client

pR:Reservation :Reservation

ArchRole

ArchRole’s
type

Instance of
Instance of

ArchConnectorInstance

Instance of ArchComposition

ArchPort

ArchComponent ArchConnector

Figure 9. Architecture of the Restaurant 
reservation system 

5. Conclusion and future work

A number of researches have been conducted to
apply UML to architecture modeling, but most of the 
researches are based on UML1.x. UML1.x is 
insufficient for directly representing core concepts of 
architecture. In this paper, we studied for an 
architecture modeling language based on UML2.0. 
UML 2.0 embraces much more concepts that support 
architecture modeling than earlier versions of UML. In 
particular, the concept of component is significantly 
improved. The connector element added anew in 
UML2.0, however, has only basic concepts of 
connection in order to maintain the readability of 
architecture model, the compatibility with object-
oriented notations, and the alignment relation with 
existing metamodel. Therefore we defined a connector 
type as the subtype of collaboration. This makes it 
possible to represent a connection pattern that appears 
frequently in a target system and a connection structure 
that is hierarchically organized. We utilized the ports 
and interfaces of UML2.0, while pruning UML2.0 
constructs that do not correspond well to architecture 
description. 
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The metamodel in this paper mainly deals with 
representing the structural aspects of an architecture, 
but it is insufficient for specifying the behavior. The 
behavior of architecture should be represented in the 
context of the represented structure and must preserve 
consistency with the structure. We can verify and 
analyze an architecture model with existing tools by 
preserving the consistency with existing metamodel. 
We will research on supporting the refinement of an 
architecture model into an implementation model. 
During the refinement process, we can use the concept 
of decomposition and subtyping, and in doing so we 
should keep to the constraints imposed by the 
architecture model. We will develop domain specific 
ADLs by extending the generic ADL to fit it to design 
the architectures of diverse domains in the real world. 
Also, we will study how to incorporate existing 
domain-specific profiles into the proposed model. The 
layered structure of the proposed ADL is well suited to 
software development with MDA(Model Driven 
Architecture). By precisely mapping between each 
layer of the ADL, we will be able to transform an 
architecture model into an implementation model in an 
efficient and consistent manner, and therefore, we can 
expect to quickly develop reliable softwares at low 
costs.
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Abstract. Grid technology attempts to support flexible, secure, coor-
dinated information sharing among dynamic collections of individuals,
institutions, and resources. The use of Grid services requires a resource-
ful workstation, specialized software installed locally and expert inter-
vention. Mobile handheld devices in general do not posses enough com-
putational and communication assets to meet the criteria for utilizing
the Grid infrastructure services. We present the design of a middleware
approach that aids handheld devices in this regard by wrapping the com-
putational and resource intensive tasks in a surrogate and shifting them
to a capable machine for execution1. Reduction in computational burden
at the handheld device is analyzed in a test scenario.

1 Introduction

Grid [1] computing harnesses the abundant spare, and sometimes dedicated com-
putational resources in a globally distributed computing environment and puts
them to effective and optimal use. Grid setup is clearly a value addition to any
organization, commercial or research. One of the main motivations behind the
Grid infrastructure is to provide ”a hardware and software infrastructure that
provides dependable, consistent, pervasive and inexpensive access to high-end
computational capabilities” [2]. Grid infrastructure has been put to use in ar-
eas like high energy physics [3], bio-medicine [4], aerospace and earth sciences,
health-care [5] etc and is continuing to evolve and expand. Similar technology
adoption trends are seen at the smaller scale. With ever decreasing costs and in-
creasing functionality of small sized chips, mobile handheld devices e.g., Personal
Digital Assistants (PDA) and smart phones, are becoming mainstream now. For
a mobile user, a PDA takes place of his home/office PC while he is on the move;
he can not only use the internet and check emails through wireless connectivity

1 This work is supported in part by the Korea Ministry of Information and Commu-
nications’ ITRC program in joint collaboration with ICU Korea.

P.M.A. Sloot et al. (Eds.): EGC 2005, LNCS 3470, pp. 1002–1011, 2005.
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but can also write documents, play games, find street maps, make reservations
at hotels and restaurants and perform similar utility tasks. A broad spectrum
of internet services has become available for a mobile user. Grid and mobile
computing however remain two disjoint phenomenons as yet, keeping users of
both technologies from utilizing some propitious mutual benefits. While mobile
elements will improve in absolute ability, they will always be resource-deprived
relative to their static counterparts (desktops/workstations). In [6], the author
argues that for a given cost and level of technology, considerations of weight,
power, size and ergonomics will exact a penalty in computational resources such
as processor speed, memory size, and disk capacity. These devices do not have
enough resources in effect to utilize the Grid services comprehensively. The po-
tential benefits of facilitating mobile devices in interacting with Grid services in
the numerous fields are:

– Health care: A physician submitting digital charts to mammography Grid
services [7] for analysis

– Emergency medical services: Submitting vital characteristics, medical his-
tory of a trauma patient to Grid services for identification

– Research: A physicist who needs to see graph plots of data produced as
a result of high energy collisions between atoms and sub-particles on his
PDA. The amount of information in data-stores, from which graphs are to
be generated, will be in the range of several gigabytes or even tera bytes

– Weather: Forecasting and analyzing local weather conditions, storm forma-
tions while on the move

– Geology: Geologists sampling rocks and terrain and using handheld devices
to submit data to Grid services for analysis

All these domains represent scenarios where a user wants to execute a re-
source intensive task at a location where computation resources are not available
at hand. With ever increasing mobility of users and greater adoption of hand-
held devices, job submission to the Grid through handheld devices presents a vi-
able solution for maximizing efficiency. Constraints that hinder handheld devices
from such interactions include limited network bandwidth, CPU power, memory
(small network buffers) and intermittent connectivity. Keeping the limitations in
mind, we aim to define a middleware approach that will allow handheld devices,
e.g. PDA units, to interact with Grid services while inducing minimal burden on
the device itself. We demonstrate a solution based on Jini Network Technology’s
[8] Surrogate Architecture [9] which provides a network framework in which a
device can deploy a client or a service on a device other than itself. Since we
are stepping in a new realm of Grid access through handheld devices, many de-
sign and performance challenges need to be considered and countered. In the
domain of Grid infrastructure, where services and data resources are replicated
across geographical boundaries [10, 11], communication costs can be minimized
by careful selection of intermediate network. The communication mechanisms
involved in job submission, execution and resource access are optimized at three
levels: 1) Selection of the host to which the device will submit the job/task for
execution, 2) Resource access by the surrogate during execution and 3) filtering
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and optimization of intermediate results that are to be transferred to the device
from the remote machine. One possible approach for facilitating handheld de-
vice interaction with the Grid is to narrow down the criteria for Grid access and
make it less resource hungry; but doing so will also take away several benefits.
How can a resource constrained device be configured and supplemented with
software based techniques to make it Grid-interaction capable? A handheld de-
vice wishing to host a service and unable to do so can be allowed to delegate this
task to a relatively powerful machine (desktop, server). Conversely, if the inter-
action with remote Grid services proves too much for limited local resources of a
handheld device, it can deploy the actual client functionality at an intermediate
machine and receive the results in a form that is in keeping with its hardware
resources. This second scenario has a greater probability of being used in real
world applications and is the focus of our research. The ’service’ or ’client’ pro-
cess, transferred from the device, is called a ’surrogate’ (The term ’surrogate’
is used to describe an entity that performs some action on behalf of another
entity). The middleware component at intermediate machine, which provides
the execution environment and access to extensive resources for the handheld
device’s surrogate, is called the ’Gateway Surrogate Host’ or simply ’Host’. An
interconnect mechanism, defined as ”logical and physical connection between the
surrogate host and a device” [12], also needs to exist. A handheld device that
can communicate over IP (wireless or wired) can be programmed to shift its task
processing to a host capable machine. An overview of our middleware approach
is presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 deals with the communication mechanisms and
the proposed optimizations in the middleware. Prototype implementation and
test results are presented in Sect. 4. We conclude our discussion in Sect. 5 and
also list relevant related work.

2 The Grid Access Middleware Architecture

A handheld mobile device having wired/wireless connectivity can utilize the
functionality of its more capable computing peers for resource demanding tasks
such as Grid service access, with the device itself only managing less intensive
tasks like displaying the tailored results. The main concept driving our approach
is to shift the 1) access to generic Grid services and 2) intensive task processing,
from a resource constrained handheld device to a resource rich system (i.e. the
Surrogate Host). This is to be achieved by wrapping the access and processing
mechanisms in a ’surrogate’ module and transferring to the host. Consider the
example of a physicist provided in Sect. 1, where he needs to see graph plots, on
his PDA, of data produced as a result of high energy collisions between atomic
particles. The amount of information in data-stores from which graphs are to be
generated will be in the range of several gigabytes or even tera bytes. Analysis
of such data for the plotting of graphs is not a job for the handheld device.
Moreover, the handheld device may have reduced network bandwidth, further
diminishing the prospects of a successful remote analysis by the user. By utilizing
the Jini Surrogate Architecture based middleware support, one can ’pack’ the
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functionality for data-stores’ access mechanisms and graph plotting routines in
a surrogate and transfer this surrogate to a host machine. The host machine will
provide the surrogate with necessary resource rich execution environment and
network connectivity. The surrogate is able to communicate back to the device
(PDA) through available interconnects e.g. IP, USB, Bluetooth etc. In this way,
the aforementioned tasks of service access and intensive processing can be shifted
from the handheld device to a more appropriate host machine, with the device
only managing less intensive tasks of displaying the tailored results returned by
its surrogate. Figure 1 shows the middleware framework which consists of three
distinct stacks deployed at the Gateway Surrogate Host, the Device and the
surrogate. These are discussed one by one in the subsequent paragraphs.

2.1 Gateway Surrogate Host

Major technical hurdles make it impossible for Devices to exploit the benefits
made available by the computational and data Grids, including the ability to ex-
ecute applications whose computational requirements exceed local resources and
reduction in job turn around time through workload balancing across multiple
computational facilities. Gateway Surrogate Host is the middleware component
that aids the Device to overcome these hurdles by accepting tasks, packed as
surrogates, for execution. The middleware provided at these hosts consists of
three main sub-modules. Host Adapter sub-module offers an interface to client
devices for accessing the Gateway Surrogate Host. It enables the initial commu-
nication between the device and the host so that both can agree on the transfer of
surrogate after authenticating the device and its corresponding surrogate. Once

Fig. 1. Grid Access Middleware Stacks at the Device, Surrogate and Host
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the surrogate is available at the host, it is delivered to the Execution Engine
sub-module. It consists of a Surrogate Wrapper that exposes the functionality
of the surrogate that is required to facilitate surrogate’s execution at the host.
Dispatcher allocates a separate thread for the execution of the surrogate from
a thread pool and then activates the surrogate. Resources required for surro-
gates’ execution are resolved and handled by the Resource Manager module.
These include memory and disk space, JVM (form Java based surrogates, as is
the case with our implementation), network resources etc. The Access Gateway
sub-module provides interface to the external resources e.g. discovery of avail-
able Grid services and resources. A Gateway Surrogate Host announces relevant
attributes including, but not restricted to:

– ID, Location, Currently hosted surrogates etc
– Network address and Discovery/Listening port for incoming Device/Client

requests
– Available/Allocated Resources e.g. CPU, Memory, Storage, Network

throughput
– Environment e.g. Java VM availability and version, SOAP/WSDL [13, 14],

XML parser etc
– Grid services available through this Surrogate Host
– Proximity to service and client side

Advertising these attributes allows clients to locate appropriate hosts based
on their location, network proximity and other desired features. This is further
elaborated in section 3.1. Administrator of a host can restrict the number of
surrogates that are allowed to execute, restrict memory, bandwidth allocation
etc on per surrogate basis. Security policies can be configured based on pub-
lic/private key pairs and digital certificates. The Gateway Surrogate Host is an
extension of the basic Surrogate Host with added functionality for Grid access
through the Access Gateway. It overcomes the major technical hurdles that keep
the Devices from exploiting the benefits made available by the computational
and data Grids [13, 14] by providing an interface to the Devices on one hand
and to the Grid services on the other.

2.2 Device Stack

At the Device, a lightweight middleware stack is provided for facilitating coor-
dination with its exported surrogate. The stack consists of a Surrogate Handler
module which has three sub modules for providing services complementary to
the middleware at the Gateway Surrogate Host. Registration Handler discovers,
selects and registers with the Host, and transfers the surrogate. Once the surro-
gate is transferred, Keep Alive Monitor keeps track of the status of the surrogate.
Data Handler retrieves the results from the surrogate-side corresponding module,
and makes them available to the application executing at the device. Surrogate
to be transferred can be stored at the Device itself or at a URL accessible store
e.g. a web server or an FTP server.
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2.3 Generic Surrogate

A generic surrogate for Grid service access contains the following features:

– Client authentication based on public/private key pairs
– Generic functionality to communicate and interact using WSDL/SOAP for

web service based Grid services
– Persistency safe i.e. to be put to persistent storage if its functionality is

periodic
– Migration - To be able to stop and save current execution, mark restore

points and migrate to a different Surrogate Host

Functionality of the generic surrogate is incorporated at the top layer of
the surrogate stack as shown in Figure 1, along with the specific logic of the
extended Surrogate. Moreover, the surrogate has complementary modules for
communicating with the middleware stack at the Device. The downloadable
Surrogate can be located in the file system of the Device or at a URL accessible
store e.g. a web server or FTP server. Some clients may be void of any Surrogates.
These clients/devices are still able to use other deployed surrogates if they can
provide valid credentials as rightful owner or users.

3 Discovery and QoS

There is a critical requirement for the clients/devices to be able to discover
available Gateway Surrogate Hosts. Absence of a discovery mechanism has the
potential to pose as a single point of failure. For reasons of efficiency and fault
tolerance, multiple discovery techniques are provided in the architecture. The
foremost method of discovery is multicast announcements from Gateway Surro-
gate Hosts. This automatically provides for locating ’nearby’ hosts to the devices
(as multicast is often geographically limited to a network boundary by most ad-
ministrators). HTTP based discovery is provided as a supplement. All available
Gateway Surrogate Hosts register with a web service hosted on a known location.
Client devices/applications can inquire about a particular host by submitting
appropriate parameters to this service over HTTP.

The surrogate paradigm will function most efficiently when the network de-
lays between the device/client and surrogate are minimal. Moreover, efficiency
also depends on the proximity of surrogate to the service being accessed. Since
the user may be mobile with respect to the Gateway Surrogate Host and Grid
resources, support is needed in the architecture to optimize the proximity based
parameters. Each Gateway Surrogate Host will keep track of its access qual-
ity towards known/available Grid service hosts/networks. On the other hand,
before deploying a surrogate, client side application can determine its network
connectivity and temporal efficiency with a specific host. This procedure poses a
certain one time per start-up burden, but offers better QoS relative to a scenario
where such optimizations are left to good luck.
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4 Implementation Overview

The authors have provided a bare-bones implementation of the proposed ar-
chitecture. Before this design is tested for actual Grid service interaction, it
is necessary to validate its viability in a general scenario which involves con-
siderable CPU, memory and network utilization. Simple Network Management
Protocol [15] is a widely accepted and utilized way of monitoring network entities
and we have chosen to verify our approach by monitoring a remote server for
14 system statistics periodically, through a handheld device. Handheld device
has network connectivity through a wireless LAN interface. A desktop machine
is configured to act as a Gateway Surrogate Host. A Surrogate has been coded
for the handheld device with the functionality of monitoring the remote server
through SNMP queries and adjusting the results to be sent back to the De-
vice. The results of these queries are to be displayed at the handheld device in
the form of dynamic line, bar and pie charts/graphs. Performance of the device
and the impact of our executing system will be measured and the benefits and
shortcomings of the approach will be highlighted.

Fig. 2. (a) Main window of the client application executing on the device (b) Remote
host’s CPU usage statistics by category (user, system, idle) over a period of time, as
seen on the device

The Gateway Surrogate Host module has been implemented by modifying
and extending the Surrogate Host provided with the reference implementation
of Jini Surrogate Architecture specification. The extensions include addition of
useful attributes to be announced, additional discovery mechanism and addition
of an SNMP agent. IBM’s J9 VM for java is used to implement the surrogate
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Fig. 3. (Left) Comparison between number of values at the Host and values sent to
the Device; (Right) Comparison between size of intermediate results at the Host and
size of results at Device

for the handheld device and contains classes which implement the task that
the Device wishes to execute. Moreover, it contains the ’device-to-surrogate’
interconnect implementation which, in the case of this scenario, is based on IP
Interconnect Specification.

4.1 Performance Measurements

Measurements taken to analyze the performance of the Device during the course
of execution are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Result parameter count and size comparison at Gateway Surrogate Host
and Device

Query Type Number of val-
ues received at
Host

Intermediate
result size at
Host (bytes)

Number of
values sent
to Device

Result size
sent to Device
(bytes)

CPU Usage 22 132+ 3 24+2
CPU Avg. Load 3 24+ 3 24+2
HDD Utilization 12 48+ 3 16+2
RAM Utilization 17 68+ 3 16+2
Network I/O 2 16 2 16+2
Total 56 288+ 14 106

The size of result object depends on the type of values stored in the fields.
The 14 statistical values are received in 5 ’Result’ objects and amount to, on
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average, 62 bytes of results per 5 seconds with additional 44 bytes after every
minute. An interesting comparison is made by considering the number of result
parameters and their size as retrieved by the surrogate (executing at the Gate-
way Surrogate Host) with the corresponding values at the Device. A significant
amount of information can be condensed by applying intermediate calculations
and filtration of values at the surrogate module.

It can be observed that the number of parameters is reduced by 75 percent (4
times reduction) when transferring results to the Device. Similarly, more than
64 percent of the data has been filtered out in intermediate calculations and
trimming at the surrogate. This performance markup is in addition to the com-
munication reduction achieved by careful selection of host machine and resources
access mechanisms throughout the surrogate’s lifetime, as explained earlier. The
burden on PDA has been reduced to a few hundred bytes of data and graph
formation.

5 Conclusion and Related Work

Research and development for facilitating handheld held devices to interact with
Grid services is in early stages. Signal [16] proposes a mobile proxy-based ar-
chitecture that can execute jobs submitted to mobile devices, in-effect making
a grid of mobile devices, but this approach may affect the fault tolerance of the
system as the mobile device hosting the proxy also has to deal with the adverse
conditions of a mobile/wireless environment. Moreover, the proxy has to sched-
ule the jobs submitted to it by other mobile devices. In our case, the middleware
has far more resources at its disposal, so the scheduling can be more flexible
and concurrent. GridBlocks [17] builds a Grid application framework with stan-
dardized interfaces facilitating the creation of end user services. They argue that
SOAP usage at mobile devices may be 2-3 times slower than a proprietary com-
munication protocol, but the advantages of using SOAP (such as overcoming
device heterogeneity) may be far more profitable than its limitation.

A solution based on Jini Surrogate Architecture to access Grid services is
demonstrated in this paper. In the proposed approach, a resource constraint de-
vice wishing to access a resource-demanding service is allowed to delegate this
task to a relatively powerful machine (desktop, server). Specifically, CPU inten-
sive, network oriented tasks can be efficiently delegated to such systems when
network connectivity is available. In case of intermittent connectivity, applica-
tions and services requiring on-demand or periodic network access can benefit
from this approach. The implementation has been tested for a moderately inten-
sive task. We intend to extend and implement the architecture to interact with
existing Grid services and analyze the performance of our framework. These in-
clude HTTP discovery, client authentication, and surrogate migration support.
A notable constraints suffered by our approach include the requirement of Java
virtual machine at the device. Furthermore, at present we have not addressed the
notions of client/surrogate authentication and authorization and are the focus
of our future work.
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Abstract. Currently, access to Grid services is limited to resourceful
devices such as desktop PCs but most mobile devices (with wireless net-
work connections) cannot access the Grid network directly because of
their resource limitations. Yet, extending the potential of the Grid to a
wider audience promises increase in flexible usage and productivity. In
this paper we present a middleware architecture1 that addresses the is-
sues of job delegation to a Grid service, support for offline processing, se-
cure communication, interaction with heterogeneous mobile devices and
presentation of results formatted in accordance with the device specifica-
tion. This is achieved by outsourcing the resource intensive tasks from the
mobile device to the middleware. We also demonstrate through formal
modeling using Petri nets that the addition of such a middleware causes
minimum overhead and the benefits obtained outweigh this overhead.

1 Introduction

Grid [18] computing permits participating entities connected via networks to
dynamically share their resources. Extending this potential of the Grid to a
wider audience, promises increase in flexibility and productivity, particularly for
the users of mobile devices who are the prospective consumers of this technology.

Consider a teacher who wants to augment his lecture with a heavy simulation
test. He uses his PDA to access a Grid service and submit the request. The service
after executing the request compiles the results which are then distributed to
the mobile devices of the registered students of that course. Similarly a doctor
on the way to see his patient, requests a Grid medical service to analyze the
MRI or CT scans of the patient from his mobile device. By the time he meets
his patient; the results would be compiled and presented on his mobile device to
facilitate the treatment.

1 This research work has been supported in part by the Korea Ministry of Information
and Communications’ ITRC program in joint collaboration with Information and
Communications University, Korea.
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The clients that interact with the Grid middleware to accomplish a task
are required to use client end libraries. These libraries are relatively resource
intensive considering the limitations of mobile devices. Conceiving a distributed
system that uses these libraries directly will not be a practical mobile system
because of the resource demands.

Moreover, most of the conventional distributed applications are developed
with the assumption that the end-systems possess sufficient resources for the
task at hand and the communication infrastructure is reliable. For the same
reason, the middleware technologies for such distributed systems usually deal
with issues such as heterogeneity and distribution (hence allowing the developer
to focus his efforts on the functionality rather than the distribution).

The issues that primarily affect the design of a middleware for mobile sys-
tems are: mobile devices, network connection, and mobility. Firstly, due to the
tremendous progress in development of mobile devices, a wide variety of devices
are available which vary from one to another in terms of resource availability.
Secondly, in mobile systems, network connections generally have limited band-
width, high error rate and frequent disconnections due to power limitations,
available communication spectrum and user mobility. Lastly, mobile clients usu-
ally interact with various networks, services, and security policies as they move
from one place to another.

Considering the assumptions and characteristics of conventional middleware
technologies it is quite evident that they are not designed to support mobile
systems adequately. Instead, they aim at a static execution platform (where the
host location is fixed) and the network bandwidth does not vary. Hence, given
the highly variable computing environment of mobile systems, it is mandatory
that modern middleware systems are designed that can support the requirements
of mobile systems such as dynamic reconfiguration and asynchronous communi-
cation.

In this paper:

– We present an architecture for a middleware (Section 2) enabling heteroge-
neous mobile devices access to Grid services by providing support for dele-
gation of jobs to the Grid, secure communication between the client and the
Grid, off-line processing, adaptation to network connectivity issues and pre-
sentation of results in a form that is in keeping with the resources available
at the client device.

– We demonstrate (Section 3) that the addition of such a middleware causes
minimum overhead and the benefits obtained by it outweigh this overhead.

2 Architecture Details

The middleware service is exposed as a web service to the client applications.
The components of the middleware service (as shown in Figure 1) are discussed
succinctly as follows:
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Fig. 1. Deployment model and the architecture

2.1 Discovery Service

The discovery of the middleware by mobile devices is managed by employing a
UDDI registry [6], [7]. Once the middleware service is deployed and registered,
other applications/devices would be able to discover and invoke it.

2.2 Communication Interface with the Client Application

The interface advertised to the client application is the communication layer be-
tween the mobile device and the middleware. This layer enables the middleware
to operate as a web service and communicate via the SOAP framework [8].

Adaptation to Disconnected Operations. The advertisement of the mobile-
to-Grid middleware as a web service permits the development of the architecture
in a manner that does not make it mandatory for the client application to remain
connected to the middleware at all times while the request is being served.

We focus on providing software support for offline processing at the client de-
vice. For this we consider two kinds of disconnections; intentional disconnection,
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where the user decides to discontinue the wireless connection and unintentional
disconnection, which might occur due to variation in bandwidth, noise, lack of
power etc. This is made possible by pre-fetching information or meta-data only
from the middleware service. This facilitates in locally serving the client ap-
plication at the device. However, requests that would result in updates at the
middleware service are logged (so that they may be executed upon reconnection).

To establish the mode of operation for the client application, a connection
monitor is used to determine the network bandwidth and consequently the con-
nection state (connected or disconnected). Moreover, during execution, check-
points are maintained at the client and the middleware in order to optimize
reintegration after disconnection.

2.3 Communication Interface with the Grid

The communication interface with the Grid provides access to the Grid services
by creating wrappers for the API advertised by the Grid. These wrappers in-
clude standard Grid protocols such as GRAM [9], MDS [10], GSI [11] etc which
are mandatory for any client application trying to communicate with the Grid
services. This enables the middleware to communicate with the Grid, in order
to accomplish the job assigned by the client.

2.4 Broker Service

The broker service deals with initiating the job request and steering it on behalf
of the client application. Firstly the client application places a request for a job
submission. After determining the availability of the Grid service and authoriza-
tion of the client, the middleware downloads the code (from the mobile device
or from a location specified by the client e.g. an FTP/web server). Once the
code is available, the broker service communicates with Grid’s GRAM service
to delegate the job.

A status monitor service (a subset of the broker service) interacts with GRAM
to determine the status of the job. The status monitor service then communicates
with the Knowledge Management module to store the results. The mobile client
may reconnect and ask for the (intermediate/final) results of its job from the
status monitor service.

2.5 Knowledge Management

The knowledge management layer of the system is used to manage the relevant
information regarding both the client and Grid applications and services. The
main function of this layer is to connect the client and Grid seamlessly as well
as to introduce the capability of taking intelligent decisions such as downscaling
the results according to device profile, based on the information available to the
system.
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2.6 Information Service

This module interacts with the wrapper of the GLOBUS toolkit’s API for in-
formation services (MDS [10]). It facilitates the client application by managing
the process of determining which services and resources are available in the Grid
and also monitors resources such as CPU load, free memory etc.

2.7 Security

The Grid Security Infrastructure is based on public key scheme mainly deployed
using the RSA algorithm [12]. However key sizes in the RSA scheme are large
and thus computationally heavy on handheld devices such as PDA’s, mobile
phone’s, smart phones etc [13]. We employ the Web Services Security Model [14]
to provide secure mobile access to the Grid. This web services model supports
multiple cryptographic technologies.

The Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) based public key scheme can be used
in conjunction with Advanced Encryption Standard(AES) for mobile access to
Grid which provide the same level of security as RSA and yet the key sizes are
a lot smaller [13].

Communication between the user and middleware is based on security policies
specified in the user profile. According to this policy different levels of security
can be used e.g. some users might just require authentication, and need not want
privacy or integrity of messages.

3 Petri Net Model of the System and Its Analysis

In this section we model the interaction between the mobile client and the mobile
grid middleware service. Our goal is to estimate the delay caused by the com-
munication between the client and middleware service as well as the additional
processing done by it. This delay should be within acceptable limits so that the
mobile client user is not at a disadvantage as compared to a normal Grid user as
far as time is concerned. We use the time to completion of the whole process as
an index of performance of our middleware communication architecture. We keep
the time taken by Grid processing constant as our results will be bench marked
against it. The communication is modeled by using non-Markovian Stochastic
Petri nets [2] [3]. We follow an approach similar to the work done by Antonio
Puliafito et al [1].

To make the Petri Net model in Figure 2, we modeled the following sequence
of operations between the middleware and mobile client:

A mobile client first sends a request(send req uddi) to a UDDI registry to dis-
cover an existing middleware service. The UDDI registry returns(send resp uddi)
the URI(Uniform Resource Indicator) of the middleware service to the mobile
client. The client then sends a request(send req) to the middleware service which
includes a URI of its ontology file and a URI of the code to be executed on its
behalf. The middleware retrieves the code (retrieve code) and the ontology file
(retrieve ont) at the same time and then executes the code (code exec). The
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code execution includes requests to the Grid, and thus the rest of the job is
done by the Grid. We just simulate it as an immediate transition , as this time
would be the same as in the case of a normal Grid user. Upon receiving the
results, the middleware scales down the results accord-ing to the device pro-
file in the ontology file (result downscaling) and sends the results to the mobile
device (send result). This concludes the communication session. Initially , the
place Ready contains a token and at the end of the session the token is in place
(end session).

Fig. 2. Petri net model; communication between the client and the middleware

3.1 Parameters Used in the Petri Net Model

In order to make our model simple, we do not consider secure communication
as well as disconnected operation. To evaluate the Petri Net model in Figure 2,
we used the following numerical parameters which are consistent with the ones
used in [1]. We give a description of the parameters as follows:

Size of a request (Dreq): The mobile client sends two types of requests, one
to the UDDI (service type request) and one to the middleware service (URIs for
the ontology and code files) . The size of these requests can safely be assumed
to be small.

Size of the reply (Dmin,Dmax): This depends upon the type of data requested
by the mobile client which could be merely a small numerical value (as large as
Dreq) or a little bigger image file. So we have two extremes of data sizes.

Size of the ontology (Dont) and code (Dcode): The ontology file is an XML
document and we can safely assume its size to be ≤ 10 KB.

Mean processing time for downscaling the results (1/λscale): We fix this
time as an exponentially distributed random time whose exact value depends
upon the specific application.

Throughput of the communication network (Thlow,Thhigh): We assume
two kinds of transmission rates in the network. The wireless network has been
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assumed to have lower throughput (Thlow), where as the Grid and the mid-
dleware service are assumed to be connected with high speed link indicated by
(Thhigh).

We use the above mentioned parameters to describe the distributions associ-
ated with the transitions in the Petri Net model, depicted in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameters used in the Petri Net model

Transition Name Type Expression
send req uddi Deterministic (Dreq/Thlow)
send resp uddi Deterministic (Dmin/Thlow)

send req Deterministic (Dreq/Thlow)
retrieve ont Deterministic (Dont/Thhigh)
retrieve code Deterministic (Dcode/Thhigh)

code exec Immediate -
results downscaling Exponential (λscale)

send result Uniform [Dmin,Dmax]/Thlow

3.2 Numerical Evaluation of the Petri Net

We assigned the following numerical values to these parameters as shown in
Table 2 for the evaluation of the Petri Net. These values are consistent with the
ones used by [1].

Table 2. Numerical Values used for the Parameters

Parameter Description Value
Dreq Dimension of client request 1 KB
Dmin Minimum amount of Data 1 KB
Dmax Maximum amount of Data 30 KB
Dont Dimension of ontology 10 KB
Dcode Dimension of code 40 KB
λscale Results scale down rate 4 req/s
Thhigh Throughput of wired network 1 Mbps

The firing rate of the results downscaling transition has been fixed to λscale=4
requests/sec. This factor is not only application dependent but also dependent on
the computational power of the computer containing the middleware. However
a value of 4 req/sec is a reasonable approximation as used in [1]. We assume
a high speed link in the wired network as it constitutes the Grid network and
assign a value of Thhigh=1 Mbps.

Based on these values, we evaluated the Petri Net described in Figure 2 by
using the WebSPN [4] [5] tool with which we can associate exponential as well as
non-exponential firing rates to the transitions. Figure 3a shows a graph of time
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to completion (t)versus the throughput (Thlow) of the wireless network ranging
from 10Kbps to 1Mbps. The values of the transitions are shown in Table 3.
The values for the send result transition has been depicted as [a,b] to show the
minimum (a) and maximum (b) value of the uniform distribution.

Table 3. Numerical Values used for the Parameters

Thlow send send send req retrieve retrieve results send
req uddi resp uddi send req ont code downscaling result

K bits/sec sec sec sec sec sec req/sec sec
10 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.08 0.32 4 [0.4, 24.0]
20 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.08 0.32 4 [0.4, 12.0]
50 0.16 0.16 0.16 0.08 0.32 4 [0.16, 4.8]
100 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.32 4 [0.08, 2.4]
200 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.32 4 [0.04, 1.2]
500 0.016 0.016 0.016 0.08 0.32 4 [0.016, 0.48]
1000 0.008 0.008 0.008 0.08 0.32 4 [0.008, 0.24]

Let’s see the affect if we fix the result size to 1KB and the other values
the same as in Table 3. We can do that by making send result a deterministic
transition with firing rate Dmin/Thlow. After evaluating the Petri Net with
this value, we obtain a graph shown in Figure 3b. The graph shows no notable
distinction with varying Thlow.

We can conclude by studying the two graphs that except for the two obvious
parameters, namely the wireless network throughput and the result size, the time
to completion is not severely affected by the middleware to client communication
and even with low throughput and considerably large result set, the time taken
by the middle-ware to mobile device communication is within acceptable limits,
only in the order of a few seconds in the worst case.

Fig. 3. (a) Time to completion (t) vs Throughput of the wireless network Thlow. (b)
Time to completion (t) vs Throughput of the wireless network Thlow with result size
= 1 KB
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4 Related Work

Various efforts have been made to solve the problem of mobile-to-Grid middle-
ware. Signal [15] proposes a mobile proxy-based architecture that can execute
jobs submitted to mobile devices, so in-effect making a grid of mobile devices.
A proxy interacts with the Globus Toolkit’s Monitoring and Discovery Ser-
vice to communicate resource availability in the nodes it represents. The proxy
server and mobile device communicate via SOAP and authenticate each other
via the generic security service (GSS) API. The proxy server analyzes code
and checks for resource allocation through the monitoring and discovery ser-
vice (MDS). After the proxy server deter-mines resource availability, the
adaptation middleware layer component in the server sends the job request to
remote locations. Because of this distributed and remote execution, the mo-
bile device consumes very little power and uses bandwidth effectively. Also
their efforts are more inclined towards QoS issues such as management of al-
located resources, support for QoS guarantees at application, middleware and
network layer and support of resource and service discoveries based on QoS
properties.

In [16] a mobile agent paradigm is used to develop a middleware to allow
mobile users’ access to the Grid and it focus’s on providing this access transpar-
ently and keeping the mobile host connected to the service. Though they have to
improve upon the system’s security, fault tolerance and QoS, their architecture
is sufficiently scalable. GridBlocks [17] builds a Grid application framework with
standardized inter-faces facilitating the creation of end user services. They advo-
cate the use of propriety protocol communication protocol and state that SOAP
usage on mobile devices maybe 2-3 times slower as compared to a proprietary
protocol. For security, they are inclined towards the MIDP specification version
2 which includes security features on Trans-port layer.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we identified the potential of enabling mobile devices access to
the Grid. We focused on providing solutions related to distributed computing in
wireless environments, particularly when mobile devices intend to interact with
grid services. An architecture for a middleware layer is presented which facilitates
implicit interaction of mobile devices with grid services. This middleware is based
on the web services communication paradigm. It handles secure communication
between the client and the middleware service, provides software support for
offline processing, manages the presentation of results to heterogeneous devices
(i.e. considering the device specification) and deals with the delegation of job
requests from the client to the Grid. We also demonstrated that the addition
of such a middleware causes minimum overhead and the benefits obtained by it
outweigh this overhead.

In future we intend to provide multi-protocol support to extend the same
facilities to devices that are unable to process SOAP messages. Moreover, we
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will continue to focus on handling security, improving support for offline pro-
cessing and presentation of results depending upon the device. Along with this
implementation we intend to continue validating our approach by experimental
results.
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public class DBConnector{
  public static Connection getConn() {

.
  .

 conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/adn_db","root",""); 
.
return conn;
}

}

public class DBIDNConnector
{

 public static Connection getConn(){
     .

 conn = DriverManager.getConnection("jdbc:mysql://localhost:3306/idn_db","root",""); 
.
return conn;
}

}

public void makeBody()  throws java.io.FileNotFoundException, java.io.IOException, 
ClassNotFoundException
{
        .

. 
for(int i=0;i<impList.size();i++){

.
.

query = "insert into import values ("+"'"+imp.getPackPath()+"'"+","+"'"+imp.getN
ame()+"'"+","+primary_a+")";

stmt = conne.createStatement();
stmt.executeUpdate(query);
stmt=null;

}      



public class XMLGUIManager extends JFrame implements ActionListener{
public void actionPerformed(ActionEvent e){

.

.
else if(obj == toolsearch) { // DB data search

DBSearch sc = new DBSearch(this);
   .

.
 }
}

}

public class DBSearch extends JDialog implements ItemListener, ActionListener{
private ADNSearch as= new ADNSearch();
private IDNSearch is = new IDNSearch();
public DBSearch(XMLGUIManager cmain){

}
..

public void start(){
jcbtable.addItemListener(this);
showtable.addActionListener(this);
this.setDefaultCloseOperation(W indowConstants.HIDE_ON_CLOSE);

}
public void itemStateChanged(ItemEvent ie) {

if(ie.getSource()==jcbtable) {
table = ((String)ie.getItem()).trim();
if(table.equals("ADN")) { //adn

con.add("Center",as.createSearch());
con.validate();
this.setSize(350,400);

}
else if(table.equals("IDN")){ //idn

con.add("Center",is.createSearch());
con.validate();
this.setSize(350,450);

}
jcbtable.setEnabled(false);

}



 
 

 



 

 

 

 













context A
inv self.oclIsTypeOf(A) implies self.oclIsTypeOf(B)

context B
inv self.generalization.generalizationSet.isCovering 
inv self.generalization.generalizationSet.isDisjoint





inv self.ownedC2TopPort->size() = 1
inv self.ownedC2BottomPort->size() = 1
inv self.ownedC2Port->size() = 2

inv self.ownedC2Port
= self.ownedC2TopPort->union(self.ownedC2BottomPort)

inv self.partC2Port = self.partC2TopPort->union(self. -
partC2BottomPort)

inv self.partC2TopPort->size() = self.partC2Bot-
tomPort->size()

inv self.ownedC2ComponentIntance.C2Component-
Type.ownedC2Port

= self.ownedC2ConnectorInstance

.C2ConnectorType.C2ConnectorRole.C2RoleBinding



context C2ConnectorInstance
inv self.C2ConnInstPortBinding
= self.C2ConnectorType.C2ConnectorRole.C2Port-

Binding

inv self.C2ConnInstRoleBinding 
= self.C2ConnectorType.C2ConnectorRole.C2Role-

Binding

inv self.C2ConnInstPortBinding->size() 



+ self.C2ConnInstRoleBinding->size() >= 0

context C2Role
inv self. C2RoleBinding = self.C2ConnBottomToTop 

->union(self. C2ConnTopToBottom)

context C2Role



inv self. C2PortBinding = self.C2BottomToTop 
->union(self.C2TopToBottom)
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Abstract. Recently, many multimedia applications can be parallelized by using 
multicore platforms such as CPU and GPU. In this paper, we propose a parallel 
processing approach for a multimedia application by using both CPU and GPU. 
Instead of distributing the parallelizable workload to either CPU or GPU(i.e., 
homogeneous computing), we distribute the workload simultaneously into both 
CPU and GPU(i.e., heterogeneous computing) by using OpenCL. Based on the 
experimental results with a photomosaic application, we confirm that the 
proposed parallel processing approach can provide better performance than 
the typical parallel processing approach by utilizing the given resource 
maximally. 

Keywords: CPU, GPU, Heterogeneous Computing, OpenCL. 

1 Introduction 

As multicore processors are used for handheld devices as well as PCs/servers, parallel 
processing approaches have been developed for many applications[1-2]. For example, 
many approaches have been reported to parallelize multimedia applications [3-4]. 
Furthermore, many users create their own content using these devices as handheld 
devices such as smartphones become powerful.  

In this paper, we focus on parallelizing multimedia applications by using both CPU 
and GPU. In fact, these applications have sufficient parallelism, and many parallel 
processing results have been reported[5-7] by using general-purpose programming on 
GPU such as Nvidia’s CUDA[8], in addition to Pthread[9] on CPU. Recently, 
OpenCL[10] has been defined as a standard for heterogeneous parallel computing. It 
provides a cross-platform framework for writing software able to run on different 
kinds of devices, from multicore CPUs to GPUs. That is, a parallel program written 
with OpenCL can be executed on either CPU or GPU[11]. Generally, it is true that 
GPU can provide better performance than CPU for multimedia applications. 
However, a current multicore CPU is also a powerful processor, and thus, when used 
together with GPU, can reduce the total execution time.  

We propose a load balancing approach which can overcome the performance limit 
of either CPU-only or GPU-only execution. We first parallelize a given multimedia 

∗ Corresponding author. 
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application with OpenCL, and measure its execution time on CPU and GPU, 
respectively. Then, we partition the parallelized workload into two parts, based on the 
relative performance of GPU over CPU. Finally, we assign the GPU-portion of 
workload to GPU by using a non-blocking command, and then assign the remaining 
parallel portion to CPU without waiting for a result from GPU. By reducing the idle 
time on either CPU or GPU, we overlap the GPU execution maximally with the CPU 
execution. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 explains OpenCL[10] and 
multimedia application Photomosaic[12]. Section 3 describes our proposed load 
balancing approach. The experimental results are given in Section 4, and conclusions 
are provided in Section 5. 

2 Background 

2.1 OpenCL 

OpenCL[10] is an open standard aimed at providing a programming environment 
suitable to access heterogeneous architectures. In particular, OpenCL(shown in Fig. 1) 
allows to execute computational workloads on various multicore processors. 
Considering the increasing availability of such types of processors, OpenCL is 
playing a crucial role in enabling portable applications to access a wide range of 
computational resources. To achieve this aim, various levels of abstraction have been 
introduced in the OpenCL model.  

 Platform performs an abstraction of the number and type of computing devices in 
a hardware platform. At this level are made available to developers the routines to 
query and to manage the computing devices, to create the contexts and work 
queues for submission of sets of instructions called kernels.  

 Execution is based on the concept of kernel which is a collection of instructions 
executed on the computing device, multicore CPU or GPU, called OpenCL 
device. An OpenCL application can be divided in two programs: host and kernel. 
The host program is executed on CPU. It defines the context for the kernels and 
manages their execution. Especially, when a kernel is submitted for execution by 
the host, an index space is defined. An instance of the kernel executes for each 
point in this index space. This kernel instance is called a work-item and is 
identified by its point in the index space, which provides a global ID for the work-
item. Each work-item executes the same code on distinguished data. That is, 
work-items are organized into work-groups providing a more coarse-grained 
decomposition of the index space. 

 Language describes the syntax and programming interface for writing kernels(set 
of instructions that execute on computing device such as multicore CPUs or 
GPUs). 
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�

Fig. 1. Platform model of OpenCL 

2.2 Photomosaic 

A photomosaic[12] is a compound word of “Photograph” and “Mosaic”. The 
photomosaic divides a large image into several small parts, which are converted into 
small tile images of similar colors. 

�

Fig. 2. Result of the photomosaic 

Fig. 2 shows the similarity between the original image and the result image of the 
photomosaic. The result image is composed of many smaller tile images. In this 
paper, the photomosaic iterates the loop of image conversion 5 times per pixel. 

3 Parallel Photomosaic 

The performance of each core of CPU is better than GPU’s, whereas the number of 
CPU cores is less than the number of GPU cores. The GPU which has hundreds of 
cores is more advantageous, if calculation is made of a lot of iterations of the same 
operation. A large number of studies of GPU-equipped environments using only the 
GPU parallel processing have been published[13-14]. 

The photomosaic does not have data dependency among the tile images. Therefore, 
a parallel photomosaic by OpenCL is processed using compute units for each tile 
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images. The host program is waiting during the execution of the kernel function, 
because typical OpenCL programs are performed by synchronization using blocking 
mode(see Fig. 3). 

�

Fig. 3. Typical parallel processing of photomosaic using GPU 

In heterogeneous computing environments, we propose an approach which 
improves performance using not only GPU but also CPU to reduce the CPU idle 
time(i.e., waiting time). OpenCL allows asynchronous processing using non-blocking 
mode. In this paper, non-blocking mode is used in order to reduce the CPU idle time. 
In non-blocking mode, both CPU and GPU resources can be used simultaneously as 
shown in Fig. 4. Since the idle time is reduced, the proposed approach can effect a 
speedup higher than can be achieved by typical parallel processing. 

�

Fig. 4. Proposed parallel processing of photomosaic using both GPU and CPU 

4 Experimental Results 

For evaluating the proposed approach, we used AMD Phenom II X4 955 Processor, 
GeForce GTX 285, and the target image with 3072×2048 resolution. The number of 
tile images is 1000. AMD Phenom II X4 955 Processor has four cores, and GeForce 
GTX 285 has 240 cores. However, the GPU core provides lower performance than the 
CPU core. Also, many typical parallel processing studies with GPU have focused on 
GPU only. 

First, the execution time of the photomosaic was measured for evaluating parallel 
OpenCL speedup. The photomosaic was measured in three ways: sequential, parallel 
using GPU-only by OpenCL, and parallel using multicore CPU-only by OpenCL. 
Table 1 shows the sequential and parallel execution times of the photomosaic 
application. “Multicore CPU-only” was measured using multicore CPU, and “GPU-
only” was measured using GPU. “Multicore CPU(x%)+GPU(y%)” was measured 
using both multicore CPU and GPU, and multicore CPU had x% portion while GPU 
had y% portion. The result shows that the performance of using CPU-only by OpenCL 
provides super speedup(i.e., a 4-core CPU has a speedup of 17). The reason is that the 
cache-hit ratio was highly improved with the increased number of cores. 
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Table 1. Sequential and parallel execution times of the photomosaic 

Execution time(sec)

Sequential processing 340.62 

Parallel  
processing 

Multicore CPU-only 20.29 

GPU-only 10.53

Multicore CPU(50%) + GPU(50%) 12.07 

Multicore CPU(25%) + GPU(75%) 8.40 

Next, the execution time of the photomosaic with the workload divided into two 
parts was measured, in which one part was performed by CPU and the other part was 
performed by GPU. As Table 1 shows, the photomosaic that was divided into 25% 
CPU portion and 75% GPU portion can provide better performance than the one using 
multicore CPU-only or GPU-only. These portions were constrained by index space, 
therefore the division into two parts is not possible in certain proportions depending on 
the GPU performance and CPU performance(i.e., CPU(33%) + GPU(66%) ). The 
proposed approach can have a speedup of 40, and can yield 25% better performance 
than the one using GPU-only by OpenCL. However, if the 2-part division is made 
inappropriately, the proposed approach provides lower performance than GPU-only. 
Fig. 5 shows the speedups with OpenCL achieved by four different ways of parallel 
processing. 

�

Fig. 5. Speedup with OpenCL 

5 Conclusions 

We have proposed an efficient heterogeneous parallel processing approach to reduce 
CPU idle time. The approach, which uses both CPU and GPU by OpenCL, decreases 
total execution time for better performance. 
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Experiments with the use of both CPU and GPU for parallel processing have 
demonstrated that our parallel processing approach can provide a speedup of 40 and (if 
properly load-balanced between CPU and GPU) 25% better performance than the 
generally used parallel approach using GPU only. 
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Abstract— Testing event-driven systems is not easy because there 
are a large number of possible event sequences that need to be 
monitored and analyzed for checking the correct system behavior. Test 
cases for an event-driven system are sequences of events rather than
simple inputs. These factors make it difficult to test event-driven 
systems at integration level for monitoring defects in the process which 
we are interested in.

In this research, we describe a scheme for designing a CEP- and 
UTP-based test system built on JUnit framework for testing 
event-based systems at unit- and integration levels. The proposed 
testing scheme makes the testing of the event-driven system more 
controllable and observable.

We used UML to describe the scheme in detail. The proposed 
scheme is implemented using JUnit, which is a programmer-oriented 
testing framework for java. We use a TankWar event-driven system as 
a case study for exemplifying our method.

Keywords— Complex Event Processing (CEP), UML Testing 
Profile (UTP), Event-driven System, JUnit, UML

I. INTRODUCTION
OFTWARE testing accounts for a large proportion of the cost 
of developing software systems. Typical percentages range 

between 30% and 60% [1]. One of the characteristics of recent 
Object-Oriented (OO) software systems is the complex 
dependencies that exist between classes. Even a small- or 
reasonable-sized OO system can have very complex class 
relationships as measured, for instance, in terms of the number 
of circuits in the class dependency graph. The dependency 
graph may indicate that there are many ways for class instances 
to interact with each other [2] [3]. This situation is a challenge 
for any software testing at unit level and integration level.

Unit testing refers to verifying the correct behavior of a single 
unit within a program. The unit under test must be independent 
as much as possible from the other units within the system in 
order to prevent interference in the test results [4].

Integration testing refers to verifying the correct interactions 
between the units that have individually passed unit testing and 
integrated together [5]. Any incremental approach to software 
testing requires two decisions to be made: one is in what order to 
unit-test, integrate, and integration-test modules. The other is 
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which testing techniques to apply to unit-, and integration 
testing, respectively [1]. Although there are a large number of 
related works on software testing, “appropriate strategies for 
effective incremental integration testing are required to handle 
the complex spectrum of possible static and dynamic
dependencies between classes” [6]. 

Many computer systems in operations today are event-driven 
systems and they are getting bigger and more complex. Testing 
event-driven systems is not easy because there are a large 
number of possible event sequences that can be invoked through 
interfaces. Furthermore the test cases for event-driven systems 
are sequences of events instead of simple inputs. In the course of 
processing events, the systems may undergo a series of state 
changes [7]. All of these factors make it more difficult to test 
event-driven systems at the integration level for monitoring and 
detecting defects in the process which we are interested in.

The goal of this research is to overcome the problems stated 
above. We propose a scheme for designing a CEP- and 
UTP-based test system built on JUnit framework for testing 
event-based systems at unit- and integration levels without 
incurring changes or intervention to the source code of the target 
systems. The test components provided in the test system make 
the testing of the event-driven system more controllable and 
observable, and thereby enable us to effectively monitor
malfunctions in the event-driven processes generated during the 
execution of the event-driven system.

In Chapter 2, we review some related work about CEP, UTP, 
the JUnit framework, and the testability of software. In Chapter
3, we describe our proposed design scheme for the CEP- and 
UTP-based test framework which is an extension of the JUnit. 
Chapter 4 presents a TankWar case study as an example in 
which we applied our scheme to the testing of an event-driven 
system. Finally, this research is concluded in Chapter 5 together 
with some future works.

II.RELATED WORKS

A. Complex Event Processing (CEP)
Complex event processing (CEP) defines an approach to 

processing events to detect further events or patterns that 
suggest more complicated situations. CEP offers a set of 
techniques and tools for understanding and controlling 
event-driven information systems [8]. An event in CEP is any 
object signifying an activity happening inside an observed 
system. Sometimes events within a stream of events can be 
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independent but they can also follow behavioral patterns that 
are specified by given rules. Moreover, a complex event is a 
higher level event which is defined by aggregation of other 
simple or complex events. Once a CEP system is set up to 
identify the patterns, rules can be triggered so that actions 
prescribed by the rules are taken automatically towards a 
pre-defined result. CEP provides a solution for monitoring and 
detecting whether the system behaves as expected or not at 
different levels of abstraction [9] [10].

B. UML Testing Profile (UTP)
The UML Testing Profile (UTP) extends and specializes 

UML to provide concepts for defining test specifications and 
models. UTP introduces four logical concept groups covering 
the aspects of test architecture, test behavior, test data and time
that the original UML do not directly support. Together, these 
concepts define a language for modeling the artifacts of a test 
system [11] [12].

C.JUnit Framework
JUnit is a testing framework to write repeatable tests for the 

Java programming language. It helps in the automation of unit 
tests for Java classes. It is most commonly used to test the 
functionality of individual methods or classes at unit testing 
level. JUnit has played an important role in the development of 
Test-Driven Development. [13]

D.Software Testability
There are many definitions of testability. The most common 

is the ease of performing testing [14]. In other words, testability 
can be thought of as the characteristics or properties of a piece 
of software that make it easier to test. 

Software testability can be affected directly or indirectly by 
many factors such as: 

Controllability: the ability to set up and control test 
conditions

Observability: the ability to observe test results externally
Sensitivity: the ability to capture and expose traces of 

malfunctions in response to tests 
Oracle availability: the ability to determine or obtain 

expected test results [15] 
Testability is important for software developer and software 

testers because it helps them to keep the test effort under control
[16].

III. THE DESIGN SCHEME

The design scheme embeds tester components into the test 
system built on JUnit in order to facilitate testing whether the 
SUT’s functional contracts are observed when the SUT is 
test-run under the test environment built by extending the test 
framework to adapt to testing the SUT. The design scheme is 
illustrated using the UML diagramming notations. 

We create some types of test support components and 
configure them together with SUT (Software Under Test) into a 
test system according to the concepts of UTP to increase SUT’s 
testability. They are test interfaces, test emulators, test 

controllers, test suites and test loggers. The test interfaces 
specify unified abstract methods which are implemented by test 
emulators to avoid modifying the original codes in SUTs and to 
increase the controllability of SUT. The test emulators 
implement the test interfaces to provid expected pre-conditions, 
post-conditions and methods of interaction between SUTs for 
use by test suites. The test emulators also increase SUT’s
sensitivity by capturing running traces of malfunctions in real 
time during the test execution. The test suites increase 
observability by monitoring actual results (including the ones 
captured by test emulators) of test execution and determine the 
test result’s correctness by comparing the actual with expected 
results (obtained from test emulators). The test controllers 
upgrade controllability by setting up and initializing test 
conditions (variables) in preparing the test environment. The
final test result (passed/failed) for each test case is sent to the 
test loggers. The test loggers record the test result according to 
the current test context. The test result recorded by the loggers 
can be displayed in the test suites.

Fig. 1 Class Structure of Test Framework

Fig. 1 shows the class structure of the design scheme of test 
framework using UML class diagrams. The test components 
included in the test framework are Emulators, SuiteTest, 
TestController, and TestLogger. The SUTs stand for the classes 
or components under test. The Emulators are implementation 
classes of the TestInterfaces, all of which provide the same 
interface as the SUTs. Testing at the integration testing level is 
started with the invocation of the methods provided by 
TestInterfaces. When these methods are called, each of the 
tester components in test framework performs its own testing 
function. The TestController initializes tester components and 
drives the test execution. In most cases, it generates instances of 
the SUTs and Emulators before starting the test execution. It 
also can initialize the TestLogger to the condition required by 
the test case. The Emulators calculate the expected result after 
the SUTs execute the methods. The correctness of the actual 
result will be judged by comparing the actual result obtained 
from the Emulators with the expected result. The TestLogger 
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collects and records the test results during the test execution. 
Following the testing pattern described above, the functional 
behavior between SUTs is not directly performed by themselves 
during the whole test process. This design pattern of the test 
components is similar to the Proxy design pattern. The 
outermost SuiteTest can be viewed as an output monitoring 
window, playing the role of watching the SUTs accessing the 
Emulators. TABLE I shows a concept hierarchy in CEP for our 
test scheme.  

TABLE I 
ACTIVITIES ORGANIZED INTO THREE LEVELS

Level Activity Class Event Types

3 SuiteTest processOne
processTwo

2 

EmulatorOne methodOne
methodTwo

EmulatorTwo
methodOne
methodTwo

methodThree

1 

SUTOne methodOne
methodTwo

SUTTwo
methodOne
methodTwo

methodThree

There are three hierarchy levels in the SUT-integrated test 
system, of which level 1 is the lowest one. An activity is 
signified by an event of the corresponding event type. An event 
type is defined by a method provided by an activity class. An 
object of an activity class can be thought of as an event 
processing agent (EPA) that processes events received through 
method invocation. Any activity at a higher level can be
specified as an aggregation of activities at the level below it, and 
can be processed by a group of interconnected EPAs called an 
EPN (Event Processing Network). 

The SUTs correspond to the EPAs at level 1 and describe the 
internal activities of the target system. The Emulators 
correspond to the EPAs at level 2 and each level 2 activity is an 
activity of a component in the test framework. For example, 
Emulators can make request/response to each other through 
methods as illustrated in Table I. The level 3 activities consist of 
posets (partially ordered sets) of level 2 activities. They 
represent a completed transaction between components.

These event patterns can be represented as UML sequence
diagrams. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the UML sequence diagrams at 
level-3 and level 2, respectively. 

Fig. 2 Sequence Diagram at Level 3

In Fig. 2, the interactions between objects constitute the 
sequence of events at level-3 represented as interaction 
references to processOne and processTwo. The processOne and 
processTwo each aggregate the interactions among level-2
events leading to the level-3 events. 

Fig. 3 Sequence Diagram of processOne at Level 2

In Fig. 3, the diagram shows the sequence of events of 
processOne between SuiteTest, EmulatorOne and SUTOne to 
detect or create the level-3 event. We can further depict the 
interactions among level 1 events leading to the level 2 events in 
the similar way.

The proposed scheme in this research supports the unit- and 
integration testing for event-based systems. In TankWar case 
study, we will use the testing with the test framework for the 
case in which objects are associated with each other.

IV. TANKWAR CASE STUDY

A. TankWar Event-based System and Analysis
In this case study, we exemplify the proposed test framework 

by using a TankWar event-based system as a target for testing 
that we implemented in the Java language. 

Fig. 4 Class Structure of TankWar System

Fig. 4 shows the Java source files of the TankWar system. 
The TankServer class manages the whole control of the game in 
server. The ServerThread class is a thread that monitors the 
socket for creating new threads to process the messages 
received. The ServerAgentThread class is a thread that 
processes the messages received from a client and broadcasts 
these received messages to all other clients during the game 
playing. The TankClient class manages the whole control of the 
game in client. The WarMap class can construct the obstacles in 
the background. The Tank class is the basic tank component 
class that can be instantiated as tank instances during the 
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TankWar game playing. The Bullet class is the bullet 
component class that can be instantiated as bullet instances. The 
ClientAgentThread class is a thread that processes the messages 
received by a client. The ClientWar class is the main canvas that 
can initialize and draw the canvas. It also can perform basic 
functions such as clientMove() to drive a tank instance to move 
horizontally or vertically, tankFire(Tank tank) to drive a tank 
instance to fire bullets, and sendMsg(String msg) to send the 
corresponding status messages to the server during the game 
playing.  

In order to observe and monitor the events which we are 
interested in for detecting abnormal points, we use the CEP for 
analyzing the target system. In our design scheme, tankServer 
and tankClient are SUTs at the unit testing level, and correspond 
to the EPAs at level 1. TankServerEmulator and 
tankClientEmulator are test components at the integration 
testing level. They are compounded with the SUTs through the 
aggregation rules and interact with each other. They are the 
EPNs at level 2 and are encapsulated as EPAs of level 3. At 
level 3, TankWarSuiteTest represents a completed transaction 
between components. TABLE below defines an aggregation 
rule for the level 3 action tankCanlLeftMove.

TABLE II
AN AGGREGATION RULE FOR THE LEVEL 3 ACTION TANKCANLEFTMOVE

Element Declarations

Variables
TankServerEumlator tse; TankClientEmulator tce0; 

TankClientEmulator tce1; int port; boolean value; String 
host; Socket sc; String message; int x; int y; int direction; 

Event Types tanMove(int x, int y, int direction)

Pattern tce0.tanMove(int x, int y, int direction) 

Context
Condition CanLeftMove

Action create tankCanLeftMove(port, value, host, sc, message, 
x, y, direction) 

B. Test Scenario
In order to test whether the TankWar system executes the 

game properly, we realized the design scheme of the test 
framework for unit- and integration levels of testing. Firstly, we 
chose the TankServer class, TankClient class and ClientWar 
class as the SUTs at the unit testing level because they contain 
the basic and most important functions. And then we chose the 
TankServer class and TankClient class as the SUTs at the 
integration testing level for monitoring their interactions and 
detecting defects contained therein. 

In order to check if the tester components work properly in 
testing the TankWar system, we implanted some errors in this 
system that may not be easily detected. In this test scenario, the 
tank's movement was tested mainly. The testing is conducted
under two different contexts: with and without employing the 
proposed test system. 

Firstly, we assume that the game starts normally and test the 

tank's movement without using the proposed test system. The 
clientMove() in ClientWar class moves the tank instance left by 
one place when the user presses the left arrow button. Now we 
made a change to the original source code of the left move 
method in ClientWar class so that the program has an error.

The program above runs properly in most cases. However, 
the tank instance’s position on the canvas can happen to exceed 
the left boundary or coincide with the coordinates of obstacles 
as a result of the left move. In that situation, it will cause an 
exception to be thrown in thread running the method and 
terminate the program. Since the clientMove() method above 
can be invoked properly in most cases, this kind of errors cannot 
be detected easily.

Lastly, we conducted the same tests on the same 
error-implanted program, this time with the proposed test 
system built on JUnit framework, as we did without the test 
system earlier. For example, we set the tank’s position to (200, 
140), and ran the program as JUnit test. After testing, JUnit 
showed the results in the JUnit view window, as shown in Fig. 5.
We can get the similar information from the test logger 
indicating that the test failed because the expected value is not 
equal to the actual value. Besides that, the TankWarSuiteTest 
also output the test results log to the Java Console.

Fig. 5 Integration Testing in JUnit View 

The sequence diagram in Fig. 6 shows the sequence of 
interactions between the test components and the SUTs that take 
place when the testing is conducted according to the scenario 
stated above. In the diagram, the state symbol placed on a 
lifeline indicates the state or condition that must be true of the 
lifeline component after interactions have occurred up to that 
point where the state symbol is placed. In fact, when we start the 
test by JUnit framework, all of the methods are executed, one at 
a time.

The test system should behave properly in testing normal 
situations without malfunctions as well (i.e., it should not raise 
false alarms). Otherwise we cannot ensure that the test system is 
reliable and accurate in detecting errors of the target system. 
The test system displays test results of the seven methods as 
passed. In this case study, types of faults detectable are limited
to those occurring when testing public methods. However, if 
instance variables of the target system were declared as private,  
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Fig. 6 Sequence Diagram of TankCanLeftMoveFailure

we could not have tested the methods properly because the test 
methods cannot access private variables.

V.CONCLUSION

In this study we proposed a CEP- and UTP-based testing 
method for testing event-based systems at unit- and integration 
levels. The test system built on JUnit testing framework 
according to this scheme increases the controllability and 
observability of event-based system testing without incurring 
changes or intervention to the source code of the target systems. 
By showing testing scenarios in which defects that might remain 
undiscovered were detected in our scheme, we demonstrated 
that the proposed scheme can increase the testability of software 
systems, in particular event-based systems. The increased 
testability can improve the efficiency of high-quality software 
development.

For future works, we plan to improve our test method in 
several ways. Some skeleton test code generation could be 
automated. Using the test components in conjunction with the 
JUnit framework, we can build a test system that automates 
much of the test process. In test process, we need some methods 
with which the software testers can prepare all the test data in 
advance, and when the test begins, the automated test system 
can iterate through all the test data with little human 
intervention. Then it can improve the efficiency of testing.
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Abstract

Automated activity monitoring has become important in many applications. In particular, 
automated monitoring is an important issue in large-scale management of group-housed 
livestock because it can save a significant part of farm workers’ time or minimize the damage 
caused by livestock problems. In this paper, we propose an automated solution for measuring 
the daily-life activities of pigs by using video data in order to manage the group-housed pigs. 
Especially, we focus on the circadian rhythm of group-housed pigs under windowless and 
24-hour light-on conditions. Also, we derive a cost-effective solution within the acceptable 
range of quality for the activity monitoring application. From the experimental results with the 
video monitoring data obtained from two pig farms, we believe our method based on circadian 
rhythm can be applied for detecting management problems of group-housed pigs in a 
cost-effective way.
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1. Introduction

Early detection of management problems is an important issue in caring for group-housed
livestock [1]. A real-time analysis of pig activity could provide useful information for the early 
detection of management problems. In particular, the damage caused by the recent outbreak of 
livestock diseases in Korea such as foot-and-mouth disease was serious (about 8 million pigs 
were buried) [2]. In contrast, caring for individual pigs by a few farm workers in a large-scale 
pig farm is almost impossible. For example, a pig farm where we obtained video monitoring 
data has more than 20,000 pigs and 10 farm workers, whereas another farm has more than 
5,000 pigs and 2 farm workers. Caring for these pigs with few farm workers is infeasible, and 
an automated and cost-effective analysis of the daily-life activity is required for a large-scale 
pig farm.

For managing group-housed livestock, the convergence of IT and agriculture resulted in a
new field of study of computers and electronics in agriculture. The convergence technology 
has been actively performed and found in various forms in the pigsty monitoring field. Kruse
et al. [3] clarified whether wavelet analysis could identify water intake variation due to health 
problems and to differentiate between healthy and treated sows using the example of lactating 
sows. Guarino et al. [4] proposed an intelligent alarm system for the early detection of diseases 
using the continuous on-line monitoring of cough sounds. Ostersen et al. [5] suggested an 
alarm system for detecting oestrus in sows in the gestation section. Each sow carried an 
RFID-tag, and the detection is based on monitoring of the sows’ visits to a boar, where the 
duration and frequency of visits are modeled separately and subsequently combined. Costa et 
al. [6] measured the contribution of pig activity to dust concentration in a pig barn through the 
continuous monitoring of animal activity and confirmed the strong association that exists 
between animal activity and particulate matter concentration in animal houses. Also, Chung et 
al. [7] proposed an efficient data mining solution for the detection and recognition of pig 
wasting diseases using sound data in audio surveillance systems.

In this paper, we apply the computer vision technology to the daily-life activity monitoring 
of group-housed pigs in order to take care of pigs [8]. Caring for weaning pigs (21 or 28 days 
old) is the most important issue in livestock management because of their weak immunity. We 
aim for a real-time monitoring system for weaning pigs based on circadian rhythm. 
Furthermore, we should consider the practical issues such as cost in implementing the 
automated activity monitoring system, because poor profitability of pig farming has inhibited 
large-scale investment. In addition to this initial investment, managing individually-attached 
sensors such as accelerometers [9] in a large-scale pig farm may not be acceptable because of 
the managing cost. Thus, we consider a video camera, which does not need such managing 
overhead once installed, in order to monitor the group activity of pigs.

In a video-based monitoring system, we first extract activity data of weaning pigs from 
videos, and then investigate possible circadian rhythm from the activity pattern. It may be easy 
to detect a “specific” anomaly showing some sudden movements (i.e. the amount of activity 
caused by the appearance of a farm worker or a thief abruptly may be larger than the threshold 
determined by the abrupt normal movements). However, detecting an “unspecified” anomaly 
in the circadian rhythm (i.e. the total amount of activities in a pig’s room decreases/increases 
gradually due to some problems) is challenging. Increased or decreased overall movement 
within the group may imply an emerging disease [10] or change in behavior towards 
aggression due to a lack of feed or water. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report 
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on investigating the circadian rhythm of group-housed pigs under windowless and 24-hour
light-on conditions by using visual data.

For a cost-effective solution [11, 12], we also analyze the tradeoff between the quality and 
the computational workload for implementing a practical system. A similar tradeoff issue has 
been widely studied in the video compression community recently [13-15]. The compression 
technique tries to maintain the required Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), a quality metric 
widely used in the video compression community, with a minimum workload. In the activity 
monitoring applications for livestock, however, a reasonable metric for quality has not been 
reported. Thus, we first propose a quality metric (accuracy) which can be applied to the 
activity monitoring applications. Then, we can derive the minimum resolution size and frame 
rate for reasonable accuracy that is close to the baseline case with the maximum resolution size 
and frame rate.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the related works, and Section 3 
describes the proposed activity monitoring system. The details of the implementation and 
experimental results are explained in Section 4, and we provide some concluding remarks in 
Section 5.

2. Related Works
The last years, many research have been done to develop livestock monitoring systems. They 
can be classified in terms of the type of animal (i.e., pig, cow, and chicken) or sensor (i.e., a
camera, a microphone, and attached sensors such as accelerometer, pedometer, RFID, etc.).

2.1 Pig Monitoring

Camera Sensor
Costa et al. [6] measured the contribution of pig activity to dust concentration in a pig 
barn through the continuous monitoring of animal activity and confirmed the strong 
association that exists between animal activity and particulate matter concentration in 
animal houses. Ahrendt et al. [16] presented a real-time computer vision system for 
tracking of pigs in loose-housed stables, and it could track at least 3 pigs over a longer 
time span (more than 8 min). Schofield et al. [17] described an automatic image collection 
and analysis system designed to record the weight-related areas of pigs under production 
conditions. Shao and Xin [18] presented a real-time image processing system to detect 
movement and classify thermal comfort state of group-housed pigs based on their resting 
behavioral patterns.

Microphone Sensor
Guarino et al. [4] proposed an intelligent alarm system for the early detection of diseases 
using the continuous on-line monitoring of cough sounds. Chung et al. [7] proposed an 
efficient data mining solution for the detection and recognition of pig wasting diseases 
using sound data in audio surveillance systems. Moura et al. [19] presentd the development 
of software to monitor and analyze distinct sounds emitted by piglets correlating the noise 
response with levels of stress for assessing welfare.

Attached Sensor
Kruse et al. [3] clarified whether wavelet analysis could identify water intake variation 
due to health problems and to differentiate between healthy and treated sows using the 
example of lactating sows. Ostersen et al. [5] suggested an RFID-based alarm system for 
detecting oestrus in sows in the gestation section based on monitoring of the sows’ visits 
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to a boar, where the duration and frequency of visits are modeled separately and 
subsequently combined. Escalante et al. [9] described a supervised learning approach to 
sow-activity classification from accelerometer measurements.

2.2 Cow Monitoring

Camera Sensor
Poursaberi et al. [20] presented image analysis techniques towards early lameness 
detection in dairy cattle, where the back posture of each cow during standing and walking 
was extracted automatically by detecting the arc of back posture and fitting a circle 
through selected points on the spine line. Cangar et al. [21] described an automatic 
real-time monitoring technique which allows identifying the locomotion and posturing 
behaviour (standing or lying, and eating or drinking) of pregnant cows prior to calving. 
Porto et al. [22] proposed a computer vision-based system for the automatic detection of 
dairy cow lying behaviour in free-stall barns using the Viola–Jones algorithm.

Microphone Sensor
Chung et al. [23] proposed a data mining solution for the detection of oestrus using the 
sound data of cows. It first extracted the mel frequency cepstrum coefficients with a 
feature dimension reduction and then used the support vector data description as an early 
anomaly detector. Ferrari et al. [24] verified that cough sound can be used as a 
non-invasively diagnostic tool for respiratory diseases in youngstock groups. Clapham et 
al. [25] presented an acoustic recording and analysis system that automatically detects, 
classifies, and quantifies ingestive events in free-grazing beef cattle. 

Attached Sensor
Detection of estrus in dairy cattle is effectively aided by electronic activity tags or 
pedometers. Lovendahi and Chagunda [26] developed an algorithm to detect and 
characterize behavioral estrus from hourly recorded activity data and to apply the 
algorithm to activity data from an experimental herd. Brehme et al. [27] developed a new 
type of pedometer, called ALT pedometer, for three measurement parameters (activity, 
lying time, and temperature) in order to detect oestrus. Hockey et al. [28] conducted two 
experiments to assess the performance of a commercially available neck-mounted activity 
meter to detect cows about to ovulate in two paddock-based Holstein-Friesian dairy herds.

2.3 Chicken Monitoring

Camera Sensor
Wet et al. [29] investigated the possibility of detecting daily body weight changes of 
broiler chickens with computer-assisted image analysis by deriving a relationship 
between body dimension and live weight. Dawkins et al. [30] verified that valuable 
on-farm outcome measures of broiler (meat) chicken welfare can be derived from optical 
flow statistics of flock movements recorded on video or CCTV inside commercial broiler 
houses. Also, automatic monitoring of activity levels in broiler chicken flocks may allow 
early detection of irregular activity patterns, indicating potential problems in the flock
such as leg disorders [31].

Microphone Sensor
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Exadaktylos et al. [32] developed an algorithm that could be used in order to reduce the 
spread of chicken hatching in industrial incubators for chicken eggs. It is based on 
frequency analysis of sounds recorded inside the industrial incubator and aims at 
identifying the time at which all the eggs inside the incubator have reached the internal 
pipping stage. Similarly, Aydin et al. [33] proposed a method to automatically measure 
the feed intake quantity of broiler chickens by sound technology. Finally, Moura et al. 
[34] showed that the thermal comfort for chicks ar the heating stage was possible by 
recording the amplitude and the frequency of the noise emitted by the reared group.

Attached Sensor
A prototype real-time system was developed for the control of broiler growth and 
nutrition intended for commercial use by using the Flockman technology [35]. A similar 
approach to growing broilers was taken by Aerts et al. [36] where the objective was to 
control the growth trajectory of broiler chickens using an adaptive, compact, dynamic 
process model. Also, Lacey et al. [37] described a number of investigations into the 
responsiveness and on-line measurability of deep body temperature in commercial 
broilers using a biotelemetry system.

In summary, we can know that the automatic monitoring of the circadian rhythm of 
group-housed pigs by using camera data and the cost-effective solution of it have not been 
reported.

3. Pigsty Activity Monitoring System

3.1 Requirements of Activity Monitoring for Group-Housed Pigs
It is necessary to analyze the environmental characteristics of a pig farm in order to develop a 
practical monitoring system of group-housed pigs.

Response Time Requirement
The system should provide useful information in a timely manner when a management
problem occurs. Therefore, decision on an hourly basis regarding whether there is a 
management problem in a pig’s room or not is preferred over a daily basis decision. Note
again that we want to detect the “subtle” changes in movements of pigs possibly caused 
by a management problem, not the “abrupt” changes in movements of pigs possibly 
caused by the appearance of a farm worker or a thief. Furthermore, in order to provide a
quick alarm from the visual stream data, we need to analyze the computational workload 
of each computer vision and activity monitoring algorithm employed.

Accuracy Requirement
The system should minimize missed and false alarms with reasonable cost. We install one 
camera at the ceiling of a pig room to monitor the room. After about twenty weaning pigs 
enter the room, each pig grows until they leave the room after one month. Also, the 
behavior of pigs changes according to environmental changes such as the season, time of 
day, days of age, etc. The system should provide reasonable accuracy by considering all 
these environmental characteristics of the pig farm.

It is challenging to develop an automated monitoring system of group-housed pigs 
satisfying the above requirements. First of all, animals including pigs are known to be complex, 
individually different and time-variant (meaning that they respond differently at different 
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moments of time) [1]. This contrasts with more classical approaches where pigs are considered 
as “an average of a population” due to its complexity as a steady state system. 

Secondly, it is difficult to track many pigs in a room because of occlusion (as shown in Fig.
1), although it is possible to track a small number of pigs (3 pigs in a room) [16]. If an
“individual” pig can be traced, a sick pig with less motion can be easily identified. However, 
for the reason explained in Section 3.2, we should check the activity on a “group” basis (based 
on the increased or decreased overall movement within the group), not an individual pig basis. 
Even manual monitoring cannot easily distinguish a motionless pig due to disease from a 
sleeping pig. 

Lastly, we assume both food and water are supplied ad libitum. If a farm worker provides 
food manually, healthy pigs may show some motion at feeding time and it is easy to identify 
any pigs which are motionless at the feeding time. Also, we assume that the pig’s room is 
windowless and light is on continuously. Due to the ad libitum feeding and 
windowless/continuous lighting in the environment, there is no specific time when an anomaly
can be detected easily.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the occlusion caused by many pigs lying close together in a small room 
(picture taken from the Hamyang farm)

3.2 Proposed Activity Monitoring System
In this paper, we focus only on the activity monitoring system. This system can be integrated 
with an existing control system that controls illumination, temperature, humidity, CO2, etc,
and sends an alarm in an emergency. The goal of this research is not to replace but to support 
the farmers, who always remain a crucial factor in good animal management [1].

The overview of the activity monitoring system is shown in Fig. 2. The main idea of our 
system is to use the circadian rhythm. Many people believe every animal (including human 
beings) and plant on the earth has circadian rhythm [38, 39]. Although the amount of activity 
caused by a specific pig between 7 AM and 8 AM may be different every day, our hypothesis 
is that the total amount of daily activity caused by the pigs in a room may have some form of 
circadian rhythm. We design our activity monitoring system based on this circadian rhythm
and verify our hypothesis with actual data.

The procedures of the system are as follows. From a camera installed on the ceiling of a pig 
room, the 24-hour/365-day visual stream data are transmitted to a server through a LAN cable. 
Then, the server determines whether a given scene has any motion or not. If it has some motion, 
the server accumulates the motion information and computes the circadian rhythm. Finally, 
the server generates information on the circadian rhythm.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the activity monitoring system based on a video sensor

3.2.1 Motion Detection Module
The motion detection module requires a small computational workload for a low-cost solution 
and accuracy that can be applied to the activity monitoring applications. Thus, we compare the 
method using the frame difference [6] which has less computational workload with the 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) method (background subtraction using background 
modeling) [40] which has high accuracy.

Fig. 3 shows the activity data of each method where the y-axis means the total amount of 
activity caused by the pig’s motion during one day. Note that the weaning pigs grow rapidly 
(500g/day for the first week, 600g/day for the second week, 700g/day for the third week, 
800g/day for the fourth week, on average). Therefore, the total amount of activity should be 
increased gradually. Simple methods for extracting the daily-life activity such as the frame 
difference method may not guarantee the required accuracy. That is, the frame difference 
method is inappropriate for pig monitoring since the trend of pig’s growth cannot be found. 
Note that this is also true for the data obtained from another farm.

Fig. 3. Comparison of motion detection methods (data obtained from the Hamyang farm)
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In order to provide the required accuracy, more complicated methods which have been 
widely used in video-based monitoring systems need to be considered, such as GMM. As 
shown in Fig. 3, the total amount of activity was increased gradually by using GMM. Note that
this is also true for the data obtained from another farm. Furthermore, real-time processing of 
GMM is possible for a video stream by selecting a cost-effective resolution size and frame rate,
although applying GMM straightforwardly to the 24-hour/365-day visual stream data 
generated from a large-scale pig farm may require too much implementation cost. This issue 
will be discussed in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2 Circadian Rhythm Computation Module
The circadian rhythm computation module checks the circadian rhythm in order to detect any 
management problems. Also, the fact that the pigs grow every day during one month in the 
pigsty must be reflected in the pattern of the circadian rhythm.

We first determine whether the activity data has repeatability. Fig. 4 compares the values of 
the activity data accumulated at each hour. The activity data at 18 hour of June 9 was much
smaller than that of June 10, so it is inappropriate to check the circadian rhythm by comparing 
the hourly data of today with that of yesterday.

Fig. 4. Repeatability of the activity data (data obtained from the Hamyang farm)

Fig. 5. Periodicity of the activity data (data obtained from the Hamyang farm)

Fig. 5 shows the 24-hour pattern of activity data. Although it is difficult to derive a common 
pattern directly (the 24-hour patterns are inconsistent), we can see some form of the circadian 
rhythm (with low activity at night, even with the 24-hour light-on condition). In order to 
investigate the possible circadian rhythm further, Fig. 6 shows the frequency of the activity 
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data measured for 26 days, where the x-axis means the total amount of activity accumulated
during one hour and the y-axis means the frequency of the activity data. There is a clear trend 
of low activity at night-time (9 PM ~ 5 AM) and high activity at day-time (6 AM ~ 8 PM). 

Fig. 6. Frequency of the activity data, wehere the x-axis means the total amount of activity accumulated
during one hour and the y-axis means the frequency of the activity data.

(data obtained from the Hamyang farm)

Thus, we can exploit this circadian rhythm in monitoring pig activity. The activity data 
accumulated for 24 hours can provide enough consistency (as shown in Fig. 3(b)), and we can 
check the 24-hour data at the end of each day (12 PM). However, we also want to check the 
circadian rhythm more frequently in order to detect management problems as early as possible
(which is the response time requirement discussed in Section 3.1).

To satisfy these conflicting requirements, we compare the 24-hour data of today with the 
24-hour data of yesterday at each hour in order to reduce the inconsistency of hourly data  and 
check the circadian rhythm more frequently. Fig. 7 shows the relationship between hourly data 
and 24-hour data. We also take into account the growth of weaning pigs [17] in checking the 
pattern of the circadian rhythm (the number of pixels corresponding to pigs from a top-view 
camera increases everyday by 2%).

Fig. 7. The relationship between hourly data and 24-hour data
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For the purpose of explanation, we denote the hourly data AA(h) as the accumulated 
activity from h hour 0 minutes to h hour 59 minutes. The 24-hour data SAA(d, h) means the 
sum of the accumulated activity during 24 hours from h+1 hour of d-1 day to h hour of d day. 
As shown in Fig. 7, SAA(d-1, h) denotes the 24-hour data of yesterday at h hour, and SAA(d, 
h) denotes the 24-hour data of today at h hour. Therefore, we use SAA(d-1, h) and SAA(d, h)
in order to compare the 24-hour data (circadian rhythm) at each hour and can detect any 
significant change in the circadian rhythm.

3.2.3 Cost-Effective Solution
The motion detection module is time-consuming, and there is a tradeoff between quality and 
computational workload required to obtain quality in the activity monitoring application [41].
We need to find the optimum tradeoff between the accuracy (the accuracy requirement 
discussed in Section 3.1) and the computational workload for applying to various activity 
monitoring applications. Once we find this optimum tradeoff, we can adjust the camera setting 
or downsample the input data.

For finding the optimum tradeoff, we first set the resolution size and frame rate to the 
maximum value supported by the camera (called the base-case), and then compute the hourly 
data obtained from the activity monitoring data. After setting the resolution size and frame rate 
to each downsampled value (called the downsampled-case), we compute another hourly data 
obtained from the downsampled activity monitoring data. Then, we compute the similarity 
between the base-case and the downsampled-case.

Generally, the correlation of two random variables is a standard measure of how strongly 
two variables are linearly related. Correlation therefore naturally captures our intuitive notion 
of temporal similarity. The temporal similarity between the two cases (the base-case and the 
downsampled-case) can be computed by
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Let be hourly data obtained from the base-case at each hour i and be hourly data 
obtained from the downsampled-case at each hour i. Note that hourly data means the 
accumulated amount of activities detected by GMM during an hour. For the base-case b,

and denote the mean and the standard deviation, respectively. For a particular 

downsampled-case d, and denote the mean and the standard deviation, 
respectively. Using equation (1), we can compute the similarity (i.e. accuracy), and finally 
compute the relative tradeoff (=accuracy/workload) with various resolution/frame rate cases.

Furthermore, we can minimize the resource requirements of the memory/CPU in the 
circadian rhythm computation module by employing incremental updating on activity data in a 
circular array. As shown in Fig. 8, we first prepare an array CA of size 48 as a circular array in 
order to store the hourly data. Then, at every hour, we increment t and store the hourly data of 
t into CA[t mod 48]. Then, the sum of CAs from [(t-23) mod 48] to [t mod 48] means the 
24-hour data of today, whereas the sum of CAs from [(t-24) mod 48] to [(t-47) mod 48] means 
the 24-hour data of yesterday. The 24-hour data can be updated easily as
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]48mod[]48mod)24[(),(),( tCAtCAhdSAAhdSAA
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Fig. 8. Circular array CA for minimizing the memory/CPU requirement

4. Experimental Results
In this section, we present the experimental results to demonstrate the performance of the 
proposed real-time monitoring system. The real-time monitoring system comprised a video 
sensor and a server. As shown in Fig. 9, we installed a camera at the ceiling of a pig room and 
set the resolution size to 1280×720 pixels and the frame rate to 30 frames/second (fps) initially. 
With this initial setting, we acquired two datasets in two different environments (22 
weaning-pig data was obtained from the Hamyang farm in June, and 24 weaning-pig data was 
obtained from the Jinju farm in March) and measured the amounts of activities caused by pigs 
in each pigsty environment separately. The experiments were performed on an Intel Core 
i5-2500 at 3.3GHz 4-core processor with 4GB of RAM.

Fig. 9. Picture of a pig house with a video sensor installed (picture taken from the Hamyang farm)
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4.1 Motion Detection
As explained in Section 3.2.1, the motion detection module requires a small computational 
workload for a low-cost solution and accuracy that can be applied to the activity monitoring 
applications. Thus, we compared the method using the frame difference with the GMM [40].

Fig. 10 shows the output results of the two methods. Although the frame difference method 
is very simple, the output shows some false positive and negative errors. The output of the 
GMM method also has some errors, but the method can provide the required accuracy by 
detecting the two moving pigs. Section 4.3 will discuss how the computational workload of the 
GMM method can be reduced.

Fig. 10. Comparison of motion detection results (data obtained from the Hamyang farm)

4.2 Circadian Rhythm
One of the goals of the monitoring system is to investigate the circadian rhythm of 
group-housed pigs under windowless and 24-hour light-on conditions. Fig. 11 shows various 
24-hour data computed at 0 AM, 8 AM, and 4 PM (although we show three 24-hour data only, 
all 24-hour data show similar patterns.). Unlike the frame difference method explained in 
Section 2.2.1, the total amount of activity was increased gradually by using GMM with 
various h values. Also, at every hour h, the 24-hour data of today SAA(d, h) is in the range of 
(85+2)% to (115+2)% of the 24-hour data of yesterday SAA(d-1, h), where 2% in the range 
corresponds to the pig’s growth. That is, the 24-hour data of today is similar to that of 
yesterday, at every hour.

As explained in Section 3.1, it may be difficult to predict the group activity of pigs at any 
time accurately. Because of the circadian rhythm, however, we believe it is possible to
determine whether the 24-hour data is different from yesterday (in regard to the circadian 
rhythm changes possibly caused by disease or thermal discomfort) “as early as possible” (at 
every hour), without complicated learning techniques or any training process.

To investigate the circadian rhythm in a variety of pigsty environments, we used another 
dataset acquired from a different pigsty environment. Fig. 12 shows the circadian rhythm from 
the Jinju farm, and we can also see consistent 24-hour data across days (although we show one 
24-hour data only, all 24-hour data show a similar pattern).
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Fig. 11. Illustration of the circadian rhythm at 0 AM, 8 AM, and 4 PM
(data obtained from the Hamyang farm)

Fig. 12. Illustration of the circadian rhythm at 0 AM (data obtained from the Jinju farm)
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4.3 Cost-effective Solution
Another goal of the monitoring system is to implement the system in a cost-effective way. We 
set the resolution size to 1280×720 pixels and the frame rate to 30 frames/second (fps) initially 
(base-case) to derive the optimal resolution size and the optimal frame rate with reasonable 
accuracy. From the base-case of 1280×720 pixels and 30 fps, we could obtain various 
downsampled resolutions of 640×480, 320×240, 160×120, and 80×60 pixels and 
downsampled frame rates 15, 10, 5, and 1 fps. Fig. 13 shows some examples of the hourly data 
with various resolution/frame rate cases. Some cases have similar patterns (320×240 pixels/10 
fps vs. 320×240 pixels/1 fps), whereas other cases have entirely different patterns (320×240 
pixels/10 fps vs. 80×60 pixels/10 fps). Thus, we should derive the downsampled-case whose 
hourly data is similar to that of the base-case with minimal computational workload.

Fig. 13. The hourly data with various resolution/frame rate cases (data obtained from the Hamyang farm)

Table 1. Similarity (i.e., accuracy) with various resolution/frame rate cases
frame rate

resolution 15 fps 10 fps 5 fps 1 fps

640 480 pixels 0.99 0.96 0.95 0.95
320 240 pixels 0.96 0.95 0.94 0.93
160 120 pixels 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.90

80 60 pixels 0.34 0.56 0.64 0.69

Table 2. Relative execution time (i.e., workload) with various resolution/frame rate cases
frame rate

resolution 15 fps 10 fps 5 fps 1 fps

640 480 pixels 0.24 0.07 0.05 0.04
320 240 pixels 0.10 0.04 0.04 0.03
160 120 pixels 0.06 0.03 0.03 0.03

80 60 pixels 0.05 0.03 0.03 0.03

Table 3. Relative tradeoff (=accuracy/workload) with various resolution/frame rate cases
frame rate

resolution 15 fps 10 fps 5 fps 1 fps

640 480 pixels 4.06 12.38 17.14 19.92
320 240 pixels 9.72 20.20 23.48 24.64
160 120 pixels 14.65 23.13 25.04 25.49

80 60 pixels 6.38 15.15 18.60 20.28

For describing the temporal similarity between the base-case and the downsampled-case, 
we computed the similarity using Equation (1). Table 1 shows the similarity values 
normalized to the base-case (i.e. the similarity of the base-case itself is 1). Note that the 
similarity is more affected by resolution than frame rate. For describing the workload, we 
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measured the execution time. Table 2 shows the relative execution time normalized to the 
base-case (i.e. the relative execution time of the base-case itself is 1). Finally, we represent the 
relative value of “accuracy/workload” tradeoff in Table 3 (i.e. the relative tradeoff of the 
base-case itself is 1). Therefore, we can derive the cost-effective resolution size and frame rate 
as 160×120 pixels and 1 fps, with acceptable accuracy (i.e. in this paper, we consider the 
similarity of 0.9 as the acceptable accuracy). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first 
report on the tradeoff in monitoring the continuous and large incoming data stream that is 
characteristic of monitoring systems (i.e. with 1800 frames obtained from a camera, we could 
reduce the running time of 86.4 seconds to 2.6 seconds without degrading the accuracy 
significantly).

5. Conclusion
The automated activity monitoring of livestock is an important issue in large-scale livestock 
management. We proposed a real-time pigsty monitoring system and cost-effective technique 
for analyzing weaning pig’s activities using visual information acquired from a camera 
installed in the pig house. Especially, this research focused on the circadian rhythm of 
group-housed pigs from the 24-hour/365-day visual stream data, and the practical issues such 
as the quality-workload tradeoff in implementing a pig activity monitoring system. 

From the experiments, the circadian rhythm can be found in group-housed pigs under the 
windowless and 24-hour light-on conditions, and a monitoring system can be made based on 
the circadian rhythm. We also found that our method for deriving the cost-effective solution 
can satisfy the low cost requirement without degrading the accuracy significantly.

As a future work, we have a plan to implement the proposed solution with an embedded 
system. Also, we have a plan to implement the object tracking technique such that individual 
pig can be identified.
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Abstract: In transmitting video data securely over Video Sensor Networks (VSNs), since 
mobile handheld devices have limited resources in terms of processor clock speed and 
battery size, it is necessary to develop an efficient method to encrypt video data to meet the 
increasing demand for secure connections. Selective encryption methods can reduce the 
amount of computation needed while satisfying high-level security requirements. This is 
achieved by selecting an important part of the video data and encrypting it. In this paper, to 
ensure format compliance and security, we propose a special encryption method for 
H.264, which encrypts only the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks and the motion vectors of 
P-macroblocks. In particular, the proposed new selective encryption method exploits the 
error propagation property in an H.264 decoder and improves the collective performance 
by analyzing the tradeoff between the visual security level and the processing speed 
compared to typical selective encryption methods (i.e., I-frame, P-frame encryption, and 
combined I-/P-frame encryption). Experimental results show that the proposed 
method can significantly reduce the encryption workload without any significant degradation 
of visual security. 

Keywords: video sensor network; selective encryption; smartphone; error propagation 
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1. Introduction

In transmitting video data over Video Sensor Networks (VSNs), the video data can be sent to and
from portable devices such as smartphones [1–5]. Frequently, multimedia data delivery raises issues 
around content ownership and privacy; therefore, protecting content is important in multimedia 
applications [6–36]. Since the size of multimedia data is large, efficient encryption methods for 
protecting content, while also satisfying real-time requirements, are necessary [3–5]. 

Multimedia encryption methods [6–10] based on the chaos cryptography theory [11] can serve to 
protect video contents. These methods have exploited the concept of scrambling image pixels with a 
secret key. In general, the compression overhead is considerably higher than the encryption overhead 
in such methods. With the raw video data in an uncompressed format, the selective encryption methods 
generally increase the size of the compressed bit stream; that is, compression efficiency is compromised. 
This is not desirable, because the main goal of compression is to decrease the data size. Therefore, in 
this paper, we focus on the compressed format scenario only [12–36]. That is, any standard decoder 
should be able to decode the encrypted video data, but the decoded video without decryption had to be 
invisible. This is a very important requirement, as it allows for certain features of the compression 
algorithm to be preserved. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an efficient method to encrypt the 
compressed video data for ensuring format compliance. The proposed new selective encryption 
scheme for compressed video data satisfies the following requirements: 

 Security: The encrypted video data can ensure both confidentiality and integrity, and the user 
cannot completely decrypt the encrypted video data without a single shared key. 

 Format compliance: The encrypted video streams are compliant with the compression 
specification, and compatible with the standard decoder. 

 Consideration of limited computational complexity: The encryption and decryption processes 
take into account the limited computational resources and times of mobile handheld devices. 

To compress the video data, we exploit the characteristics of H.264/AVC [1–5], which is one of the 
lossy video compression methods for removing spatial and temporal redundancy, and typically consists 
of the intra- and inter-mode. In these modes, a current macroblock refers to the previous macroblock 
and pixels. Thus, if the referenced information (i.e., the previous macroblock and pixels) is lossy, the 
H.264 cannot completely decode the compressed video data. The aim of the proposed method is to 
decrease the workload of encrypting the macroblocks of the I- and P-frames, excluding the header, by 
exploiting the error propagation property of the H.264 standard. In this paper, to simultaneously ensure 
format compliance and security, we encrypt only the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks and the motion vectors 
of P-macroblocks. Further, we improve the collective performance by analyzing the tradeoff between 
the visual security level and the processing speed, and we also exploit the AES-CCM for ensuring both 
multimedia data confidentiality and integrity [37]. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report 
on exploiting the error propagation property of the H.264 standard and analyzing the tradeoff between 
the visual security level and the processing speed. Experimental results show that the proposed method 
can reduce the workload of both the full encryption method and the typical selective encryption 
methods (i.e., I-frame, P-frame encryption, and combined I-/P-frame encryption) without any significant 
degradation of visual security. 
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The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the selective encryption 
methods for video data. Section 3 describes the selective encryption of video by using the error 
propagation property of H.264 with AES-CCM. Sections 4 and 5 provide the experimental results and 
conclusion, respectively. 

2. Related Work

Multimedia data delivery raises issues around content ownership, privacy, and integrity; thus,
protecting multimedia data is important in multimedia applications [6–36]. Selective encryption 
methods can reduce the amount of computation needed while satisfying high-level security requirements. 
Selective encryption methods can be implemented by either encryption-before-compression or 
encryption-during-compression [23]. If encryption is performed before compression, the compression 
performance may be degraded. In general, the compression overhead is considerably higher than the 
encryption overhead in such methods. With the raw video data in an uncompressed format, the 
selective encryption methods generally increase the size of the compressed bit stream; that is, 
compression efficiency is compromised. Thus, if the entire visual information should be 
concealed, these approaches are not the method of choice. If only smaller areas need to be concealed, 
encryption-before-compression can be used. For privacy preservation, the straight-forward solution 
would be to cut out the privacy endangering areas and code them independently and encrypt 
them afterwards.  

Another solution is to encrypt image areas and encode the modified image, e.g., a permutation of 
positions of the pixels in the privacy-endangering areas has been proposed in [6–10] based on the 
chaos cryptography theory [11], which can serve to protect video contents. These methods have 
exploited the concept of scrambling image pixels with a secret key. However, this is not desirable 
because the main goal of compression is to decrease the data size. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on 
the compressed format scenario only [12–34]. 

In encryption-during-compression [12–34], every image is processed in blocks, starting with 
16 × 16 macroblocks, and the macroblocks can be grouped in slices. Also, most commonly a slice 
consists of the macroblocks of an entire image. In an I-frame, intra-coding is permitted and all previously 
decoded reference pictures will not be used in the further decoding process. Many video compression 
methods have used lossy techniques to remove spatial and temporal redundancy [12–34], and typically 
consist of the intra- and inter-mode. In these modes, a current macroblock refers to the previous 
macroblock and pixels. Thus, if the referenced information (i.e., the previous macroblock and pixels) is 
lossy, the H.264 cannot completely decode the compressed video data. In this paper, to simultaneously 
ensure format compliance and security, we encrypt only the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks and the motion 
vectors of P-macroblocks for transmitting video data securely over Video Sensor Networks (VSNs).  

In addition, to measure the security level, the visual security has been represented as PSNR or MSE 
in some researches for selective encryptions [28–32]. Also, the execution time or encrypted data size 
can be measured to verify the improvement of speed for selective encryptions. To the best of our 
knowledge, a study of collective performance by analyzing the tradeoff between the visual security 
level and the processing speed has not been reported. One of the most famous papers in analyzing a 
performance tradeoff is the collective analysis of area-time complexity for VLSI [38–40]. Thus, we 
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apply the idea of collective analysis to represent the performance tradeoff between the visual security 
and the processing speed. 

3. Proposed Selective Encryption for H.264

In this paper, we encrypt only the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks and the MVs of P-macroblocks in
order to exploit the error propagation of the H.264 standard, with AES-CCM [37] for ensuring both the 
confidentiality and the integrity of video data. Further, we improve the collective performance by 
analyzing the tradeoff between the visual security level and the processing speed. 

3.1. Error Propagation Property of H.264 

The digital video data can be compressed by using both lossy and lossless compression techniques. 
Lossy compression is a method for removing spatial and temporal references. In this paper, we exploit the 
error propagation property; that is, spatial and temporal reference properties in a video (H.264) decoder. 

3.1.1. Spatial Reference Property 

In H.264/AVC, each frame consists of a number of slices, and every slice includes individual 
coding units, called macroblocks, each of which contains one 8 × 8 luminance (Y) array and two 
corresponding chrominance (Cb and Cr) arrays. A macroblock may be encoded in the intra- or 
inter-prediction mode. For a video sequence, the slices in the first frame are always encoded as an 
I-frame (i.e., an IDR-slice always includes an I-frame), and each macroblock is coded in the 
intra-prediction mode. The slices in the following frames are often encoded as P- or B-frames, with 
each macroblock being coded in the intra- or inter-prediction mode. The predictions of the pixels in a 
macroblock are obtained by the linear interpolation of its adjacent pixels. 

Figure 1 shows the intra-prediction mode for eliminating spatial redundancy in the lossy compression 
process of an I-macroblock (i.e., DCT/quantization). An 8 × 8 macroblock of the original image is 
transformed into the DCT-domain image as shown in Figure 1a,b. Then, the DCT domain is quantized 
as shown in Figure 1c, and many zeros can be compressed with lossless compression techniques such 
as Context-Adaptive Variable-Length Coding (CAVLC) or Context-Adaptive Binary Arithmetic 
Coding (CABAC). In Figure 1d, an 8 × 8 macroblock of the image can be reconstructed by using 
Inverse DCT (IDCT). As a result, this spatial redundancy can be removed with the intra-prediction 
mode in order to achieve the aim of compressing the video information.  

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Cont. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 1. Illustration of intra-prediction mode. (a) 8 × 8 macroblock (original image); 
(b) DCT-domain macroblock; (c) Quantization-domain macroblock; (d) IDCT 
(reconstructed image). 

3.1.2. Temporal Reference Property 

In a P-macroblock, each partitioned block is predicted by a region from the previously coded 
reference picture; in a B-macroblock, each partitioned block is predicted by either one region or two 
regions, from one or two previously coded reference pictures, respectively. Figure 2 shows an 
inter-prediction mode for eliminating temporal redundancy. A P- or B-macroblock (i.e., current MB) 
finds the best matching macroblock, and the difference MB (i.e., difference between the current MB 
and the best match MB) and the MV are coded with DCT/quantization/entropy coding. Therefore, the 
inter-prediction mode can efficiently compress video information by eliminating temporal redundancy.  

Figure 2. Illustration of inter-prediction mode. 

3.2. Selective Encryption of Video for I- and P-/B-Macroblocks 

In both intra- and inter-modes, the current MB refers to the previous frames. Thus, if the referenced 
information (the previous macroblock and pixels) was lossy, the H.264 cannot decode the compressed 
video data. The aim of the proposed method is to lessen the workload of encrypting the macroblocks of 
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the I- and P-frame, excluding the header, by exploiting the error propagation property of the H.264 
standard. Note that, in order to ensure format compliance and security, the frame header is not 
encrypted. A potential attacker who does not have the required key would need to decode/decompress 
the transmitted data in order to access the video content. If some macroblocks in each frame are 
distorted by encrypting it in the encoding/compressing process, the decoder regards the macroblocks as 
an error, and the error propagates to the successive macroblocks in the frames. To exploit the error 
propagation property of the H.264 standard, we encrypt only the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks and MVs 
of P-macroblocks.  

3.2.1. I-Macroblock 

In the I-macroblock, encrypted DC or DC/ACs affects the reconstructed image as shown in 
Figure 3. If the DC is encrypted (i.e., 79 is encrypted to 21), the reconstructed image is distorted by the 
error propagation as shown in Figure 3a,b. However, the reconstructed pixel pattern still appears in the 
DC encryption.  

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Effect of encrypted DC and DC/AC. (a) Encrypted DC; (b) Effect of DC 
(reconstructed image); (c) Encrypted DC/AC except zeros; (d) Effect of DC/AC 
(reconstructed image). 

In contrast, if DC/ACs except zeros are encrypted (i.e., 79, 1, 2, 1, 1, and 1 are encrypted to 
41, 107, 214, 235, 44, and 166, respectively), the reconstructed image is distorted without the pixel 
pattern as shown in Figure 3c,d. In this case, since we encrypt only six values, the encryption process 
can provide not only an effective visual security level by error propagation but also fast processing 
speed. Therefore, we encrypt the DC/ACs of the I-macroblock except zeros. 
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3.2.2. P- or B-Macroblock 

Figure 4 shows the effect of MV encryption in the P- or B-macroblock. The current MB refers to 
the reference frame with MV and then reconstructs the compressed image (i.e., circle) as shown in 
Figure 4a,b. However, if the MVs of the current MB are encrypted, the current MB refers to the 
incorrect region (i.e., triangle), and thus the reconstructed image is distorted as shown in Figure 4a,c. 
In this case, the image is reconstructed by a composition of the difference MB (i.e., circle) and the incorrect 
image (i.e., triangle), as shown in Figure 4c. Therefore, we encrypt the MVs of P-or B-macroblocks.  

(a) 

(b) (c) 

Figure 4. Effect of encrypted motion vector. (a) Illustration of encrypted MV; 
(b) Reconstructed image with correct MV; (c) Reconstructed image with incorrect MV. 

Figure 5 shows the execution flow of the encryption and decryption processes. First, frames 
consisting of YUV are compressed by the H.264 lossy compression (i.e., DCT, quantization, and motion 
estimation), and the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks except zeros and the MVs of P- or B-macroblocks are 
encrypted. Then, the H.264 lossless compression (i.e., CAVLC or CABAC) compresses the encrypted 
video data. Note that, since we encrypt only the information of non-zeros, the compression rate is not 
degraded by the H.264 encoder. 

At the decoder, the encrypted video data are decoded by the H.264 lossless compression. Then, the 
DC/ACs of I-macroblocks except zeros and the MVs of P- or B-macroblocks are decrypted. Finally, 
the YUV data are reconstructed by the H.264 lossy decompression. Note that the selectively encrypted 
video data can be decompressed without a secrete key because the headers are not encrypted, and thus 
the encrypted video stream does not violate the format compliance requirement. Therefore, the 
proposed method can ensure the format compliant video compression by using the standard 
encryption algorithm. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5. Execution flow of the encryption and decryption processes. (a) Compression/ 
encryption process; (b) Decompression/decryption process. 

3.3. Video Authentication 

In this paper, we apply the AES-CCM in order to ensure both the confidentiality and the integrity of 
video data. Figure 6 illustrates the authentication procedures for video data, which are compressed and 
encrypted using H.264 and AES-CTR, respectively, while MAC is generated by the CBC mode.  

Figure 6. Illustration of the authentication procedures for compressed video data. 

Encrypting the video data using AES-CTR ensures the confidentiality of the data. To verify MAC, 
the video data are decrypted using AES, and MAC  is generated by the CBC mode. Finally, if MAC 
and MAC  are exactly identical, we can confirm that the video data are not forged. Note that although 
MAC is generated at least once for one frame, the data overhead is negligible because of the 
small size of MAC. 
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3.4. Improving Collective Performance 

Since the primary objective of this research is to provide secure transmission of I-frames, the 
difference between the original image and the decoded image without using the required key should be 
emphasized. Therefore, the confusion degree (i.e., CD) can be defined as the difference between the 
cipher text and the plaintext in a cryptographic system [29]. In fact, the visual security has been 
represented as PSNR or MSE in some researches for selective encryption. However, we quantitatively 
represent the visual security as confusion degree (CD), which is similar to [28–32]. In this paper, the 
structural similarity (i.e., SSIM) [41] is applied in order to quantitatively measure this CD. The SSIM 
metric is calculated with various windows of an image. The measures between two windows x and y 
are as follows: x and y (the average),  and  (the variance), xy (the covariance). c1 and c2  
(two variables to stabilize the division with a weak denominator). For the M × N image size, CD can 
be represented as Equation (1): 

CD(x, y) =  (1)

In order to evaluate the visual security of selective encryption compared with full encryption, visual 
security (i.e., VS) can be defined as in Equation (2). That is, the similarity between the selectively 
encrypted image and the ideal (full) encrypted image is determined quantitatively:  

VS = (2)

Further, the speedup (i.e., SP) of selective encryption compared with full encryption can be 
defined as Equation (3). Note that SP is defined with the encrypted data size, and thus it is a 
machine-independent definition: 

SP = (3)

To control VS and SP, we define the encryption parameter en. That is, every en-th P-macroblock is 
encrypted in a total of P-macroblocks. For example, if we set en as 2, every second macroblock is 
encrypted. Note that, en = 0 is the full encryption, and en = 1 is the selective encryption of all 
P-macroblocks. Further, VS is decreased with increased en, but the SP is increased. 

Finally, to evaluate the collective performance (i.e., CP) with en, CP is represented as a product of 
VS and SP, as shown in Equation (4). Note that we can maximize CP by analyzing the tradeoff between the 
visual security level and the processing speed with respect to en. Depending on the application, CP can 
be defined by using weight of VS or SP. We set the weight ratio as 1:1 in this paper: 

CP(en) = VS(en) × SP(en) (4)
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4. Experimental Results

In this paper, a dual-core PC (3.99 GHz, RAM 2.0 GB) was used for the experiments, and
the execution times for various handheld devices from the specifications of three devices (i.e., 
MSP430F1611 [42], ADSP-BF533 [43], and TMS320C6414T [43]) were estimated. The size of the 
experimental video image was 352 × 288, and the frame rate was 30 frames per second (i.e., a total of 
300 frames, consisting of two I-frames and 298 P-frames). The total size of the frames was 4.5 MB, 
including headers, and there were 2 I-frames and 298 P-frames.  

Table 1 shows the encrypted data size and CD (i.e., SSIM) with en. In the video frames (i.e., a total 
of 300 frames), the number of I- and P-macroblocks were 486 and 17441, respectively. Note that, these 
macroblocks were selectively encrypted and the size of the encrypted data depended on en. In the full 
encryption (i.e., en = 0), since I- and P-macroblocks were compressed using lossless compression, 
these macroblocks were encrypted in the compressed data. Thus, the size of full encryption was 
1000 KB (i.e., uncompressed data size was 4.5 MB). For CD, we measured the I- and P-frame. In the 
experimental results, we found that the effect of the P-macroblock encryption was more than that of 
the I-macroblock encryption. That is, since the number of I-frames was 2, the CD depended on the 
large number of P-frames (i.e., 298). I- and P-macroblocks were encrypted with the proposed selective 
encryption where en was between 1 and 10. For example, if we set en as 5, every fifth P-macroblock 
was encrypted, and the encrypted data size and CD were 30.85 KB and 0.28, respectively.  

Table 1. Encrypted data size and CD with en. 

Encryption Parameter (en) 
Encrypted Data Size 

CD (I-Frames and P-Frames) 
No. of I-Macroblocks No. of P-Macroblocks Total Size (KB) 

0 - - 1000 0.18

1 486 17,441 155.34 0.24

2 486 8742 78.28 0.25

3 486 5819 51.52 0.27

4 486 4367 38.84 0.27

5 486 3369 30.85 0.28

6 486 2902 25.68 0.32

7 486 2463 21.96 0.33

8 486 2166 20.07 0.33

9 486 1987 17.54 0.38

10 486 1801 15.83 0.39

Figure 7 shows VS, SP, and CP with en. VS was degraded by the increased en as shown in 
Figure 7a, because of an increased CD. In contrast, the encrypted data size was decreased by the increased 
en, and thus SP improved, as shown in Figure 7b. To provide the high processing speed, en should be 
increased, but the VS would be degraded. To avoid considerable degradation of VS with increased en, we 
set en under the condition of VS > 0.5. Figure 7c shows CP with en. In this case, we can maximize CP at 
en = 8, and SP was improved by a factor of 49 without any significant degradation of VS (i.e., >0.5).  
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Figure 7. VS, SP, and CP with en. (a) VS with en; (b) SP with en; (c) CP with en.  

Figure 8 shows a comparison of full encryption and selective encryption. The original image and the 
full encryption image are shown in Figure 8a,b, respectively. Further, we compared the I- and 
P-frame encryption with en as shown in Figure 8c–f. Figure 8c,d shows the I- and P-frame encryption 
at en = 1. Since the DC/ACs were encrypted, the image was not completely decoded owing to the error 
propagation as shown in Figure 8c. Moreover, MV encryption of the P-frame at en = 1 is shown in 
Figure 8d. Since the MVs were encrypted, the P-macroblocks referred not only to the incorrect region 
of I-blocks but also to the broken I-blocks (i.e., DC/ACs encryption). Figure c,e shows the effect of 
I-frame encryption at en = 1 and en = 8, respectively. In the I-frame, the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks 
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were encrypted regardless of en. In contrast, P-frame depended on MV encryption with en. Figure 8d,f 
shows the effect of P-frame encryption at en = 1 and en = 8, respectively. In the case of en = 8, 
unencrypted MVs can refer to the correct region of I-macroblocks. However, since the unencrypted 
MVs referred to the broken I-macroblocks, the H.264 decoder could not completely reconstruct the 
original frame, and thus, provided effective visual security. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 8. Comparison of full encryption and selective encryption. (a) Original; 
(b) Compressed full encryption; (c) DC/ACs Encryption of I-frame with en = 1; (d) MVs 
encryption of P-frame with en = 1; (e) DC/ACs Encryption of I-frame with en = 8; (f) MVs 
encryption of P-frame with en = 8. 

We compared the performance of the typical selective encryptions (i.e., I-frame encryption [20], 
P-frame encryption [21], and combined I-/P-frame encryption [22] of [23]) and the proposed 
encryption. Table 2 shows the comparison of each performance. The collective performance (i.e., CP) 
was improved by a factor of 1.8, 9.6, and 4.4, respectively, compared with [20–22] of typical selective 
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encryptions [23]. Therefore, we confirmed that the proposed selective encryption can improve the 
processing speed without any significant degradation of the visual security level (i.e., VS > 0.5).  

Table 2. Comparison of performance. 

Full Encryption 
VS SP CP 
1.0 1.0 1.0 

Selective encryptions 

I-frame encryption [20] 0.3 50.2 15.0 
P-frame encryption [21] 0.4 7.2 2.8 

I- and P-frame encryption [22] 0.6 10.1 6.0 
Proposed (en = 8) 0.5 49.8 26.9 

Table 3 shows the comparison for execution time of proposed method on various handheld 
devices where the processor speeds were 8 MHz, 756 MHz, and 400 MHz, respectively. In the full 
encryption, the execution times of PC (i.e., Intel i5 core processor) and three handheld devices 
(i.e., MSP430F1611 [42], ADSP-BF533 [43], and TMS320C6414T [43]) were 4.99 ms, 2432.63 ms, 
25.74 ms, and 48.65 ms, respectively. In contrast, the execution times of proposed method were 
0.01 ms, 48.65 ms, 0.51 ms, and 0.97 ms on various devices, respectively. Therefore, we confirmed 
that the proposed method can efficiently encrypt the video data on the handheld devices.  

Table 3. Execution times of proposed method on various handheld devices. 

Intel i5core 
[3900 MHz] 

MSP430F1611 
[8 MHz] 

ADSP-BF533 
[756 MHz] 

TMS320C6414T 
[400 MHz] 

Full encryption 4.99 ms 2432.63 ms 25.74 ms 48.65 ms 
Proposed (en = 8) 0.01 ms 48.65 ms 0.51 ms 0.97 ms 

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a new selective encryption method for mobile devices with limited
computational resources. The aim of this method was to protect video data while reducing the 
computational workload and maintaining the required visual security level. To simultaneously ensure 
format compliance and security, we encrypted only the DC/ACs of I-macroblocks and the MVs of 
P-macroblocks. In particular, we exploited the error propagation property in an H.264 decoder and 
analyzed the tradeoff between the visual security level and the processing speed for improving the 
collective performance. From the experimental results, the collective performance (i.e., CP) was 
improved, compared to typical selective encryptions. Moreover, we confirmed that the proposed 
method can significantly reduce the workload of the full encryption method by a factor of 49.8 without 
any significant degradation of visual security (i.e., VS > 0.5). 
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